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ABSTRACT 

Using a Green's function formalism, the quasiparticle self-energy 

in a finite Fermi system is described in terms of the coupling of even-

and odd-mass nuclear eigenmodes. The self-energy includes the usual QPC 

core polarization diagram, a "backwards" exchange diagram with ground 

state correlations, and higher order diagrams which correct for exclusion 

principle violations in the propagation of the quasiparticle and the 

microscopic phonon. Intermediate lines in the self-energy are described 

self-consistently, thereby including multiple-phonon core excitations. 

It is shown that the generalized Dyson's equation for the self-energy may 

be solved by matrix diagonalization rather than the usual dispersion 

relation. Renormalized phonons are calculated by taking into account 

splitting of the quasiparticle strength by QPC in the solution of the 

Bethe-Salpater equation. The quasiparticle self-energy and the phonon are 

calculated self-consistently. 

The theory is used to calculate energy levels, transition 

probabilities, and one-nucleon transfer cross-sections for even- and odd-

mass isotopes in the !"are earth region. An "intruder" state is predicted 

in the Eu and Tb isotopes. The splitting of the K ±2 states in 165Ho and 
0 



167Er is derived from higher order contributions to the self-energy. 

The interference of pairing and quadrupole correlations in the ground 

state is discussed. 

This dissertation includes an introduction to the applications 

of Green's function techniques in nuclear theor,y and an extensive review 

of the literature, in which the various theoretical attempts to describe 

low-energy properties of even- or odd-mass nuclei from the perspective 

of phonon and quasiparticle correlations are collated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The prime task of the nuclear physicist, engaged in the micro

scopic study of nuclear structure, is to describe the many-nucleon 

system in terms of a minimal number of elementary excitations and well

behaved interactions among them. Physicists approach this general end 

·in various ways--their methods differing in degree of rigor, as well as 

intuitive clarity. On the one hand, a great deal of many-body theory is 

· devoted to describing both qualitatively and quantitatively the effective 

interaction between nucleons in a nucleus. According to this school, it 

makes little sense to calculate nuclear properties without using the 

best effective interaction as determined from the NN potential, and then, 

of course, it makes no sense at all to work with an effective interaction 

which is not at least "good" by many-body. standards. Quite on the other 

extreme are those whose aim is the development of a model scheme of 

excitations and interactions. The character of·these schematic models 

is determined by the unholy matrimony of mathematical simplicity and 

agreement with the experimental data trend. Nevertheless, when confronted 

by a task so difficult as the many-body description of the atomic nucleus, 

it is natural to test our physical intuitions on something less glorious 

than the full-scale problem~ Somewhere in the middle is phenomenono

logical many-body physics. Theorists in this school determine the 

analytic behavior of the effective interaction and then put a number in 

front which is empirically based. From this, they engage the entirety of 

nuclear physics data. The middle-of-the-road school must, nevertheless, 

make many approximations. Primarily, these are concerned with the 

separation of relevant degrees of nuclear freedom. 
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Actually, all these nuclear physics approaches have some hope 

of converging to one another. We are proceeding on the assumptions that 

sometime in the future, the effective interaction between nucleons will 

be accurately known from a convergent calculation and that the branch of 

single particle excitations, viz., quasiparticles, will be accurately 

described using some offspring of Brueckner, Hartree-Fock, or Bogoliubov 

theories coupled to a higher order and convergent approximation to 

D.1son's equation. Call these developments Stage I. Using them as inputs, 

the low energy states of all nuclei must then be calculated successfully. 

This includes energies, transition probabilities, reaction cross-sections 

for even and odd, spherical~and.deformed, normal and superfluid nuclear 

systems. Even this Stage II will require many elements of sophistication 

and many-body theory. For almost every system, it will require a self-

consistent and Pauli Principle allowed treatment o.f quasibosons--rotons 

and phonons--and quasiparticles or quasibogolons. For deformed systems, 

a unified treatment of rotational and intrinsic motion will necessarily 
. . 

be described. For systems deformed by pairing, i.e., superfluid, the 

uncertainty of number nonconservation will have to be eliminated. 

Until these happy events are enacted (and nuclear physicists 

retire to other branches of physics, college administration, or unem-

ployment) , theoretical work will be in progress at both stages. It is 

not at all improper that those people who are interested calculate 

nuclear properties from an effective nuclear interaction which is less 

than God-given. While they might be deluding themselves in thinking 

that they have calculated the "right answer", their contribution to our 
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understanding of analytic effects (e.g., sufficiently correct treatment 

of the Pauli Principle, number conservation, angular momentum conservation, 

renormalizing far-away configurations, etc.) is vital. Also this work 

tends to develop the theory and computer programs into which we can plug 

the "real" effective interaction and effective or "quasi" particles, 

once we know them. Towards this latter goal, the pairing-plus-quadrupole 

model will not make a great contribution--just because it is too simple. 

Yet such simplicity is a virtue in that it has and will often permit a 

convenient evaluation of the analytic problems already mentioned. 

Towards these noble ends of theoretical nuclear physics, we have 

been engaged in a thesis program whose purpose is to· ,elucidate a self

consistent theory of phonons,and quasiparticles. The setting for what

ever ideas we might develop is the rare-earth region. The reason for 

this setting is in part historical--we were originally involved in a 

program to study the "effects" of the "effective" interaction in this 

region (e.g., the surface and spin characteristics of gamma vibrations). 

The various 0+ states were also fascinating enough to motivate invest

igation. There are also some sound theoretical reasons for continuing to 

use this region of the periodic table to study quasiparticle-phonon 

coupling. The phonons involve only a few configuration mixings, and 

hence demand that the Pauli Principle be properly taken into account. A 

large amount of ground state correlation, pairing fluctuation, etc. is 

also present. These sorts of things have exotic consequences on the 

ultimate analytic formulation of the theory. We approach the QPC problem 

from the viewpoint of Migdal's Fermi liquid theory. That is, the analytic 
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form of the effective interaction and the spacing of single_ particle 

states are assumed and then parameterized to give agreement with 

experiment. While we plan to raise some questions about these assumptions, 

such an approach basically awaits the output of Stage I of nuclear theory 

as we discussed earlier. Also it is assumed that number nonconservation 

and rotational motion do not effect the theory. These are limitations 

which make the theory less fundamental (and perhaps grossly inaccurate, 

e. g. ' . 152s ) J.n m • 

The presentation of our dissertation work is somewhat out-of-the-

ordinary. Section II has the stated purpose of reviewing some relevant 

theoretical background (i.e., Green's functions). It is actually some-

what more than that, namely a review of many applications of the 

formalism. Not only do we hope to present the reader who is unfamiliar 

with this approach to many-body physics with some examples to get him 

start~d, but it is also our intention to show that the nuclear motions 

can be traced from the bare NN-interaction to particle-vibration coupling, 

all within the Green's function approach. The inspiration for such a 

tack came as we prepared several lectures for a graduate course in 

Nuclear Chemistry. ,In this spirit, we have assumed the reader is familiar 

with such topics as quantum mechanics and second quantization, Nilsson 

orbits and Bohr7~ottelson phenomenology. 

The "r.eview of the literature" part of the dissertation is 

contained in Appendix B. Logically, it might be included after Sec. II. 

However, we have tried to make such a review more self-contained and 

extensive than would be comfortable if it were sandwiched between Green's 

functions and the work which we have initiated. 
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Section III presents the theory of self-consistent qu~siparticle

phonon coupling (SCQPC). As indicated earlier, we have sought to develop 

a theoretical framework within which to examine the consequences of the 

Pauli Exclusion Principle and certain higher order effects of the QPC 

coupling term. Section IV details the numerical methods employed, and 

Sec. V deals with the results of actual calculation. 

We should mention in reference to Sec. V that we regard our 

results in a somewhat schematic way. Some of the theoretical improvements 

we suggest--and which are calculated to be important--actually worsen 

agreement with experiment. Although we think that our numerical results 

will be useful to experimentalists, fitting the energy level scheme of 

165Er has not been our foremost consideration. 

Finally, a warning about notation~ (a tabulation of which appears 

in Appendix A). The reader should note that as we delineate certain 

elements of nuclear theory from the NN-interaction through elementary 

excitations in a finite superfluid nucleus, it is convenient to introduce 

Greens's functions corresponding to particles, quasiparticles, bogolons, 

etc. which are "undressed" and "dressed" by QPC self-energy terms. It is 

thus impossible to use only single or double lines in the Feynman diagrams 

corresponding to undressed or dressed single nucleon Green's functions, 

G. The figures will be labelled when the "particle-type" is relevant 

and/or ambiguous. 
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II. THEORY---BACKGROUND 

In this and the following section, we shall be concerned with 

the description of a many-nucleon system in terms of the motions and 

correlations of the individual protons and neutrons. In other words, we 

seek a microscopic theory of the nucleus. 

The purpose of this section is to review the Green's function 

approach to many-body systems. Though a great number of applications and 

important results of this theoretical approach are discussed insofar as 

they help to detail a more complete picture of the nucleus, completeness 

and mathematical rigor are not attempted. Such details are contained in 

the references to which we shall refer. We have written this section 

with the intentions of presenting an introduction for the beginner and 

collecting together the various theoretical concepts which are the 

foundation of the following section on self-consistent quasiparticle

phonon coupling. 

In our opinion, the most elegant and universal framework within 

which to describe the nucleus is that of Green's functions. Within this 

framework, one can derive perturbation theory and calculate theoretically 

important quantities such as the effective interaction, single particle 

states, and effective charges. Indeed, most of the important work in 

these fundamental areas is carried out using the "perturbation theory and 

Feynman picture" approach. Moreover, utilization of this method coupled 

to an understanding of the analytical properties of Green's functions 

enables us to describe experimentally observable features (energy states, 

as well as photon and nucleon transition amplitudes) of the many-nucleon 

system. Such descriptions can be carried out to any order of perturbation 

theory we choose. 
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Quite literally, diagrams and Green's functions are a language 

in which very complicated theory can be outlined in a simple way. The 

prereq_uisites to its usage are the rules of grammar and a little 

vocabulary. It also helps to have a "feel" for the language. And it is 

to this task we first address ourselves. 

A. Green's Functions 

We begin with a most -basic eq_uation from q_uantum mechanics, the 

time-dependent Schrodinger eq_uation: 

i ~ = H~ (II.l) 

~ is the wave function of the system in which we are interested. It 

contains as much information as is allowed by the Uncertainty Principle. 

His the Hamiltonian or energy operator. If His time-independent, the 

time-dependent Schrodinger equation may be integrated to give 

~(t') = e-iH(t' - t)~(t) ( II.2) 

This equation, which contains the unitary time-evolution operator, 

-iH(t' - t) t 11 h th f t' d 1 . t' T e , e- s us ow e wave unc 1on eve ops 1n 1me. o 

obtain the exact value of~ at timet, we may use Eq_. (II.2) along with 

an initial condition, e.g., ~(0) or~(~). Using the time-evolution 

operator, we may define the generalized Green's function 

iGAB(t' - t)- < Ale-iH(t' - t)IB >, (t'- t) > 0 (II .3a) 
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Generally, lA >and IB >are taken to be basis states, i.e., they are 

simple configurations of the.many-nucleon system, but they are not eigen-

states. iGAB(t' - t) gives the probability amplitude that if we create 

the system I B > at t, it will have evolved into I A > at t' . 

In a time-dependent sense, the system propagates from a position 

B, in configuration or Hilbert space, at timet, to a new position A, at 

timet'. Thus, Green's functions are often called prop~gators. The 

term Green's function has been employed because the co-ordinate space 

representation of G, namely 

G(x',t'; x,t) = ~ < x'IA >GAB< Blx > 

AB 

obeys the usual identities of a Green's function kernal1 

1/J( X ' , t ' ) ~ J dx ' G( X ' , t ' ; X, t ) 1/J( X, t) 

and 

(i ~t- H(x,x')) G(x',t'; x,t) = a(x- x') a(t- t') 

(II. 3b) 

(II.4a) 

(II. 4b) 

It is often convenient to work with the Fourier transform of the 

time-dependent Green's function. The transformation is defined: 

G(w) = ~~ G(t' 
iw( t' t) - t) e - d(t' - t) 

G( t I - t) =_!. 
27T 

~~ G(w) .-iw(t' - t)dw 

(II. 5) 
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The reason for such a transformation is that many algebraic operations 

involving Green's functions are quite simple if they are carried out with 

respect to the conjugate variable, w, instead of time differences. Con-

volution integrals, such as Eq. (II. 6) , are replaced by simple products , 

as in Eq. (II.7). The Fourier transformation is a homomorphism:
2 

it 

relates two sets of functions which are one-to-one and onto. Hence, 

whatever physics can be easily carried out using the G(w) functions is 

identical to what would be obtained in the time-dependent formalism. In 

particular, infinite order perturbation theory and Feynman diagrams can 

be derived more transparently in the time-dependent formalism, while 

numerous physics problems can be solved almost trivially in the conjugate 

variable, w. It is common to label w the energy variable. 

Let us interpose a complete set of eigenstates of H, 

~Is >< sl = 1 , between 

Since e-iH(t'- t)ls > = Is 

the time-evolution operator and the ket IB >. 

--iE (t' - t) > e s , we have 

iGAB(t' - t) = ~ < Als > e-iEs(t' - t)< siB > 

s 

The Fourier transform with respect to the variable, t' - t, is 

( ) = ~ < AI s >< sl B > 
GAB w L.J w - E + io 

s s 

( II.6a) 

( II.6b) 

Such an equation seems eminently more convenient than Eq. (II.3). 

Not only do the poles of this function give the eigenenergies, E , but s 

the amplitudes in the numerator tell us the wave function of the eigenstate, 
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S. Suppose lA >and IB >were all the 209Pb basis states, i.e., lp, 

2p-lh, 3p-2h, 4p-3h, etc. If we knew all the poles and residues, we 

would know all the eigenenergies and the overlap of eigenstates with the 

basis states. In other words, we would know completely about each eigen-

state. 

However, it is already known how to obtain this information--

one needs only to diagonalize a matrix with the Hamiltonian operating 

between all the basis states. How is the Green's function related to the 

dynamics of the many-body system; how can we get G directly from H? For 

the answer to this question, we return to the time-dependent formalism. 

The equations which follow are derived formally in Baranger's Varenna 

notes. 3 They will be given here with "pictorial proof". See Fig. 1 for 

the appropriate diagrams. 

First, we divide the Hamiltonian into two parts 

(II. 7) 

The states I A > and I B > are taken to be eigenstates of H 
0

• H1 , however, 

induces transitions between these basis states. Again, GAB(t' - t) is the 

total probability that the system will evolve from 'IB >at t to lA >at t'. 

How could this be brought about? The simplest possibility is that the 

H1 not act at all. There would be no transitions within our system and 

no changes. lA >would thus have to be the same as IB >. On the other 

hand, these might be one or two or three, etc., transitions, as in Fig. lb. 

Consider all the diagrams in Fig. lb. They all begin with free propagation 

of Bat timet to D at timet'', i.e., there is no perturbation during 
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- -
XBL 726-1045 

Fig. 1. Contributions to the propagator GAB(t' - t). Note that in the 

diagram, time flows upward. In the analytical equations~ time flows 

from right to left. 
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this time. Hence, B = D. However, at t 1 1
·· the H part of the Hamiltonian . 1 

causes B to change into C. From t 11 to t 1
, C evolves into A in exactly 

the same manner as B at t evolves into A at time t 1
, that is, via zero, 

one, two, or more transitions. The diagrammatic equivalent is shown in 

Fig. lc. 

The analytical expression makes use of the "undressed" propagator 

( II.8) 

A single line depicts such a propagator. The various numbers of inter-

actions "dress" the propagator, so th~t it becomes a double line. 

( ) . ~ -iEB ( t I 
iGAB t' - t = J.uABe - t) + 1

2 /dt" EGAC(t'- t) 
' c 

( II.9a) 

The Fourier transform of Eq. (II.9a) is 

( II.9b) 

Equation (II.9b) illustrates why we prefer using expressions in the energy variable 

in actual calculations, viz., the absence of integrations. 

By substituting the analytical expression Eq. (II.6b) into the 

integral Eq. (II.9b), we obtain 



~ < Als ><siB > = 
LJ w- E + i~ s s 

w-
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~ AB ~ ~ < AI s >< sIc 
~ + i~ + LJ LJ w - E + i~ 

c s s 

( II.lO) 

From this point, it is easy to obtain the usual matrix diagonalization 

problem. For a particular eigenvalue E , when w ~ E , the terms with 
s s 

small denominators dominate Eq. (II.lO), i.e., 

< Als >< siB > = ~ < Als >< sic 
w - E + i~ LJ w - E + i~ 

S B c 

Multiplying through by 

(w - Es + i~)(w - ~ + i~)/< AIS > 

this transforms 

(w- ~ + i~)< siB > = E < sic >< ciH
1

1B > 
c 

( II.ll) 

Except for the i~ which has no significance when it is in the numerator, 

this is the usual matrix equation of elementary quantum mechanics. 

So far, Feynman diagrams are no more descriptive than matrix 

diagonalization or, in the quantum chemist's language, configuration 

interaction. Of course, configuration interaction with an infinite 

dimensional computer would provide a complete- description if the physicist 

or chemist were clever enough to glean the basic physics from the 

. vast numerical output. Suppose, however, we ask our c~nfiguration 
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interaction practitioner to calculate with an interaction Hamiltonian, 

for example a two-bo~ potential, V, which has a hard core: 

< ablvlcd = 00 • How can the computer work with all of these infinities? 

Not to mention, there is the difficulty in choosing a few important con-

figurations to diagonalize - since no computer is infinite - and knawing 

how the neglected configurations would affect the answer. 

We can answer any and all such difficult questions with the 

"perturbation theory and Feynman picture" approach, although it requires 

the development of a more detailed formalism which follows. 

B. One- and Two-Fermion Green's Functions 

To describe a many-fermion system, the creation and annihilation 

operator formalism is employed. lo > is the particle-hole vacuum, e.g., 

208 
the Pb shell model configuration. Creation operators for particles 

will be denoted by capital letter C's. The shell-model or Hartree-Fock 

energies will be'written as h. If h > A, the Fermi energy, the single-

particle state is unoccupied in the particle-hole (ph) vacuum. 

The Pauli Exclusion Principle is ensured by requiring that the 

fermion operators anticommute. We should also point out that the single-

particle labels which specify the occupied and unoccupied levels are 

usually just those of shell model or Hartree-Fock orbitals. 

As before, we are interested in the time evolution of a simple 

configuration. The easiest way to do this is to cast our creation and 

annihilation operators into the Heisenberg form, and then the one- and 

two-particle Green's functions are defined 
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( II.l2) 

- - . + + -K1234<t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4> = < oiT{c1(t1 )c2(t2 ) c
3 

(t
3

>c4 (t4>Jio > 

(II.l3) 

We have introduced several new notati.ons . here. I 0 > is not the 

usual particle-hole vacuum. It is the exact ground state of the system 

we are describing. T is the time ordering operator 

(II.l4) 

That is, the Heisenberg creation operators are time ordered with the 

latest times to the left. There is also an overall sign introduced 

because cl and c2 are fermions and anticommute, so if in time ordering 

we make an odd number of interchanges, we get a minus sign. 

When t
1 

> t 2 , iG12(t1 ,t2 ) is the probability that if at time t 2 

a particle in single particle state, 2, is added to the interacting 

system in its ground state it will evolve into the ground state plus a 

particle in state, 1, at time t 1 • If t 2 > t 1 we obtain (-1) times the 

probability that a hole in single particle orbit, 1, will evolve into a 

hole, 2, (plus the interacting ground state) in the interval t 1 to t 2 • 

The physical and analytical significance of one- (and also two-) 

nucleon Green's functions is that the evolution of a particle (or hole, 

or many particles or holes) is related to the exact description of the 

systems with N±l nucleons. To obtain an analytical expression for the one 



particle Green's function, when t 1 > t 2 a complete set of eigenstates of 

the N+l nucleus is introduced. ~e Fourier transform is 

where o is an infinitesimal ~ositive number. If t ~ t 
1 2 

(II.l5a) 

(II.l5b) 

For the general case, we have that the one-particle Green's 

function contains eigenvalues and spectroscopic amplitudes of the N±l 

system in its energy (w)-dependent expression. 

I: w- (E(s) - E(o)) + io + 

"'""' < ol c2 + Is >< sl c1 1 o > 
L...J (s) (o) 

S(N+l) N+l N s(N-1) w + (EN-1 - EN > - io 

(II.l6) 

The two-particle Green's function contains such information for 

the N-nucleon, as well as N±2 systems. There are 24 different time 

orderings possible. They can be classified physically. 

Particle-Particle Channel: t 1 ~ t 2 , t
3 
~ t4. 

In all, there are 8 possibilities here (t
1 

~ t
2

)*(t
3 

~ t 4)*(t
1 

~ t
3
). 

In other words, we m~ put two particles in at t
3 

and t
4 

and take them out 

at t 1 and t 2 , but since we are interested in particle-particle correlation, 

t 1 and t 2 are either both earlier or both later than t
3 

and t 4 •. 

.·. 
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First Particle-Hole Channel: t
1 
~ t

4
, t

2 
~ t

3
• 

The eight distinct time orderings are (t
1 

§ t 4)*(t
2 

~ t
3

)*(t
1 

~ t
3
). 

Since t 1 and t 4 are earlier or later than t 2 and t
3

, the Green's function 

tells of the evolution of a particle-hole pair. 

Second Particle-Hole Channel: t
1 
~ t

3
, t 2 ~ t 4• 

The remaining time orderings are (t
1 

~ t
3
)*(t2 ~ t4)*(t

1 
~ t 2 ). 

The Fourier analysis of the three cases is carried out by time 

ordering the operators, interposing three complete sets of eigenstates, 

and Fourier transforming three of the time differences. The generalized 

result is
4 

± ± ± ± 
A B C D 

""""" om ms sn no 
·~ 7(+~w---+--w-----~i~o~)r.(+~w~~---w--~+~io~)(r±~w~±-w------w---+--i~o~) 

D no A mo C D so mns 
(II.l7) 

where w = E(n) - E(o), E(n) is the energy of theN, N±l, or N±2 system 
no 

+ +"" 
as the si t·uation demands, and D - = < n I D-1 0 >. Note, that each particle 

no 

or hole has its own energy variable, although the process of Fourier 

transformation causes them to have a delta function relationship. This 

delta function is often referred to as "conservation of energy". 

The one- and two-nucleon Green's functions as defined in Eq. (II.l2) 

and ( II.l3) can be distinguished from the "generalized" Green's functions 
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of Subsec. II.A in several mathematical~v subtle ways. First, by 

considering the evolution of only one and two nucleon additions to the 

correlated ground state we are focussing attention to a few very special 

configurations. Secondly, we have switched from the global energy variable 

formalism in Subsec. II.A to the single-particle energy variable 

formalism. That is, instead of associating one Fourier conjugate variable, 

w, with the evolution of the entire system, one has an w for each 

particle, 1, which is added or subtracted to the system. The energy 

variable, w, is different from the single-particle energy, h, (eigenvalue 

of H part of Hamiltonian). It physically corresponds to that part of 
0 

the energy of the system which is being carried by the propagating particle 

or hole. The sum of such w's represents the total energy of the system. 

When particles and holes interact or evolve, the sum of these energy 

variables is therefore conserved. Poles of the Green's function in the 

energy variables correspond to stable excitations. 

For the particle-particle case, we can obtain 

L 
S(N-2) 

q34 (w,w') ] 

E~o)) io 

(II.l8) 

(C +) (C +) 
2 sm 1 mo 



Note 

while 

w = wl + w2 

w' = wl w2 

w = w3 - w4 

also that 

i 
21f 

i 
2TI 
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~ (c2) (cl) ,£..., sm mo 

= w3 + w4 

+ + "-' = < s(N+2)jc1 c2 Jo > (II .19) 

Though such a system of equations looks awesome at first, it says very 

simply that the particle-particle Green's function contains two-nucleon 

spectroscopic rnnplitudes (or generalized density matrix elements) in the 

numerator and eigenstate energies (measured relative to the N-nucleon 

correlated ground state) of the N±2 nucleon systems in the denominator. 

There are three independent energy variables. w = w1 + w2 = w
3 

+ w4 is 

the energy variable for the two-nucleon pair. 

For the first particle-hole case, the equations are 



Also 

[ 

""' . t·l4(w,w I) 

L..J w - (~(s) 
s( N' ):fo N I 

w=w
3

+w 
2 

-i 
27T 

while 

-i 
27T 
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(II. 20) 

(II. 21) 

Note that N' may be a different nucleus than N, if l = proton(neutron), 

while 4 = neutron(proton). Thus, the particle-hole Green's function 
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contains spectroscopic amplitudes (Le. ·, generalized density matrix 
" - ' 

elements) of particle-hole pairs in the numerator and eigenvalues (again, 

measured relative to the correlated ground state) of the N-nucleon systems 
',, 

in the denominator. The particle-hole Green's function in the other 

channel is similar and will not be written down. 

It is possible to define three-particle Green's functions in a 

similar manner to what has been done above. However, if we believe that 

nucleons correlate in pairs - not in triplets - then we can make the 

approximation that the three-particle Green's function is a simple product 

of one- and two-particle Green's functions. This is approximately the 

case in nuclei, . as evidenced. by the facts. that 

i. 

ii. 

The three-body correction to the nuclear matter binding, energy 
of 16 MeV/nucleon is probably less than 2 MeV/nucleon.5 

Most low-energy excited states in nuclei can be described .as 
simple one-particle excitations or correlated particle-:-hole 
(or particle-particle) pair exci tati.ons. * 

We mention the three-particle Green's function at this time 

because the formulation of dynamical equations for the one- and two-

particle cases will reflect our prejudice that only two-body correlations 

are important in. the nucleus. 

In the n'ext section, we summarize one systematic approach to the 

evaluation of "exact" one- and two-nucleon Green's functions. 

*There are several notable exceptions here. Quartet states
6 

are the 
result of strong two- proton-two neutron correlatiohs, or "alpha-particle 
clustering". Rotational states are the result of coherent motion of all 
the nucleons, but, in the adiabatic approximation, 7 may be treated 
separately from the low-order particle-hole iind particle-particle 
correlations. 
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C. Perturbation Theory 

We shall concentrate our attention on the analy_tical techniques 

of perturbation theory, viz., the evaluation of Feynman graphs. Since 

only an overview of the development of di~tgra.mmatic techniques from the 

Schrodinger equation will be given, the reader may wish to consult one 

1 4 8 9 or several references. , , , We follow closely the development of 

N 
... 4 ozleres. One begins with the many-body time-dependent Schrodinger 

equation 

(II. 22) 

\tfuere H is time-dependent and "unperturbed" (by definition). U is a 
0 

one-body potential. H1 is the perturbation and contains the two-body 

interaction V. The generalized (H1 may be time-dependent) time-evolution 

operator U( t 1
, t) is defined such that 

~(t 1 ) = U(t 1 ,t) ~(t) (II.23) 

By substituting Eq. (II.23) into Eq. (11.22) an integral equation is 

obtained 

TJ( t' 't) = 1 - i Jt ' H ( t II) U( t II , t) dt II 
t 1 

which is solved by iterative substitution: 

«> 

. U( t I , t) = "" u ( t I t ) . L.J p , 
p=o 

(II. 24) 
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u (t' ,t) = 1 (II .25) 
0 

U(t',t) = (-i)P J:· dtl ••• J:· dt P(H
1
(t

1
) ... H

1 
( tp)) p p! p 

where P puts the latest operators on the left, this time without any 

sign change. H
1
(t) contains matrix elements and creation and annihilation 

operators in the interaction representation: 

iH tC -iH t = e o 2 e o -ih2tc = e 2 (IL26) 

By paying careful attention to the anticommutation relations and the 

-iHt -iH t e and e o · factors that arise when we work in the interaction 

representation, and with the development of Wick's theorem which simplifies 

much of the algebra, we can c.alculate the time evol;ution of a (ph) vacuum, 

as well as the time evolution of one or two particles or holes added to 

that vacuum. This is done in terms of Feynman graphs. It.·is convenient 

(as well as tedious) to Fourier transform from time-dependent diagrams to 

energy-dependent diagrams. In the following paragraphs we outline th.e:. ·.·· · 
-~~ • .-:. • < 

' . ~ . 
results. 

The rules assume that a set of single particles states (levels.·.·· 

or "orbits") has been obtained by diagonalizing H , the "shell-model" 
. ' 0 

Hamiltonian. The particle-hole vacuum is obtained by filling the lowest 

N orbits with particles. Thus, a Fermi surface, A, is defined. We may 

associate with each orbit, 1, a number, n
1

, which is one or zero depending 

whether the state is occupied or unoccupied in the (ph) vacuum. The 

.. :~~ ·: 

,•, .. 
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relative energy e: 1 is determined from the shell model energy h
1 

and A. 

Namely, 

e: = < ljH j1 > -A= h - A 
1 0 1 

(II.27) 

e: =A-h 
1 1 

In other words, the relative energy (in exact analogy to the quasi-

particle or bogolon energy in a superfluid) is always positive. 

* 

1. Draw all topologically different diagrams - more about what 
"topologically different" means later. 

2. With every line, which represents the unperturbed* propagation 
of a particle or hole, we associate the unperturbed Green's 
function 

Go 
1 

(II .28) 

0 Note that the G 's are diagonal in the unperturbed interaction, 
H0 • We must label each line by an index of some sort and 
associate with the line its own energy variable, e.g., w1 . If 
it is a particle, the arrow on the line should point upward. If 
it is a hole, it should point down. 

3. With every two-body interaction, we draw a small block with four 
corners, each of which attaches to a line. The matrix element 
associated with such a block is 
< left out right outlvjleft in right in >. For the time being, 
this two-body interaction is antisymmetric. Later, in the case 
of the irreducible particle-hole block, which is a collection of 
graphs connecting a particle and a hole, the interaction will 
not be anti symmetric; however, the "left out ... right in It rule ;fill 
still be employed. All matrix elements are multiplied by a 
factor 

(i-) (w + w - w - w ) 
2TI left out right out left in right in • 

Later, when we work with "dressed" single particle propagators, this 
rule will remain unchanged as long as G12(w) = o12 G1(w). 
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4. There are several kinds of one-body insertions we must consider -
that is matrix elements that interupt one line rather than two. 

a. For a true one-body interaction, such as an external field 
or the-U in the expansion H = (T + U) + (V- IJ) = 11'? + H1 , 
we simply insert< outi-Uiin > O(W. - W t- Wf. ldJ' in 1n ou 1e 
which case the lines on each side have their own labels and 
energy indices. Unless the external field carries some 
energy, w. will equal w t after integration over w t" 1n ou ou 

b. For a two-body interaction with any one of the core particles, 
in which the core particle does not change orbits we 
associate the Hartree-Fock potential 

~n3 < 13lvl23 > o(w. - w t) L..J 1n ou 
3 

The graph is shown in Fig. 2e. 

5. Integrate over all intermediate energy variables and sum over all 
single particle orbit labels, 1, 2, etc. 

6. Finally some "topological" considerations. 

a. We are using labelled particle-hole ~iagrams. Graphs are 
topologically equivalent if we can move the interaction 
blocks up or down, without changing the direction of an 
arrow, and make them identical. 

b. A closed loop is obtained by following a line until it comes 
upon itself again. The rule for crossing interaction blocks 
is that we exit on left side if we enter on left side. If 
c is the number of closed loops, we multiply by ( -1) c. 

c. Identical lines are those which begin and end on the same 
interaction blocks and run in the same direction. If m is 

the number of such pairs, we multiply by (~)m. 

d. Associated with the crossing of two particle or hole lines 
is a minus sign which results from the anticommutation 
relations, as illustrated in Fig. 2g. 

After such a long winded presentation of the rules, we present 

a few illustrations: 
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Fig. 2. Sample diagram rules. All lines are shell model particles ( Sr-1). 

Fig. 2a) 

' 

This diagram is a contribution to the effective-particle-hole 

interaction. 1,2,3,4 are stubs not lines; if they were lines, we would 

have a contribution to the particle-hole Green's function. It illustrates 

rules 2,3,5 and 6b. Its value is 

1. 
< 15jvj36 >< 64lvl52 > 

The (-1) comes from .the closed loop, (56). Note the difference between 

the Green's functions for 5, a particle, and 6, a hole. There are no 

identical lines. 

Fig. 2b) Fig. 2c) Fig. 2d) 

Figures 2b-d are contributions to the ground state energy according to 

·Goldstone's thevrern. 'J'hey are "unlinkl:::d clusters". In rnrticular, they 
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illustrate the rules about "topologically different". Figure 2b and 2c are 

topologically equivalent because we can obtain Fig. 2b from Fig. 2c by 

moving the upper right-hand box. Figure 2d, however, is topologically 

different from these. 

Fig. 2e) 
---® 
3 

--e 
5 

I 
This diagram illustrates one-body insertions. The lowest insertion is 

the Hartree-Fock insertion •. The second insertion is the residual one-

body interaction. The third insertion is an external field which carries 

off energy ~w. The dressed Green's function 

Note that since delta functions have units 1/Energy, just as Green's 

functions; the overall expression has the right dimensions. 
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}'j g. 2f) 

This contribution to the effective particle-hole interaction has a pair 

of identical lines, 5 and 6. 

").; 

Fig. 2g) ')(- (-) 

3 4 

First minus sign is because V is antisymmetric, i.e., < 121 Vl34 > = 

~ < 2liVI34 >. The second minus sign counts the crossing of two particle 

lines. 

Having examined some diagram examples, we shall add a few more 

"rules" which in some cases are only "helpful hints". 

* 

7. When we are done integrating a contribution to the effective 

interaction we should have (~TI) o(w
1 

+ w2 - w
3 

- w
4

) left over, 

because this is the factor we will carry along with the effective 
interaction when we insert it into another graph. 

8. Contributions to the ground state energy, the unlinked clusters 
such as Figs. 2b-d, have one less delta function and one extra 

9. 

. 3 4 
( 

2
1 

) factor. ' Diagrams such as Figs. 5b-d illustrate ground state 
TI * 

correlations. 

.L_Jf(w)dw = ±f( ±E) 
2rr w+e:±io 

These last two equations will make contour integrations slightly 
easier. 

Since it will not be necessary in the theory developed later on to evaluate 
higher order contributions to the ground state energy, we will neglect the 
details of Goldstone's Theorem. However, it will be useful to remember 
that the real ground state energy is different from that of the (ph) vacuum 
by the inclusion of the "unlinked clusters". 
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To summarize, we have presented the diagram rules for the single 

particle propagator formalism. The rules we have developed were for 

"undressed" particles and holes and the bare interaction. However, they 

shall remain unchanged when we employ "dressed" or "quasi" particles and 

holes and ef.fective interactions. 

D. Applications of Green's Functions 

In this section, we will apply Feynaman graph techniques to a 

number of problems and famous equations of nuclear physics. Our purpose 

is several fold: 

i. to develop an overview of nuclear physics 

ii. to illustrate the power of graphical methods, as well as the 
ease (except possibly for phase conventions) of using them. 

iii. to preface, in particular, the work presented later in the theory, 
. Sec. III. 

Let us first see if we can summarize where· we are going in the 

applications section. Since we believe that two-nucleon correlations 

dominate the nuclear structure, we shall first eXpand the armament of 

analytical equations to include Dyson's equation and the Bethe-Salpater 

equations. These equations summarize how to obtain exact one-nucleon 

Green's functions (which yield the nuclear structure of 209Pb, 207Pb, etc., 

. 208 
if the Pb ground state is taken as the correlated vacuum) as well as 

exact two-nucleon Green's functions (which lead in the particle-particle 

channel to the structure of 
210

Pb , · 206Pb , and 210Bi , etc • and· in the 

particle-hole channel to 208Bi, 208Pb (excited), etc.). 

In fact, these rather general equations and the complete cal-

. 208 210 
culations they imply can be approximated by regarding Pb or Pb as a 
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shell model calculation, with which we presume the reader is already 

familiar. So the applications considered will reflect a shell model 

prejudice. In particular, we would like an effective interaction which 

we can employ in shell model calculations. We would also like to be able 

to describe the shell model orbit in terms of the bare or effective 

nucleon-nucleon potential. The zeroth order picture of 

independent particles moving in an average nuclear field should 

a1so be examined. Where it is necessary to develop approximations, our 

philosophy is to choose the most important low-order graphs, or to carry 

out infinite summations of important classes of diagrams (as in Brueckner 

theory). 

l. Dyson's Equation 

In attempting to describe the dynamics of the one-particle Green's 

function, that is, how G is related to the one.:.body kinetic energy and 

two-body potential energy, we return to graphical methods. Suppose we put 

208 
a neutron with the Pb core, how will the system evolve? At any time, 

the system either will be in a simple shell-model orbit + core configuration 

or the extra nucleon will be interacting with the core. The graphical 

way of saying this is shown in Fig. 3a. As with generalized Green's 

functions one can easily obtain an integral equation with an effective 

one-body interaction connecting the "dressed" and "undressed" propagators. 

In the case of the one-particle Green's functions, this effective inter-

action is called the self-energy or mass operator. The integral equation 

is called Dyson's equation and may be vrri tten. 
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Fig. 3. 'I'h.e exact on~-nucleon propagator in terms of the self-energy. 

t = FDSM, t = SM 

Fig. 3a) 

t '+ + ••• 

F'ig. 3b) A reducible graph 

Fig. 3c) 

.. ,, . ~ 

-- e~ 

A particle in core interacts but does 
not change orbits. The radius of the 
circle should be zero because there is 
only the unexcited core + extra nucleon 
both before and after. The core par
ticles should be exactly described, FDSM. 

F'ig. 3d) 'rhe sum of all more complicated contributions to the self-energy. 

The t1-ro upgoin~ lin.es and one downgoing line mean that we have 
a temporarily excited 2p-lh core, i; e., one particle + lp-lh 
excitation of core. 
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(II.29) 

What does the mass operator look like? First, it is irreducible. This 

means, it cannot be separated into two parts by cutting a single-line 

(Fig. 3b). It is a "blob" which connects simple lines. Secondly, it 

is of zero-length in time only if the interaction is between the extra 

nucleon and the core but does not stir up the core, i.e. , the core nucleon 

which it collides with does not change orbits (Fig. 3c). Thirdly, if the 

core is excited, the transition back to one particle + excited core must 

take place in an amount of time (t > 0), and the sum of all such processes 

connecting four lines may be abbreviated, r. This contribution is written 

suggestively in Fig. 3d. 

:E34(w) = ~ < 35lvl4s > + 

5 

· t5(w + w
7

...;.. w
5

- w6) < 37'lr(w,w
7

,w
5

,w6)l5'6' >< 56lvl37 > G
5

,
5

(w
5

) 

(II. 30) 

·G6'6(w6) G'7'7(w7) 

This eq_uation is derived analytically in Refs. 1 and 4. 

2. The Bethe-Salpater Eq_uations for the GeneralizedTwo-Nucleon Scattering 
Amplitude, r 

The r we have introduced as "the sum of all connections between 

four lines" is an essential ingredient of the two-particle Green's 
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function. In fact, K is the sum of an antisynunetric uncorrelated part 

and a correlated part. 

i +-
21T E 

1 1 2'3'4' 

This is shown graphically in F:i_g. 4a. 

(II. 31) 

To be more precise about K or r, we must decide whether we are 

interested in the particle-particle or particle-hole. channel. Consider 

the particle-particle chanrtel: the sum of. all graphs connecting two 

particles is shown in Fig. 4b. We obtain the Bethe-Salpater equation* 

< 121 r 134 > = < 121 J 134 > + ~ E < 12jJ 15 1 6 I > G5 I 5 G6 I 6 < 561 r 134 > 

55 1 66 1 

(II. 32) 

' .. , .• 

J is the sum of all irreducible graphs in the particle-particle channel, 

i.e., those which cannot be separated by· "cutting" two lines. Some 

examples are shown in Fig. 5a. 

'I'he sum of all graphs connecting a particle and a hole is shown 

in Fig. 4c. An alternative series is Fig. 4d, which corresponds to the 

second particle-hole channel. The corresponding Bethe-Salpater equations are 

* We will henceforth not explicitly write down the energy variables. 
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1 

+ 

Fig. 48.. Graphical equation for the two-particle 
·is the reducible scatter~ng amplitude. Trines 
one particle Green's functions (FDSM). 

1. 

:r 
\ .. ~ 4~ 

':l 

'til ·~ T = -s· 
~ . 't 3 4 

3 

:r 

·~ - + + , . 
1' 3 3 4 .. Jt 

3 4 

' '2-
4~ ~ 

I' '1.' 

..... r 
~· 

_., 
4 4 

3 4 

Green's function. r 
correspond to exact 

'1. 

:r 

+ 'J" + .... 

·J' 

~ .... 

'l 

:r 

XBL 726-1046 

Fig. 4b. ~r:':..:phicaJ· Bethe-Salpater equation for f in the particle-particle 
channel. Lines are FDSM. 
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--~-'1 ' . . .: . 

. 'I. 
"1. . ., 

'I, 

I J 

:r, 

,...,,.· 'lt ••• 
',.~. 

x. ,, . 
... ... 

XBL 726-1047 

Fig. 4c; Graphical Dethe-Salpater equation for f in the first particle
hole channel. 

I 
' ' 
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I 

~· ·:cd 1. . 4 
~ + + ... . '' ' 

-a .3 4 ~ 

+ 2 
+ ., .. 

·~·' 

XBL 726-1048 

Fig. 4d. Graphical Bethe-Salpater equation for f in the second particle
hole channel. 
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--

Fig. 5a. Some low-order contributions to irreducible block in (pp) 
channel. Lines are FDSM. 

Fig. 5b. Some low-order contributions to irreducible block in first
(ph) channel. 

--
XBL 726-1049 

Fig. 5c. Some low-order contributions to irreducible block in second
(ph) channel. 
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11 and r2 are the irreducible scattering amplitudes in the corresponding 

particle-hole channels. 

Inspection of the Eq. (II. 33) as well as the low-order con-

tributions to 11 and r2 in Figs. 5b and 5c should convince one that r
1 

and r
2 

are simply related, viz. 

(IT. 34) 

The above Bethe-Salpater (BS) equations illustrate several important 

points: 

i. The irreducible block or effective interaction between two 
nucleons in a many-nucleon system includes higher order con
tributions, e.-g., polarization of a particle-hole pair in the 
core. 

ii. The. effective particle-particle and particle-hole equations 
are different because they contain different higher order 
contributions. 

iii. r for 208Pb contains information via its poles and residues 

about 
210

Pb as well as 
208

Bi. When the BS equation is con
structed in a particular channel, a lot of information about 
other channels is hidden in the higher order, energy dependent 
contributions to the effective, or irreducible, block. For 
example, an attempt to describe the particle-particle cor-

relations in 
210

Pb includes three-particle-one-hole cor
relations within the block, J, as shown in Fig. 5a. 
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i v. Note that some of the contributions to the I2 block, which is not 
.separable in the second particle-hole channel (sideways), are 
reducible in the first particle-hole channel (up and down). 

3. The Hard-Core Solution 

If we wish to do nuclear theory in a fundamental way, we must 

begin - at least, in the non-relativistic limit -with a nucleon-nucleon 

potential. There are innumerable local and non-local potentials which 

fit the nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts. Most of themhave either 

hard cores (V = oo inside a certain radius) or have large (though finite) 

repulsive matrix elements between high momentum states. In either case, 

it is difficult to do only second or third order perturbation theory 

because the higher order terms one neglects are either infinite or at 

least large and non-convergent. This is in contrast to a number of 

phenomenological potentials used in many-body calculations which yield 

fairly good answers and converge nicely in perturbation series. The 

first task of diagrams is to describe how to eliminate the hard core. 'rhe 

10 solution was originally proposed by Brueckner and applied to nuclear 

matter. A reaction matrix G is defined as in Fig. 6a. 

The reaction matrix treats the two-body problem to infinite order. 

It is a finite quantity as long as the intermediate states include all 

of the high momentum (or kinetic energy) states. This is because these 

are the two~nucleon configurations which "see" the hard-core. Thus, an 

infinite series of perturbation theory diagrams - each of which may itself 

be infinite - yields a finite sum. For purposes of further discussion, 

' t . . ·1 l I ·1 f'" d . d l 1l •12 
Lhe (~ rna ,rJ. x w 1 .. JF' c e J.ne ~n a mo e. space. 'L'he orbitals or sinp;l e--
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- -- -

l'i, . r;a. r~r:lpll ic:ll equation for G-matr.ix. Ideally, intermerHate lines 
should be exact one-nucleon Green's functions. In the usual 
approximation, they are unperturbed, SM . 

• • • -··-···-~ 

1l 

space of high 
momentum states 

model space 

Fig. 6b. In model space G-matrix calculation, intermediate pair contains 
at least one particle outside model space. 

Fig. 6c. G-matrix in which 
lines enter at bottom, 
exit at top. 

XBL 726-1050 

Fig. 6d. Simplified notation 
for Fig. 6c. 
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particle states which have been taken as the solutions to the H part of 
0 

the Hamiltonian are classified as to whether they are inside or outside 

the model space. The occupied single particle levels and a roughly 

equal number of unoccupied levels closest to the Fermi level constitute 

this model space. The intermediate pair of lines in the particle-particle 

ladder in Fig. 6 may not both be in the model space. 

We can derive a formal expression by applying the diagram rules: 

(II. 35a) 

This yields upon integration 

< 121 G( w1 + w2 ) 134 > = < 121 V 134 > - L < 121 G( w1 + w2 ) I 56 > 

5>6 

(II. 35b) 

However, (II.35a) reminds us that the intermediate propagators are 

"undressed'i Green's functions and that to eliminate the factor ~ for 

identical lines, 5 and 6 we must avoid double counting intermediate 

configurations. 
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This is an approximation for using "dressed" intermediates, since 

our later equations will assume that all the diagrams containing parts 

* connected only by two lines outside the model space have been calculated. 

Brueckner theory is reviewed along with a number of finite 

nucleus calculations in Refs. 3 and 5. These references provide a number 

of details about Brueckner reaction matrix technology. We should point 

out here, however, that calculations which limit intermediate configurations 

to those outside the model space are very difficult, and a great deal of 

technology (and dispute) is in regard to this matter. 

4. Hartree-Fock (HF) 

We have mentioned that the Hamiltonian can be decomposed 

H = T + V = (T + U) + (V - U) = H + H 
0 l 

(II. 36) 

H yields a zeroth order shell model description of the nucleus, in which 
0 

case the particle-hole vacuum is a simple Slater determinant and the 

orbitals are eigenstates of the one-body operator (T + U). 

Also in diagram rule 4, it has been pointed out that the lowest 

order contributions to the self-energy of the single nucleon propagator 

are the two-body and one-body terms 

* 

< 1l-u12 > + ~n3 < l3lvl23 > 

3 

ll l~ 
= 2 ----@ + 213 

Since the intermediates in Brueckner theory are always particle, never 
holes, it is sometimes customary to have entering and exit lines upward. 
The lowest order interaction in the particle-hole channel is thus as 
shown in Fig. 6c. We shall ignore this convention and draw Fig. 6d instead. 
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'l'he idea of Hartree-Fock by the diagrammatic method is to choose U to 

exactly cancel the two-body "average field", i.e., 

""HF __ O 
LJ· (II.37) 

12 

Thus, we have a description of the shell model potential, and we do not 

have to include the first order corrections if there is interest in 

improving the single particle Green's function according to Dyson's 

Eq. (II. 29) • 

Of course, this Hartree-Fock justification of the nuclear shell 

model is justified only if V can be treated with low orders of 

perturbation theory. We have just seen that V is not so well-behaved. 

However, the reaction matrix, G, which describes the effective interaction 

between two nucleons with a hard core, is finite, and, even if we insist 

on the bare NN potential having a singular behavior, the shell model can 

be justified. The Brueckner- Hartree-Fock (BHF) prescription is to 

calculate G using some form of approximate shell model starting energies, 

w
1 

+ w
2 

= E
1 

+ E
2

. Then the Hartree-Fock equations are solved using G 

instead of V. Since the E
1

, E2 , and other "shell model" energies which 

are eigenvalues of the HF equation will be slightly different, the G 

matrix must be recalculated and the whole procedure iterated until self-

consistency. 

Given the BHF description of a finite nucleus, or, for that matter, 

nuclear matter, the total binding energy and nuclear density can be 

calculated. It is found 5 that contributions from three- and four-body 

correlations to the total energy, as well as three-body forces and 
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relativistic correlations to the G matrix, are important - about 25% of 

the binding energy. However, if the G matrix is semiempirically corrected 
' ' 

to account for such effects, the binding energy and radii of finite 

nuclei are quite well reproduced, especially in the local density 

- t" 13 approxlma lOn. 

It is of interest to examine why BHF yields a satisfactory 

explanation of the shell model. What we are asking is whether the hole 

orbits are really occupied enough to generate an average field seen by 

one proton or neutron. Since the hole itself is determined self-

consistently, terms like 10 have been included in the calculation 

of the single particle Green's function. 

The G matrix is not instantaneous in time; its finite length 

depends on how long nucleons in model space orbits spend in orbits with 

high Fourier components, i.e. , high lying particle states. Since it costs 

a lot of energy to be in such a configuration, by the uncertainty prin-

ciple, llt ~ t1/6E, we deduce that this "time" should not be too long. In 

fact, the percentage non-occupation is calculated as K, the defect 

14 
integral, in Brueckner theory. It is of the order of 15%. 

In terms of Green's functions, if we add one nucleon to a nucleus 

in a certain orbit, there is an 85% chance that it will be there at a 

* much later time. There is the additional possibility that it may be in 

any of a number of states with high kinetic energies. These probabilities 

* In a time-dependent formalism, there is a "dressing" time in which the 
system responds to the sudden addition of a new particle and settles 
down to equilibrium.· After dressing, the additional particle is found 
85% of the time in its original state. 
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reflect themselves in the residues and poles of the Green's function: · 

(II.38) 

the so-called regular part, R1 (w) has no low-lying {in energy, w) 

singularities. E1 ' is, of course, somewhat different from the usual 

Hartree-Fock energy E
1

, due to occupation probability corrections for the 

other states which generate the Hartree-Fock field.ll,l 5 

As we have mentioned, HF or BHF (at low energies) is an independent 

particle approximation. It does not allow for long-range correlations 

to be taken into account. Such correlations may be included in order to 

obtain a more accurate picture of the ground state energy, density, etc. 

In particular, as was alluded in the section on rules, the ground state 

(GS) energy is the sum of unlinked clusters. Diagrams such as those in 

Fig. 7 denote ground state correlations. 

Fig. 7. GS correlations. Lines are BHF. Blocks are reaction G-matrix. 

5. Effective Interactions 

Suppose that we have carried out a model-space G matrix calculation. 

We would like to know the two-body matrix elements of a more general 

scattering amplitude - namely the irreducible particle-particle and 

particle-hole blocks. These irreducible blocks would then constitute the 

effective interaction to be employed in calculations of 18o or 208Pb, for 
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example, in which all the model space orbits would be active in the con-

structiqn of the particle-particle or particle-hole configuration space. 

The lowest order contributions are shown in Fig. 8. The ingoing and 

outgoing lines - actually stubs, since the analytical expressions for 

these graphs will not include the ingoing and outgoing Green's functions -

are inside the model space. Intermediate 'lines mav be outside the model 

space except we are not allowed to calculate a graph in which two G 

matrices are connected by a pair of identical particle lines, when the 

pair is outside the model space (i.e., one or both lines is outside the 

space). Within the confines of the above logistical requirements, it is 

correct to use the energy-dependent G matrix as the "bare'' interaction 

along with the usual diagram rules. 

Figure 8b is the famous core-polarization correction introduced 

16 in the original work of Bertsch and of Kuo and Brown. Equation (II.39) 

is the formula which corresponds to diagram 8b; in the approximations 

0 that G, the single particle Green's function, is unperturbed, G , and 

* that the Brueckner matrix, G, is energy-independent. 

* 

G3p-lh = (-1) ;TI~ dw5dw6 o(w3 + w6 - w1 - w5) o(w1 + w2 - w3 - w4) 

56 

( IL 39) 

Since the G matrix has a finite time-length, it is not energy independent. 
However, it is well-approximated by a density dependent delta function in 
space and time. 1~is is because it describes nucleon-nucleon scattering 
at a radius which is less than the average distance between nucleons in 
a nucleus. 
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Fig. 8. Low-order (in G) contributions to (pp) irreducible amplitude. 
1,2,3,4 are all inside model space. Intermediate propagators are 
FDSM, (shown below) and m~ be inside or outside model space. 

~ 'lti 'Gf-~- -t + .... 
3 . 't l ~ 

(a) ~ 4 
"L ~ 4 

(b) 

Lowest order c.ontributions to (ph) irreducible amplitude. (Shown belovr.) 

4 

'r~f ~ + ... 
l.. 3 

(d) l.. 

The exchange diagrams of Fig. 8d, 8e. (Shown below.) 

XBL 726-1051 

* 8c will be double counted if we use the effective particle·-particle 
amplitude in an RPA, rather than TDA calculations. For details,see 
later. in this section. 

. ____ j 
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The (-1) is due to the closed particle-hole loop. We neglect the ener~ 

dependence when integrating to obtain 

(i) o(w + w _ w _ ) """< 15IGI36 >< 62lal54 > 
2n 1 2 3 w4 ~ w - w - E . - E6 . 56 3 1 5 

Note that £ 5 + £6 = (h5 - A) + (A - h6) = h5 - h6, as in the more usual 

notation. (See the explanation accompanying Eq. (II.27).) It is common, for 

example, in an lBO calculation, to approximate the denominator by 

£
5 

- £
1 

~ £
5 

- £ 6 ~ -2hw, where hw is the energy separating particles 

and holes. 

Before going on, we note that if both of the G matrices are 

attractive - as they will, in general, turn out - the total contribution 

to the effect interaction is attractive, thereby giving more binding in 

lBO. Figure Be, the so-called "screening" correction to the effective 

particle-hole interaction, is repulsive, as may be shown with the same 

application of diagram rules and the same assumption for the signs of 

the G matrices. 

This is perhaps the best time to warn that higher order particle-

hole diagrams are not always antisymmetric. For example, the G matrix 

itself is antisymmetric; so Figs. Bd and Bh are identical except for a 

minus sign: 

< 14lal32 > = - < 14lal23 > 

The effect of exchanging lines 3 and 2 in Figs. Be, f, or g is 

to produce a graph which is a contribution to the second particle-hole 
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channel and, therefore, not counted. Only if 3 and 2 are attached to the 

same G matrix, making the final vertex antisymmetric, is the whole 

diagram anti symmetric. Figure 9 shows some higher order contributions 

to the effective interactions, which are obtained when the (ph) pair is 

allowed to interact and the corner or none-three" vertices are "dressed''. There 

are also miscellaneous 3rd and higher order corrections. Such con-

. b t . b. . 1 t d b 1 17 -l9 tr1 u 1ons are e1ng eva ua e y severa groups, ancl it j s only 

fair to state that it is not clear which higher order diagrams should be 

calculated or whether the higher orders converge at all. In addition, the 

more diagrams that are calculated, the worse agreement with experiment 

becomes. 

Several recent efforts11 •20 •21 have been made to formulate a 

theory of folded diagrams for model space effective Hamiltonians in which 

the effective interaction is energy-independent and Hermitian. (The 

numerical feasibility and convergence of these techniques has not yet been 

investigated.) The formalism employed is not precisely that of Green's 

functions, although the language and diagrams are an alternative to Green's 

functions in the sense that they are a different way of transforming time-

dependent perturbation theory. 

6. Fermi Liquid Theory, Quasiparticles 

The concept of "dressed" or "quasi" particles and holes and an 

22 
interaction between them was originally proposed by Landau. The theory 

has been further developed in a superb text by Nozieres.
4 

The theory for 

finite systems has been given by Migda1. 23 •
24 

We remind the reader that a Landau quasiparticle has nothing to do 

with superfluidity. The physical notion is that if we add a particle to a 
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Fig. 9. 1iigher-orcler contributions to the particle-partj_cle irreducible 
block. 
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system, it does not stay in its shell model state as it propagates 

through the system nor does it move independently of all the other 

nucleons (except for their average field). Rather it is "dressed" by a 

cloud of other nucleons which "correlate" their motion to that of our 

"quasiparticleu. 

One kind of correlation is the hard-core induced variety. We 

would expect the hard core to keep other nucleons aw~, giving rise to an 

"empty cloud". As a result of such anticorrelation, the nucleon has less 

(negative) potential energy; since the same effect (more positive total 

energy) could be accomplished by increasing slightly the kinetic energy 

2 p /2m*, the effective mass, m*, is less than the real mass, m. On the 

ot~er hand, we can expect the longer range and attractive parts of the 

nuclear force to have the opposite effect. In particular, core polarization 

may result from the attractiV'e interaction of the quasiparticle and the 

core. This manifests itself diagrammatically as the contribution to the 

self-energy shown in Fig. 10. The analytical expression is shown in 

Eq. (II.40), which is derived for the approximate case of G, the reaction 

matrix, being energy independent and the intermediate Green's functions 

being zeroth order. 

L: 
(core pol.) 

= (-1) (~n) 2 ~ dw2dw
3

dw4 6(w1 + w4 - w2 - w3) 6(w1 ' + w4 - w2 - w3) 

234 

l. 
w - e: + i6 2 2 

l 

: "'"" O(W - W I) LJ l l 
(II.40) 

234 
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Fi~. 10. Core polarization contribution to the self-energy. Intermediate 
lines are FDSM. 
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As a first order contribution to the one-body potential, core polarization 

is attractive and lowers the total energy. m* is increased by core 

polarization because the cloud weighs more. 

These various contributions to the self-energy not only shift the 

first order shell model energy. Because they reflect our quasiparticle 

correlating more and "shell-modelling" less, the single particle Green's 

function of Eo". (II.38) has even·more-residue streng:th distributed to other 

poles. Clearly, calculations of low-energy nuclear properties would be 

easier if we did not have to be concerned with that part of the Green's 

function whose analytic structure is remote in energy. This is the basic 

concept of the quasiparticle in Fermi liquid theory. Let G ( 1 ) ( w ) of a 
2 2 

bare particle, 2, be given by 

(II. 41) 

R(w
2

), the regular part, is due to high energy hard-core processes discussed 

in a previous paragraph and also core polarization processes which do not 

seriously deplete the shell model strength, z2 . Low-energy core polarization 

processes which do substantially redistribute the shell model strength 

will have to be calculated separately. The superscript (1) means that 

the zeroth order Green's function has been partially dressed. We shall 

assume that all further self-energy corrections such as core polarization 

affect only the analytic part and not the regular part. At this point, 

we have stated Landau's approximation in a form which is amenable to 

further approximation. 
22 23 The Fermi liquid theory ' has usually assumed 
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that all self-energy contributions only shift the dominant pole wi thouL 

seriously depleting the single particle strength, 

1• e G = G1 . . ' (II.4la) 

We shall refer to Eq. (II.4la) as the "quasiparticle approximation". 

In all of the Fermi liquid theory done so far, it has been assumed that 

the £(l), the quasiparticle energies, ma:y be taken from a simple local 

one-body potential, such as the Nilsson potential. In this sense, Fermi 

liquid theory is a phemonemological theory. 

0 The quasiparticle Green's function, g , is given by 

1 = ------~~-----
w - e:( 1 ) + io 

2 2 

The product of two Green's functions 

(II. 42) 

(II. 43a) 

where B = R
1

R2 + z
1

g
1

°R2 + z2g2°R
1 

is regular (no poles) in the energy 

variables, w
1

±w2 . (The+ sign when 1 and 2 are both particles, the -

sign when one is a particle, the other a hole.) 

Equation (II. 43a) must be supplemented by the equations relating 

0 to exact Green's function product GG tog and B. At this point, therefore, 

we introduce several approximations which will be made throughout this 

thesis and have generally been made in the theory of finite Fermi systems. 

(II.43b) 
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i.e., all further corrections to the self energy will not affect 

B. '.l'his is reasonable because B is only denendent on high energy 

processes while further corrections to the self energy will be 

low-energy in nature. EQuation (II.43b) is a definition of the 

fully dressed QUasiparticle. The implication of (II.43b) is that 

z and z are the residue strengths remaining after the Brueckner 1 2 

and other high energy processes. g
1 

and g2 , which will be 

calculated from the effective quasiparticl.e interaction discussed 

later, ~orill, of course, contain more than one pole and the residues 

(i) d (i) 
z
1 

an . z2 will be, in effect, reduced residues to be 

multiplied in the end by the z
1 

and z2 factors (if we want GG 

and not gg). 

b. Further corrections to ~ will be diagonal in the single particle 

indices, i.e., ~12 = 0 unless 1 = 2. This implies g and G may 

be written g
1 

and G
1

. This assumption is introduced mostly for 

convenience in writing eQuations. It can be removed in practice 

without much difficulty. 

c. All residues z
1

, z
2

, etc. appearing in (II.43) shall be set eQual 

to z. The assumption is that the single particle strength which 

is depleted by high energy is always about the same ( ·~ 15%). 

Thus, g0 and g are the Fourier transforms of the approximate and 

"exact"· QUasiparticle Green's function. 4 

( II.44) 
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+ . 
where c

1 
and c

2 
are the fermion destruction and creation operators of 

quasiparticle and quasiholes in states 1 and 2; 

+ ....... I <P . c
1 

jo > = > 1 = quasiparticle, or nl = 0 
1 

= 0 1 = quasihole, or nl = 1 

The quasishell-model states I<P
1 

> are, as we have mentioned~ the 

partially elementary dressed excitations which evolve as Brueckner and 

high-energy core pola:dzation (as well as a host of other) graphs are 

included. The effective quasiparticle-particle interaction, r~. is 

* defined 

r~ = J + J B r~ 
PP 

The effective quasiparticle-hole interaction, rw, is defined 

(II. 45a) 

(II. 45b) 

To obtain the renormalized Bethe-Salpater equation in the particle-particle 

channel, one should multiply (II. 32) to the left by 

to obtain 

* 

1 + r~ B 
pp 

The reader may note that we have gone over to an abbreviated notation, 
in which explicit indices and integrations over intermediate energies 
are deleted, similar to the convention for vector and matrix multi
plication. 
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(II. 46a) 

Similarly, in the particle-hole channel, 

r = rw + z2rw(cr_a_ )r ( 46 ) '"'"" II. .b 

'rhe products z2r~, z2rw are usually abbreviated F~ and Fw. Equations 

(TT.4()) are the basic-equations of Fermi liquid theory. They express 

the fact that particles in a liquid - that is, where orbital motion is 

perturbed, Unlike a gas - interact differently than they would in a 

vacuum. This is because of the surrounding medium, which is rather dense. 

Aside from the fact that we must either calculate r~ and rw -

a very difficult task, and one which has not ever been successfully 

·completed - or parameterize them - a less satisfying, though more 

practical, approach- Eqs. (II.46) yield the same nuclear structure 

information as Eq. (II.32) and (II.33) except that the Green's functions 

are more simple. They do not contain any high energy contributions -

though they still may have more than one pole, as we shall discuss later. 

We shall conclude this discussion of Fermi liquid theory by noting 

. 25-27 0 ~ that most calculatlons so far have assumed that g = g and that r 

w and r = density dependent delta functions. That is, only one pole quasi-

particle Green's fUnctions have been employed and any distinctly long-range 

characteristics of the quasiparticle interactions have been ignored. 

7. Configuration Space Truncation 

Feynman pictures provide a simple way of truncating configuration 

spaces to manageable proportions. As shown in Fig. lla, the active 
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Fir;. lla. Configurati0n space truncf'Ltion. 
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particle-hole space has already been truncated to a "model space" by use 

of Brueckner theory, and we have given well-defined equations for obtaining 

ft,; and fw within this model space. It may, however, become necessary to 

calculate with a subset of orbitals from the model space. 
[ 

How are f > and 

fw modified? In exactly the same way we obtained a model space G from a 

full space V, we can obtain configuration space r" and f' from the model 

space rt,; and rw. The graphical equation is shown in Fig. llb, in which 

intermediate configurations are outside the configuration space (i.e., at 

least 5 or 6 has been truncated). The exact expressions for the renormal-

ization are 

1:" 2 i. 
f 11 = r"' + z r"'(gg)f" 

The Bethe-Salpater equations forT" and f' are 

2 r = r• + z r•(gg)r 

In a manner similar to Fs and Fw, F" and F' are equal to z2r" and 

z2r is the reducible scattering amplitude between quasiparticles. 

(IT. 1r./a) 

(II. l1'7b) 

(II .l~8a) 

2r, z . 

This 

renormalization is not the same as the quasiparticle renormalization, 

which would have been neglected had the regular part, R, of the Green's 

·function been zero. Also F" and F' are energy-dependent as were Fs and 

Fw, the configuration space truncation, however, contributing additionally 

to the energy dependence, or time retardation. 
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Fig. llb. Graphical equation for (pp) interaction in truncated con·
figuration space. 1,2,3,4 are inside space. At least, 5 or 6 is 
outside configuration space but inside the :model space. Intermediate 
lines are exact propagators 1Ti th Landau renormalization, FDLQ. 
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8. Particle-Particle· and Particle-Hole Vibrations, RPA 

We have discussed so far the use of diagrams in the derivation 

of several quantities of theoretical importance, such as the effective 

interaction, the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock description of the ground state 

Slater determinant, etc. In further sections of this thesis, we will be 

interested in a microscopic description of phonon-quasiparticle coupling. 

As a simple application of Green's function techniques, let us analyze 

the RPA equations, which describe phonons to lowest order. 

In the particle-particle channel, we have 

(II. 48a) 

F" is the interaction between two quasiparticles inside the configuration 

space. He are interested in the evolution of two quasiparticles, we 

c'.efine k, the two .9uasiparticle Green's function in a manner similar 

to K, the two po,rticle Green's function. 

(II. 49) 

Figure 12 presents a summary of what may happen to the two quasiparticles 

in the presence of one another. Recall that most higher order processes 

are already_inc1uded in F". The 4p-2h type correlations shown by the 
I 

I 

backwards diagram are _unique in that the string or "ladder" is still 

separable. The corresponding equation is 

(II. 50) 
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The details of a more general derivation for quasibogolons are contained 

in subsection III.C.4. However, the main idea is that the Green's 

functions can be analytically expressed in terms of spectroscopic 

arnpli tudes and eigenenergies of the N±2 nuclear systems, see Eqs. (II .18 ,19). 

And a system of matrix equations can be obtained relating (E(S) - E(o)) 
N±2 N 

and the generalized density matrices, X, Y. 

where 

""""'"' F II X . L.-1 1234 34 + 
34>£ 

F 

i 
27T 

1
12?'£F, N±2.1 

12<£ , N±2 . F 

:=:::: (w - £ - £ ) in the quasiparticle 
1 2 

approximation, 1,2 > E:F 

(II, 51) 
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x12 = I + +- . 
< SN+2 cl c2 lo > 1,2 > EF' W > 0 

+ +....., 
yl2 = < SN+2Icl c2 lo > 1,2 < E ' w > 0 

F 

x12 = < S · I c-c-10 > 1,2 > EF' w < 0 N-2 2 l 

yl2 = < s . 1 c-c-lo > 1,2 < EF' W < 0 N-2 2 l 

Note that the X' s and Y 's are the generalized two-quasiparticle density 

matrix. The quasiparticle is the dressed shell model excitation. If we 

make what is generally called the "quasiparticle approximation", one pole 

in the quasiparticle, 1/ A(w) simplifies to a linear expression and we 

28 obtain the usual RPA equations for the particle-particle channel. 

The matrix equations themselves are the product of an analytic 

argument. However, as shown in Fig. 12, there is a very concrete 

physical picture in diagrams of what the eigenstates, or phonons, are. 

If we put two quasiparticies into the system, they will correlate 

and very quickly collide to yield a pair of quasiparticles in some 

different configuration. This process occurs repeatedly because the 

basis states. - or two-quasiparticle configurations - are not eigenstates. 

The eigenstate is approximately a linear combination of such configurations 

however, it is much easier to think of linear combinations as population 

probabilities in time-dependent perturbation theory. 

The use of such a picture also enables us to include 4-particle 

2-hole and higher configurations without diagonalizing them explicitly. 

The "backwards" diagram in Fig. 128. represents a linear combination of 
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Fir;. 12a. RPA diagrams. Intermediate lines are FDLQ. For convenience, 
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rei;:-;. 12b- ·'· microscopic ru1alysis of two simultaneous phonons selCI.om yields 
a Pauli exclusion principle violation. 
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2n + 2 particles - 2n hole configurations. The "backwards" part of the 

diagram is initiated by ground state correlations, or spontaneous decay 

of the bare vacutp'll into a 2p-2h configuration. The two quasiparticles 

c8i-relate independently as well as the two quasiholes. The quasiholes, 

however, are filled at a later time when they "collide" with two quasi-

particles. 

Another interesting point is that if the two quasiparticles can 

easily correlate, that is·scatter and rescatter many times, then when we 

start out two pairs of quasiparticles and permit them to independently 

propagate, there will be very few Pauli principle violations, or 

simultaneous occupations of an orbit by a quasiparticle from both pairs, 

Fig. 12b. Thus each pair of quasiparticles is approximately a boson, 

obeying the usual boson commutation relation. These collective states 

are thus called phonons, or, in analogy to the harmonic oscillator bosons, 

vibrations. It should be pointed out that the addition of two quasi-

particles or holes may evolve into many possible phonons. However, the 

lowest in energy (occasionally the highest) is generally most important, 

not only because it is most easily seen in experiment, but also because 

it is coherent and. often has high transition probabilities in an external 

field. For example, it is well-known that the pairing vibrations around 

208Pb h . h. h ( t.) . t. 29 ·. ave ~g p, cross sec ~ons. 

The correlation of a quasiparticle and a quasihole often results 

in a high E2 or E3 y~transition probability, hence the name quadrupole 

and octupo]e vibrations • The particle-,hole RPA equations can be obtained 

similarly or by taking the appropriate limit of the quasibogolon RPA 

equations, Eq. (III.34). 
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E:. Su;perfluids and Graphical Techniques 

As a final application of Green's functions, we devote a section 

to the subject of superfluid nuclei. We do this for several reasons 

1. To remind the reader of the difficulties away from closed shells. 
Are such nuclei really any different? 

2. To indicate that Green's functions provide a very general 
framework within which to treat finite nucleus approximations -
including the anomalous self-energy or gap. 

3. To introduce the rules for calculating with bogolons. 

Away from closed shells, let us take the neutrons in 
120

sn as an 

example, the shell-model vacuum is not even approximately a good ground 

state. This is easily seen by considering Fig. 13a which shows the 

2 particle-2 hole admixture into the ground state wave function. In 

, first order ;perturbation theory, this is just 

(II. 52) 

These and other admixtures are large for two reasons 

1. Matrix elements of the type < l-liGI3-3 > are rather large 
for the short-range effective nuclear interaction. 

2. E 
1 

+ £
2 

+ £
3 

+ £ 4 is small. · It doesn't take much energy to 

promote two nucleons from occupied orbits to unoccupied ones. 

If one were to diagonalize the effective particle-particle inter

action in a space of such 2n-particles-2n-hole states, he would find30 

that the ground state is heavily weighted toward excited configurations. 

A typical wave function is shown in Fig. 13b. Suppose we performed a 

(d,p) reaction on 
120

sn; we would find the stripping cross section into 

the orbitals below the Fermi surface to be non-zero, since they are 
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-t:O 

Fig. 13a. Lowest order two-particle two-hole contribution to ground state 
wave function. 

4p-4h state XBL 726-1057 

Fig. 13b. Important configurations in ground state of nucleus away from 
closed shell. 
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partially empty. (It is usual to call ·the percentage "emptiness" in 

t . . . t• 2 ) s rlpplng'reac lOns; u . Similarly, we would find (d,t) pick-up cross 

sections from orbitals above Fermi energy to be finite. (The percentage 

"fullness" of these orbits is called v2 .) 

There are several reasons why 120sn poses a difficulty. First, 

to describe the neutrons.outside theN= 50 closed shell accurately would 

take a 20 nucleon Green's function- or at least we would need this to 

w r; . 
calculate f and r accurately. Secondly, intelligent perturbation theory-

making a simple approximation of the 20 nucleon Green's function - is 

difficult because it is so easy to become confused. In addition to these 

very pra.ctica.l difficulties, there are some formal difficulties.~- ,S One 

is that in the rigorous "adiabatic" derivation of perturbation theory, the 

transition from bare shell-model vacuum to actual ground state will be 

accompanied by a phase transition - at 1·east in an infinite system - and 

such a sudden change destroys the adiabatic boundary conditions. 

Does this mean we should abandon perturbation theory for nuclei 

away from closed shells? The way out of our dilemma was originally 

proposed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schriefer, 31 and also by Val at in and 

Bogoliubov. 32 It was later33 realized that the pairing correlations are 

what distinguishes these nuclei. If there were only one pair, we could 

describe it as a boson (see previous subsection on RPA). That there are 

two or five doesn't matter because the pairing correlations are strong 

+ n ~ 
and the boson configuration (p ) lo > does not often disobey the Pauli 

Principle. If 

+ 
p 

a 
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+ 
we approximate the ground state as ep I 0 > and determine the ¢ such that a. 

the total occupation (which was called v
2 

in ( d, t) reactions) of all 

the orbits is equal to the number of particles in the ground state. Most 

( +)n p of the damage of replacing p by e 
+ 

is taken care of by optimizing 
+ 

p . ( + n+l the ¢ ; the one major drawback is that e will still contaln p ) , a. 

etc. , and therefore the particle.-number 1-rill fluctuate. He must therefore 

add a Lagrange multiplier condition to the Hamiltonian. In particular, 

the Hamiltonian is partitioned 

H' = H - AN = H' + H' 
0 1 

(II. 53 

where a. and 8 label single particle states. H may be diagonalized by 
0 

defining an "undressed" or "shell-model" bogolon 

s v a. c . +) 
a 1 -a. 

(II. 54 a) 

This generalized Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation32 can be specialized 

if we assume 
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that is that a and 8 label the shell model (or Brueckner-Hartree-Fock) 

states and that pairing does not change the average potential. This is a 

d t . f h 1 . 34 goo assump lon or eavy nuc el. 

In the special Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation 

where 

~ [1 + 
h - '] ul 

1 = 
El 

2 v 2 ul + = 1 1 

E 2 2 b. 2 = (h
1 

- >.) + 1 1 

The transformed Hamiltonian H is 
0 

v 2 
1 

(II. 54b) 

(II. 55) 

That is, it is analogous to the one-body shell-model Hamiltonian with the 

property that 

(H 
0 

(II. 56) 
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suggesting that 0, 1, 2, and 3-bogolon configurations will form a 

convenient set of basis states. The BCS vacuum is defined in terms of 

the bare particle vacuum. 

IBCS > =n (Ul + vl sl cl+c,.;.l+)lbare vacuum> 

1>0 

(II. 57) 

The BCS vacuum is actually a vacuum of what we choose to call "undressed" 

* "shell-modeJ. bogolons". 

The creation and annihilation operators for shell-model bogolons obey the 

same commutation relations as the normal operators: 

(II. 58) 

We have introduced bogolons without the aid of Green's functions 

for several reasons. The BCS vacuum is just another starting point for 

perturbation theory. However, it is much better behaved. One-bogolon 

excitations are separated in energy by the gap, ~. Hence, we can expect 

perturbation theory convergence to be much better since the denominators 

d . al M V S dl t 2 d 2 t' are of the or er of sever e . econ y, he u an v occupa 1on 

probabilities which are experimentally observed are very naturally 

explained. 35 It is. possible to derive the pairing formalism with the aid 

of anomalous Green's functions. 36 The reader may wish to examine 

* We will later call superfluid Landau Quasiparticles quasibogolons. 
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Refs. 37 and 38 for a complete summary. In general, one defines both the 

normal Green's function 

(II. 59) 

and the anomalous Green's functions 

It is then possible to derive a coupled set of Dyson's equations. The 

zero-order solutions are the usual BCS or Hartree-Fock Bogoliubov 

t . 39 equa 1ons. Nevertheless, the formalism offers a systematic framework 

for a higher order treatment of pairing. Also, one can treat two- or 

three-particle correlations using G and F . 

. The main result of anomalous Green's functions is that one obtains 

(after Landau and configuration space renormalization) a so-called gap 

equation which is very similar to the Hartree-Fock equation for the one-

body potential. 

(II. 60) 

'l'hus, both h
1 

and 6
1 

are defined self-consistently so that we do not have 

to employ any one-body Hartree-Fock insertions in the single-particle 

propagator. 

Using the anomalous Green's functions, it is possible to rederive 

the rules of perturbation theory and carry out the Brueckner procedure, as 
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well as Landau and configuration space renormalization. It is conunon to 

assume that all such high energy processes do not depend on the pairing 

field, which is much weaker than the shell-model or Brueckner-Hartree-

Fock field. 

Throughout the remainder of this work, we shall employ the bogolon 

formalism. In this method, the Green's functions are those of quasi-

bogolons: 

(II.61) 

and the interaction between quasibogolons is a linear combination of the 

irreducible particle-particle and particle-hole blocks. Let us state the 

assumptions and the rules of this formalism. First the assumptions, 

1. F~ and Fw do not depend on F, the anomalous Green's function. 
Superflu~dit~ is a local enerfFY phenomenon at £ ~£F. The 
renormal1zat1on process and h1gher order graphs should not be 
too sensitive to this region. 

2. gcxS is diagonal in a. and 8, as before. 

3. The effects of the anomalous self-energy are accurately included 
by the BCS u's and v's. 

4. High-order contributions to the self"-energy may be calculated in 
the bogolon formalism. 

5. The average residue and regular part of the Green's function are, 
as before, z and R( w). 

The advantage of the bogolons is that we only have to worry about 

one kind of elementary excitation, which is a linear combination of a 

particle and a hole. The disadvantages are that we have restricted our-

selves to a description of /1 which does not depend on core excitations or 

the analytic structure of the regular self-energy, ~ . Higher order 
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processes such as core polarization may never be incorporated into the 

pairing field without abandoning the bogolon formalism and going back to 

normal and anomalous Green's functions. Also the phonon exchange diagrams 

which are among the lowest order contributions to irreducible (pp) and (ph) 

blocks should be sensitive to the details of pairing close the Fermi 

surface, in particular the energy and wave functions of the 2+ vibrations. 

We have assumed they are not, in order to approximate the block which is 

"irreducible" in the bogolon-bogolon channel as a linear combination of 

(pp) and (ph) blocks. 

The rules for calculating graphs are: 

1. Draw all topologically different graphs 

2. With every line associate the quasibogolon Green's function, g. 

3. With the interaction of bogolons, we associate a block from which 
exit four lines. The block has associated with it the factor 

2i cS(w. - w t). The matrix element of the block is a linear 
7f 1n ou 

combination of particle-particle and particle-hole interactions 
and the coefficients are the u's and v's which are associated 
with each of the four lines. 

For example, 

is the interaction between the bogolon configurations 112 > 
and 134 >. 

In the particle-particie channel we have the contribution 

u
1

u
2

u
3
u 4 < 12IF"I34 >and in the hole-hole channel v

1
v2v

3
v4 < 12IF"I34 >. 

In the second particle-hole channel, if 1 and 3 are particles and 2 and 4 

holes, or vice versa, we get the contribution 
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(uiu
3
v2v4 + v1v

3
u2u4) < i41F'I23 >. For the case in which 1 and 4 are 

holes, we get ( u2u
3 
v 1 v4 + u

1
u4v 2 v 

3
) < 131 F' 123 > times a minus sign, 

which comes because .we switch (commute) 3 and 4 to get the particle-hole 

matrix element for both configurations having the particle on the left and 

the hole on the right. Thus we have, after configuration space truncation, 

13 ktp .24 --11 < 121 p 134 > 

and 

·~·· = < 12IQI34 > 
1 . -

2 . 3 
. 4 

where 

(II. 62) 

For the transitions from one to three and three to one bogolons, we shall 

anticipate the discussion of another section and employ irreducible 

particle-particle or particle-hole blocks according to the arbitrary 

*Note, we have separated (ph) diagrams in the second (ph) channel to agree 
with Migdal. 
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convention: if 1 and 2 are both particles (or holes) use F"; else F'. 

In that case 

< 12IR±sl3-4 

(II.63) 

The symmetry properties of P, Q, R, S are 

< l2IPI34 > =- < l2IPI43 >, similarly for Q (II. 64) 

and 

(II.65) 

In the sections (II.D and II.E) on applications of Green's 

functions, the use of diagrams has been illustrated by a series of 

approximations to the nuclear many-body problem, starting from the bare 

N~N interaction and proceeding through Hartree-Fock, renormalized inter-

actions, and RPA. We have neglected to show the ease with which graphical 

techniques may be used to describe quasiparticle-phonon coupling or the 

response of a nucleus to an external field (e.g., electromagnetic). This 

was to avoid repetition since Sec. III and Appendix B are devoted 

exclusively to these topics. The r.eader may wish to proceed to the 

Appendix before reading the next section. 
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III. THEORY--~SELF-CONSISTENT QUASIPARTICLE-PHONON COUPLING (SCQPC) 

In this section, we describe a self-consistent theory in which 

quasiparticles and phonons.are coupled. We divide the discussion into 

several parts: first, the concept of vibration-particle coupling is 

reviewed with the help of Feynman diagrams, and some complications are 

discussed with an eye toward their physical implications; second, we 

analyze the equation for the quasiparticle self-..energy with the aim of 

developing a comprehensive approximation; in the third subsection we 

present the equations of SCQPC; finally, a subsection is devoted to the 

calculations of transition amplitudes in a quasiparticle-phonon coupled 

system. The extensive literature of QPC is surveyed in the Appendix. 

A. Concepts in Core-Particle Coupling 

The usual classification of nuclear motion is into three categories: 

single-particle motion, vibrational motion, and, in many cases, nuclear 

rotation. 7 . In zeroth order, one can imagine these as independent, normal 

modes. Disregarding .rotation and focussing otir attention on vibrations 

and shell-model orbital motion, we envision a vibrating nuclear core and 

a proton or neutron orbiting around the core. See Fig. 14a. The amplitude 

and frequency of the core motion ought to be about the same as without 

the additional nucleon since there are already so many nucleons participating 

in the vibrational correlation. Conversely, the average field seen by the 

orbiting nucleon should not be much affected by the small amplitude motions 

of the core. 

However, we know that the core and the particle are not completely 

independent because of the strongly attractive part of the nuclear 
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Fig. l4a. Orbiting particle and vibrating core, 

Fig. l4b. A beta vibration is characterized by stretching along the 

Z-axis. 

' ......_.,_-- -.----
I 

/ 

z 

Fig. 14c. 'l'he ~[660] Nilsson orbital is very prolate, i.e., cigar--

shaped along the Z-axis. 
XBL726-3206 
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interaction, and some polarization of the nucleus should be expected, 

much in the same manner as the moon polarizes the oceans on earth to 

produce tides. Indeed, one might anticipate certain favorable situations 

in which the path of the orbital motion is parallel to the collective 

movement. For example, in a deformed nucleus the beta vibration might be 

expected to couple strongly to motion of a nucleon in the 1/2[660] 

orbital, as shown in Figs. 14b,c. We can analyze this very fundamental 

nucl~ar process in a microscopic wa:y, using diagrams. First, we recall 

that a shape vibration is characterized as a collective particle-hole 

* state. This is shown in Fig. 15a. One of the first questions we can ask 

is what happens when a phonon and a quasiparticle propagate simultaneously 

as in Fig. 15b. Several diagramatic possibilities are shown in Figs. 15c, 

d,e. 

Figure 15c, which is called the core polarization process, is 

important to the calculation of the quasiparticle self-energy because, 

when we put a shell-model particle into the nucleus, there is a good 

chance that it will scatter into a different configuration. This lowering 

of probability for stable single-particle propagation reflects itself in 

the distribution of residues of the Green's function. There is single-

particle "strength" at several poles, or eigenenergies of the odd-mass 

* In connection with the phonon propagators shown in Fig. 15 and elsewhere 
in this thesis, the following graphical rules apply: 

L K(uJ) = 1/(w- E
8 

+ io). If an arrow is drawn, it alwa,ys points upwards. 

2. Phonon-particle vertices are calculated microscopically as in Sec. III. C .1 
or parameterized with the units of energy. They are accompanied by the 

usual 2
1 

0( ~ w. -""'"' w t) factor. 
'IT L...J J.n L...J · ou 
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nucleus, because single-particle and core-coupled states mix. This 

explains the satellite peaks in one-nucleon stripping and pickup 

. 4o 
reactlons. 

Figure l5d will be typical of what we will refer to as third 

order phonon-~uasiparticle coupling. That is, first, the effective 

interaction acts to uncouple the phonon. Secondly, either the decoupled 

quasiparticle or hole interacts with the extra ~uasiparticle. Thirdly, 

the quasiparticle and hole recouple to a phonon excitation. 

Figure 15e, in addition to its rather general property of 

recoupling particles and phonons, takes into account certain violations 

of the Pauli Principle. To see this we construct in Fig. 16a a partially 

labelled phonon + particle. This configuration might be present, for 

example, as part of the core polarization diagram in Fig. 15c. Note that 

the particle-hole configuration laB > cannot be excited while a is 

occupied. This impossibility---it is essentially a violation of the 

Pauli Principle---is not accounted for if we permit the phonon to be 

independent of the. ~uasiparticle, a. However, the diagram shown in Fig. 

l6b (same as Fig. 15e) exactly cancels the illegal contribution to the 

independent phonon-plus-quasiparticle shown in Fig. 16a. The cancellation 

is exact because all the two-body matrix elements are the same, the only 

arithmetic difference between the two diagrams being that there is one 

less particle-hole closed loop in Fig. 16b, hence a -1 factor. We shall 

call it an "exchange" diagram. (The general prescription for exchange 

diagrams is shown in Fig. l6c.) The need for exchange diagrams occurs 

in the case of the l/2[660] neutron and the 8-vibration of 153sm. The 
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(·'i;> 15. For simplicity, we draw the particle--hole blocJ.;: as )(, as \·tell ns 
the Q.,PC vertex. Lines may be taken to be LQ,. 

(a) particle~hole 
vibration. 

(b) quasiparticle plus 
vibration. 

(c) core-polarization. 

XBL 726-1152 



(d) "Third-order 
coupling" of 
quasiparticle
phonon 
configurations. 

(e) "Second-order" 
recoupling (or EPV) 
diagram. 

-82. 

XBL 726-1145 



F'ig. 16a. Pauli exclusion 
principle violation in 
propagation of quasi
particle and phonon. 

(b) Exchange diagram (same 
as Fig. 15d) which 
corrects for exclusion 
principle violation 
(EPV) fn Fig. 16a. 

8 
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XBL 726-1153 

' (c) Prescription for exchange diagrams~ interchange endpoints of lines. 
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1/2[660] is very active in the S-vibration itself---they are in the "same 

direction" :i.n classical terms. So it is difficult---because of the 

quantum mechanical Pauli Principle---to have an odd 1/2[660] neutron in 

addition to the beta vibration. This lack of freedom in phonon propagation 

manifests itself in a pushing up of the energy of the phonon-plus-quasi

particle state. 

Another interesting diagram is shown in Fig. 17a. It recalls that 

there is a zero-point core vibration, or GS correlation, which ought to 

coexist with the propagating quasiparticle. (See Fig. 7.) Goldstone's 

theorem states that we do not have to evaluate such unlinked diagrams. 

However, there are, again, violations of the Pauli Principle to be 

considered. The exchange diagram is shown in Fig. 17b. It is clearly a 

repulsive contribution to the self-energy of the quasiparticle. The 

total energy of the quasiparticle and core is raised since not so many 

degrees of freedom are allowed to zero-point motion of the core, or (in 

many-body terminology) ground state correlation. We can expect this sort 

of interference to be important in the same instances as above, i.e., 

when a particle state is often occupied in phonon-type ground state 

correlations. Figure 17b, called a "backwards" diagram, represents a 

sort of f:dction for the propagating particle which prevents its smooth 

evolution. 

Thus far we have mentioned that the core polarization process 

distributes single-particle strength, or that in the case of weak 

polarization renormalizes the single-particle energy and contributes to 

making particles into quasiparticles. Also, we have seen that Pauli 

I I 
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tl. 

Fig. l7a. Quasiparticle plus ground state correlation, in which EPV occurs. 

Fig. l7b. "Backwards'' diagram which cancels Fig. l7a. 

(a) (b) 

Ji'ig. 18. '.l'wo-phonon contributions to self-energy. 

, 
~ 

XBL 726-1150 

Pis. J9. '"<ennrrn8Jizr-~.bon of RPA by Q}'C. 
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Principle interference can raise the excited core-plus-q_uasiparticle 

energy, as well as "tihe unexcited core-plus..,.q_uasiparticle energy. We 

mention briefly the possibility that after the propagating q_uasiparticle 

excites a core vibration, the q_uasiparticle-plus-core may polarize yet 

another core mode. If the secondexcitation de-excites first, we get 

the "nested" diagram shown in Fig~ l~a. If the original core excitation 

disappears first we obtain tl,i.,e "staggered" diagram shown in Fig. 18b. 

Since core polarizat~on fractionates single-particle strength, these . . 

higher order polarizations will further redistribute the pole strengths. 

Clearly, the odd-mass ~uclear energy levels (and wave functions) 

will be sensitive to the QPC · proc~ess ·"'" just because the lowest energy 

states before coupling are undressed q_uasiparticles and phonon-plus-

q_uasiparticle configurations. As we shall see in detail later, the even-

even nucl.eus also depends on these processes. The phonon,· itself a 

linear combination of particle-hole configurations, will be more stable 

or depressed in energy if the particle (and hole) can polarize the core. 

This is shown. in Fig. 19a. 

However, correcting for P.auli'Principle violations of particle-

hole pairs and ground-state clusters will increase the phonon energy. 

(See Fig. 19b. ) It might als; 6 be thought that the higher order diagrams 

would ·have some effect on the phonon. It turns out - both numerically 

and for sound theoretical reasons - that this is not the case. 

B. Dyson's Eg_uation 

In this subsection, we attempt to motivate q_uasiparticle-phonon 

coupling from the viewpoint of Dyson's eq_uation. T'ne "derivation" is not 
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in any sense exact; however, it illustrates the origin of "higher order 

terms" in the se],.f-energy and also shows the necessity of employing "one-

three·blocks" (not equal to the (pp) or (ph) blocks) to connect the self-

energy to the propagator line, in an approximate treatment. 1tJe carry out 

the analysis assuming FDSM propagators and irreducible blocks r·and J. 

Landau renorrnalization should follow as usual. 

It should be recalled from Sec. II.D.l that the self-energy is 

given by Eq. (II. 30) , with account to be taken of generalized time 

ordering. The graphical equation in the particle-hole formalism is 

shown in Fig. 20. 

In analogy, we may write an approximate equation for the self-

energy in terms of the G matrix, which is the "bare" two-body interaction 

inside the model space.· We take j ,k,A to be inside this space, and so 

neglect certain complicated (non-ladder) diagrams in which intermediates 

are outside the model space. This should not be too serious an approxi-

mation. The model-space equation is graphed in Fig. 21. In Brueckner-

Hartree-Fock, the loop (which should be a fully dressed propagator) in 

contribution (a) of Fig. 21 is approximated by the lowest order propagator. 

In renormalized BHF, some rearrangement terms are included. 

At any rate, contributions (b) and (c), which are "residual" 

self-energy ( L ) terms, give rise to phonon-particle-coupling. We 
R 

shall discuss (b), since (c) is just the "backwards" diagram and may be 

similarly analyzed. The new Dyson's equation, after BHF has been carried 

out, is 

LG 
R . 

(II.29 I) 
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R 

~~ - :FO + A + - J 
\ 

Fig. 20. · Exact expression for self-energy. V is the bare NN~ 
interaction. Lines are FDSM. 

~ 

~~ :FD t-' • A +-
J 

" 
. 
''· 

ell 

+ ••• 0. 

XBL 726-1144 

Fig. 21. Approximate expression for .. self-energy using reaction matrix, 
G. Lines are FDSM and inside monel space. 
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In Fig. 22, we write Fig. 2lb with the total scattering amplitude, 

r, decomposed in the second particle-hole channel. This is very suggestive 

of the simpie QPC contribution to the self-energy drawn earlier, in which 

a string of particle-hole bubbles was a~tached to a propagator line. 

If we make the following assumptions, viz. I~ G and energy-

independent, then we obtain the approximation shown in Fig. 23. The 

particle-hole bubble string can be replaced by a sum over phonons of 

different energy and angular momentum ,and the QPC vertices (see Fig. 24) 

can be defined as 

< aiHeffiSN > =Lxy~ <aoiGIBY > +.Yy~ <ayiGIS6 > 
yo 

(III.l) 

In this instance, simple QPC would be the only contribution to the self-

energy (coming from Fig. 2lb). Suppose 

I <a I H I BN > 1
2 

, eff 
w - E - E__ 

a B ~ 
( III.2) 

as in Fig. 23, along with the assumption GB ~ GBHF ~ l/(w
0

- EB + io) 

the poles of the Green's function G(wa) are given by Eq. (II.29') which 

may be algebraically manipulated at a pole of G (i.e. , G 
0 

neglected) : 

--i> 

--i> 
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--

+ ••• 

XBL 726-1140 

Fig. 22. Separation of self-energy diagram in second particle-hole 
chaimel. Lines are FDSM. I is the irreducible (ph)-block. 



F'ir.:. 22 -+ + 

= 

-91·-

+ + ... 

Fig. 23. Simplest QPC approximation to 
self-energy diagram in Fig. 22. 

')( is t1:J.e reaction matrix,, lines are BRF. 

XI3L 726-1139 

Fig. 24. Definition of QYC vertex as sum over RPA amplitudes times two
body matrix elements. 
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(III. 3a) 

To obtain an equation for the residue Z. we rearrange Ert. (II. 29' ) to obtain 
~ 

G = 
l 

(II.29") 

~ - 2: 
0 

l 
With the assumption G = E and a residue theorem from complex 

. b . 410. WR- a(~Z)) p(Zo) . 
var~a les analys~s, v~z. es Z · = '(Z )'we obta~n 

q t=Z q o 

l 
zi = d.L I l-

dw 

0 

w = w. 
1. 

(III. 3b) 

It is possible to obtain the solutions w. and Z. of Ea. (III.3) according to 
1. 1. .. 

a graphical procedure shown in Fig. 25. Alternatively, we may employ 

an algebraic device. 

reduces to a matrix diagonalization problem 

(III.4a) 
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If we adopt the usual matrix normalization 

1, then 

1 
zi = -=-~cU:=- = 

l - dW 

1 

= _...;1;;..__~ = c 2 
c 2 a. 

1 +L s~ 
SN ca 

(III. 4b) 

Either Fig. 25 or the system of Eqs. (III.4) should convince 

us that QPC mixes single-particle states with phonon-quasiparticle con-

figurations. Thus, several eigenstates will contain a percentage of the 

basis state Ia. >. This is why the single-particle strength in many (d,p) 

and (d,t) reactions is fragmented. Indeed, the simple approximation we 

have just described (often called the intermediate coupling model) has 

been very successful in nuclear physics. 

Figure 25 also tells us why of all the particle-hole eigenstates 

we can obtain an accurate description using only the lowest one---which 

is generally the most collective and coherent. 

1. Since the lowest energy phonon is well-separated from the other 

phonon energies, according to second order perturbation theory 
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arguments (i.~., large energy differences in the denominator 

except for phonon energy: ~), the lowest should be the ,main core 

excitation mode contribution to shifting E toE '· a a 

2. , Since the lowest state is collective and< aiHeffiSN > >> 

< aiHeffiSN' >, residues associated with the N' modes 1vill be 

close to zero. 

However, successfUl the approximation, I ~ G ~ unretarded, turns 

out, we should investigate certain complications. The most important 

difficulty is that even if G is approximately energy independent, I is 

certainly not, In Fig. '26, we draw some contributions to I. It is our 

belief that these are very important: Fig. 26a and 26b will contribute 

to the lmv--energy structure of I (in second (ph) channel) whenever there are 

low-energy particle-hole or particle-particle vibrations. Ironically, 

we would like to calculate such vibrations but ignore these higher graphs. 

Figure 26c,d,e shovr yet a higher order process (not senarable in any channel), 

in which the incoming particle and hole polarize the coherent core 

excitation. Figure 26f and 26g are not separable in any sense either. 

They are probably of consi~erable c~nsequence, however, since the two-

phonon energy is low enough to exert influence on nuclear structure 

studies - both theoretically and experimentally. 

This considerable energy dependence of I poses a definite problem 

in finite nucleus calculations: 

1. ·We must either calculate I exactly and substitute it into the 

graphical equation for the self-energy given in Fig. 22; or 
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Fig. 26. Important energy dependent contributions to irreducible (ph) 
scattering in the second (ph) channel. Lines are FDSM. 

(a) separable in the first (ph) channel. 

(b) separable in the particle-particle channel. 

(c,d,e) diagrams in which one phonon correlation precedes absorbtion of 
the incoming hole. 

:t· 
·~·1 

(c) (d) (e) 

XBL 726-1221 

... 
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(f) 

(g) 

XBL 726-1222 

Fig. 26 ( cont' d).. ~:\To-phonon intermediates contributing to irreducible 
scattering in second (ph) channel. 
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2. We must use some lower form of interaction, e.g., G, and calculate 

all the high order graphs explicitly. The latter approach will 

be taken in this thesis. 

If we believe the contributions to I shown in Fig. 26 are important, let 

us substitute them into the uppermost I-block in Fig. 22 to obtain 

explicitly the higher order contributions to the self-energy which we 

think are important. In particular, we have chosen only the uppermost 

I-block because it connects one- and three-~uasiparticle configurations. 

The other I-blocks pl~ their normal role of scattering particle-hole 

pairs. What we are, in essence, proposing is that thephonon itself can 

be described by a phenomenological particle-hole amplitude, I, without too 

much regard for its energy dependent structure, or two-phonon admixtures. 

However, the peculiar role of the one-three blocks demands that we at 

least investigate the role of their energy dependence. Figure 27a-e 

correspond to Fig. 26a-e. Figure 27a is essentially a recoupling of the 

phonon + ~uasiparticle. The "independent" particle becomes the correlating 

(with the hole) particle, and vice versa. Figure 2Tb exhibits the 

recoupling of a particle-hole phonon plus particle to yield a particle

particle phonon and a hole. In Fig. 27c, 27d the spectator particle 

interacts w·i th either the hole or particle "between correlations". In 

Fig. 27e, the same process precedes a recoupling. The two-phonon self

energy contributions which derive from Fig. 26f,g can be similarly drawn. 

We shall henceforth limit consideration to one-phonon self-energy 

contributions. While it might be argued for energy reasons that the two

phonon contributions are less important, our primary motivation is 
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(a) (b) 

XBL 726-1223 

Fig. 27. Self-energy diagrams obtained when graphs of Fig. 26 are 
substituted into Fig. 22's "upper most I-block 11

• I.ines are FDSM. 
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convenience, not only in the discussion which follows, but also in the 

practical matter of calculating the approximate mass-operator. 

42 Werner has taken the QPC vertex to be I at all times without 

mentioning that in Dyson's equation, the phonon is initiated by something 

else. This is not rigorous. 

In a phenomenological theory, these "one-three" blocks should 

have their own identity as well as their own parameters, spin and isospin 

dependence. The interface between theory and experiment is not clear on 

this point and the determination of "I13" and "J 
13

" would be exceedingly 

arbitrary. The risk in simply using I for (ph)-correlated self-energy 

contributions and J for (pp)-correlated contributions is that the 

magnitude and the spin-dependences may be wrong,. (For the spin uncorrelated 

modes typical of low-energy spectra in heavy nuclei, this will, fortunately, 

not be too serious.) 

It is here that we must settle on an approxlmate treatment of 

Dyson's equation. We remind the reader again that in Fig. 22 the phonon 

or bubble string is initiated by a G and terminated by an I. Secondly, 

the uppermost I-block which is "one-three" in nature contains some 

important higher order processes (e.g., the graph which corrects for 

Exclusion Principle Violations in simultaneous phonon-quasiparticle 

propagation within its energy dependence). We attempt to write dmm these 

long-range contributions in an expansion, explicitly leaving behind a G-

matrix interaction plus more complicated terms about which we shall not 

concern ourselves further. The approximation we shall make is to take 

these two "one-three" blocks (the G-matrix and the G-matrix + other 

things) to be I, where I will be parameterized as short-range. 
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Finally, our arguments above could have been carried out for (pp) 

phonons, and we would have arrived at the approximation: 

"one-three blocks" -+ J. 

Also, in a real Fermi liquid I and J will be replaced by F~ and Fw. 

C. The SCQPC Equations 

In previous sections, we have suggested a foundation upon which 

to base a theory of odd-mass nuclear excitations, as well as the fully 

dressed one-nucleon Green's function to be employed in the calculation of 

even mass nuclear. excitations. This basis is predicated upon the quasi-

.particle approximation and the assumption that certain long-range core-

polarization type diagrams dominate the analytical structure of the quasi-

particle self-energy. In this section, we outline a specific theory for 

nuclear structure calculations subject to these approximations. Within 

the quasiparticle picture we have the following quantities: 

1 
w +E ±io 

a. a. 
a ~ Fermi surface 

g (w ) = ~· _ __..;;;z;..,.< 1~· ):---- + ~ z ( j ) . 

a. a. ~ w - E(i) + io ~w + E(j)- io 
i a. a. j a. a. 

(III.5) 

Equation (III.5) is the Landau renormalized version of Eq. (II.l6). These 

are the partially and fully dressed Green's functions for quasiparticles 

and quasiholes. In a truncated space of particle-hole and particle-

particle configurations, the effective or irreducible interactions are 

F' and F". 
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In the superfluid nucleus, the elementary excitations will be 

called quasibogolons. They are determined by the BCS procedure from 

quasiparticles and quasiholes. The quasibogolon Green's functions are 

(III.6) 

- L; z(i) L; z(j) 
g ( w ) = ---=r~---,- + ---=r~--

a a E(i) + ·~ E(j) W - lU W + 
i a a j a a - io 

Equation (III.6) alludes to the rule that in BCS only forward bogolons are 

allowed; however, when further ground state correlations are taken into 

account, backwards eigenvalues and residues (which should be small) also 

appear. We remind the reader that in the odd-(BCS) .and even-mass ( QRPA) 43 

bogolon theories which are obtained when second-order self-energy diagrams 

are not included in the calculation, one. always obtains a formal set of 

equations which have twice the dimensionality of the one- or two-bogolon 

basis and which yield a set of "nonphysical" eigenva.lues such that for 

~hysi~al > O, there is an Enonphys. < 0 and'Enonphys. =- Ephys. every a a a a . 

This technicality is very important, because the final eigenstates are 

the best elementary excitations we can define, i.e., they are least 

affected by the quasiparticle interaction most of which has already been 

diagonalized away. The superfluid picture, however, should not yield 

more elementary excitations than would be possible ~n the usual particle-

hole picture. Alternatively, this double set of eigenvalues suggests a 

very simple hamiltionian: 
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where A+ creates an elementary excitation and E. is energy of this 
a. a. 

elementary excitation. 

The interactions between quasibogolons are given in terms of F" 

and F' in Eq. (II.62) and (II.63). We recall that these formulae imply 

a very serious approximation: namely that the irreducible interaction 

between bogolons depends only kinematically on the particle or hole 

character of the bogolon. Dynamical effects of superfluidity on I and J 

are ignored. 

If the even-even nucleus contains certain low-lying collective 

excitations (called phonons) , then these will dominate the analytical 

features of the dressed quasiparticle or bogolon Green's function, g, 

and diagrams shown in Figs. 15-18 should be calculated. Exact calculational 

devices will be developed in the following subsections: 

1. QPC vertices 

2. Heff between phonon-quasiparticle configurations. 

3. A diagonalization scheme for the self-consistent perturbation 

theory of g. 

4. The renormalized RPA equations for the two-bogolon Green's 

function, k. 

5. The. renormalized gap.equation. 

1. Quasiparticle-Phonon Coupling Vertices 

In this subsection we describe the Heff between a quasibogolon 

and a quasibogolon-plus-phonon. In Sec. III.C.4, we will show that the 

RPA amplitudes Xa.S and Ya.S ~ be obtained by self-consistent diagonalization 

where the off-diagonal matrix elements are equal to < a.SIPiyo > or 
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(II.62) 

Recalling that a, S, y and o are bogolons, we have the following graphical 

equivalences. 

Also, we know that the vertices R and S defined pictorially 

= s (aSIRix-y) y 

and 

are analytically equivalent to 

+ + 
~~s n~ < aS IF" lx-Y > 

+ + 
+ n~S ~~y [s6s_0 < ayjF' 1-Bx > + s6sX < a-xiF'I-B-y >] 

( II.63) 
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In the calculation of backwards diagrams s we need the vertex 

This is clearly justs (aBIQix.:..y). 
. y 

Other vertices m~ be obtained from 

the symmetry properties (!!.64,65). 

In writing Eq. (II.63) we have already incorporated the assumptions about 

"one-three" blocks discussed in Sec. III. B. 

We are actually seeking the QPC vertices shown in Fig. 28. 

However, these may be written in terms of Eq. (II.62) and Eq. (II.63) 

if we recall 

(III. 7) 

The graphical equations for the quasiparticle-phonon coupling vertices 

are shown in Fig. 28. The analytical expressions are given in Eq. (III.8) 

and the symmetry relations, Eq. (III.9), are easily derived. 

P(aS) = L< aBIPiyo > xyo + < aSIQiyo > Yyr, 

yo 

Q(aS) =L < aS.IPiyo > Yyo + < aS IQiyo > xyo 

yo 

R(x-Y> = L< aBIRix-Y > xaS + < aSislx-Y > Yas 

aS 

(III.8a) 

(III.Bb) . 

(III.8c) 
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~ 
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+ 

'\{ " 

" 
XBL 726-1147 

Fig; 28. QPC vertices in terms of RPA amplitudes and interactions . 
between quasibogolons. 
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s(x-y) - .,.>·:l( at3IRix-Y > Yas + < aelslx-Y > xaS 

as 

P(aS) -P(Ba) = P(-a -S) and similarly for Q while 

(III. 8d) 

(III .9a) 

R(-YX) = S(x-y) (III.9b) 

ForK= 0 phonons, there are several modifications. The P and Q which are 

needed in RPA are defined 

. :.1 <aeiP±QI(yo) + (-o -y)) 
/1 '+ 0 ·Qi 

y-

( III.lO) 

However, the probability that a phonon will resolve into the pair aS and 

not -S -a is 

=-~ 
"~ 

~ (<l6 IPRPAI cS)X L.J 0 y yeS 
yeS 

2. Heff Between Quasibogolon-Phonon Configurations 

( III.ll) 

In Sec. III.A, we have introduced the concept that a particle-plus-

phonon are connected by second order graphs which account for exclusion 

principle violations and certain two-phonon correlations (see Fig. 16b, 
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18b). In this section, we write down these second order Herr's explicitly. 

* The second and third order contributions are shown again in Figs. 29-31. 

In the calculational part of this work, we will neglect the diagrammatic 

contributions of Figs. 30 and 31. The reasons are: 

a. The third order couplings shown in Fig. 30 involve, in addition 

to two QPC vertices, a sum over incoherent two-bogolon scattering 

amplitudes. By incoherent we mean that the values of 

-+ -+ -+ 
K = Qy + Q0 (or J = jy + j 0 in a spherical nucleus) can vary. 

So in addition to the usual energy loss due to a higher order of 

( numerator vertex perturbation theory = < 1), the denominator energy differences 

sum is not coherent or phonon-like as in the case of the other 

vertices. (The incoherence of this sum also makes numerical 

calculations very tedious.) 

b. The backward second order couplings of Fig. 31 are unimportant 

because they involve large energy denominators (e.g., 

E6 + Ea +EN+ EN') in the Heff' and because they couple forward 

and backward configurations, which implies that the diagonal 

energies will differ by ~ 2 · (E 'b 1 + E h ) · 
quas~ ogo on p onon 

It should also be noted that certain coherent fourth-order diagrams 

(viz., Fig. 32) are included by iterating (or, as we shall see later, 

diagonalizing) the second-order diagrams. 

Tile Feynman graph expressions for Fig. 29a and 29b are 

* Second "order" means there are two interactions connecting elementary 
excitations, namely quasibogolons or phonons. These interactions may be 
of the QPC or usual two-body varieties. 
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to~' 

Fig. 29. Second-order Heff between phonon-plus-quasibogolon configurations. 

to~' 

Fig. 30. Third-order Heff between phonon-plus-quasibogolon 90nfigurations. 

XBL 726-1138 

Fig. 31. Backvrards second-order Herr· 
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''. ' 

XBL 726-1146 

Fig. 32. Possible fourth- and fifth-order contributions to Heff which 

are counted when second-order term is iterated. 
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Fig. 29b: 
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pN'(ay) PN(By) z K 
< aN I H IBN I > = ""' --------~ 

eff ~ E + E + E K - w 
y,K a 8 Y 

< a.NIH IBN' > eff 

N' N K 
= LR (a-y) R (8-y) z 

w - E - E - E y N N' y,K 

where w = wN + wa = wN' + wB. 

(III.l2) 

The Eqs. (III.l2) show that, even if we make the approximation 

of energy-independent quasiparticle-phonon vertices, the effective 

coupling of phonon-quasiparticle configurations depends on the energy, w, 

of the propagator-line in which the self-energy appears. In other words, 

each eigenstate which includes such configurations will have different 

matrix elements; this implies a self-consistency problem, knowing the 

poles in the energy variable w in order to find them. 

A reasonable approximation would be to set 

( III.l3) 

.that is, take the average energy of the two configurations as the energy 

variable. The justification is that only when the two configurations are 

close in energy will the coupling matrix element be important anyway and, 

secondly, that final eigenvalues will only slightly depend on the energy 

difference (w - wave), if the Heff < wave" This is the procedure which we 

shall adopt in Sec. V for the calculation of Fig. 29a. 

44 An alternative procedure, which seems quite workable when one is 

interested in the dressed energy of the quasiparticle and the main residue 
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is large(~ 1), is to set w-E - -'quasiparticle· The relation of "Heff" 

techniques to the general perturbation theory expansion. is outlined in 

T,ype 1 (Fig. 29a) energy denominators are thus typically of the 

order of JE - lE - lE ~ 2E - E > 0. T,ype 2 (Fig. 29b) qp phonon qp qp phonon 

energy denominators are typically 

1Ephonon + lEqp - lEqp - 2E ~ -E < 0. The latter type, however, phonon phonon 

is subject to "infinities" when the intermediate quasifermion is much less 

energetic than the incoming and outgoing ones. In this case, the 

approximation tu = E insures a finite denominator and will yield ave y 

approximately the right Heff energy dependence for low-lying eigenstates. 

3. Diagonalization 

As has already been indicated, we are seeking the poles of the 

quasiparticle Green's function in order to describe odd-mass nuclei as 

well as renormalized even-mass nuclei. For the simple case of the forward 

core polarization contribution to the self-energy, it is possible to obtain, 

Eq. (III.4), a simple diagonalization scheme. We would like to develop a 

more general diagonalization scheme which can account for dressed intermediate 

propagators, backwards diagrams, and effective interactions between phonon-

plus-quasiparticle configurations. There are two possibilities: 

a. Each row and column (except for "bare" quasibogolons, 

the matrix corresponds to a quasibogolon-plus-phonon with several 

poles. In this case, Heff is given by Eq. (III.8,12). Since 

the intermediate has several poles, the energy dependence must 

be ~reated in a self-consistent manner, i.e., iterative 

diagonalizations. 
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b. Each row and column corresponds to a particular pole of a quasi-

bogolon-plus-phonon. Here, the iterative matrix diagonalization 

is not necessary and the Herr's are multiplied by residue strengths 

at the pole in question. 

Method b is more appealing, not only for numerical reasons, but 

because our "basis" becomes a set of "undressed" quasibogolons and exact 

odd-mass eigenstates (we shall call them spectrons) coupled to exact even-· 

mass eigenstates (phonons). Both of these kinds of basis vector may be 

represented by a quasifermion acting on lo >, 

b , b + I 0 > = our "basis" ( III.l4) 

b + = a + where a + is the creation operator for quasibogolons 
a a a 

(or partially dressed elementary excitations in a superfluid). 

+. .+ + + ( bS 1N = a61 ~ where ~ is the creation operator for the phonon see 

II.74) and aSi+ is the creation operator for the fully dressed quasifermion 

excitation which contains an appreciable fraction of the single particle 

strength, S. The various eigenstates containing such a fraction are 

labelled, i. 

The various quasifermions will be labelled b
1
+, b2 , etc. The 

generalized quasifermion Green's functions are defined 

F 
< oiT{b

1
(t) b

2
+(o)}lo > ;t (t) = -i 

. 12 
(III .15a) 

B ;t:_. ( t) = -i < oiT{b
1
(t) b2(o)}lo > 

12 
( III.l5b) 
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·We shall take Ia >to be the BCS vacuum plus correlations. The number of 

particles in the state Ia > is determined by the BCS parameters ~ and A, 

and may be ~ or odd. If we interpose a complete set of nuclear states 

jk >and fourier transform Eq. (III.l5), we obtain tne analytic structure 

for £. (w), namely 
12 

alb2+lk' >< k'lb1 la > 

w + Ek, - io 

(III.l6a.) 

(III.l6b) 

The derivation of Eq. (III.l6) is similar to that of Eq. (II.6). Essentially, 
'-{JF 
~ is the probability amplitude that an elementary excitation, 2, placed 

into the nucleus at time, O, will evolve into some other excitation, 1, at 

time t. ~B gives the probability amplitude that elementary excitations 

1 and 2 may be removed from the correlated ground state at times t and o 

without changing the nucleus. It is non-zero only because of ground state 

correlations. We should point out that our generalized quasifermion Green's 

function is not as general as it could be: we might also include quasi--

fermions such as 

N' :f lowest, most collective phonon. 
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. + 
Later, we will normalize our equations by assuming that ba and bB iN.are 

the only kind of elementary excitations. This is the most crucial 

assumption of SCQPC. 

The graphical equations for £ (w) can be easily constructed and 
12 

are shown in Fig. 33. The analytical equivalents of Fig. 33 are 

·2: '-P B ~ .....po 
+ of..- - < 231 H ff I 0 > of.-

13 e 2 
3 

( III.l7a) 

'-PB ;£_F ~ ......;::> o 'PB ...p o 
d-. _ =""" < O!H !23 >o(.._ + ""cJ-_ < 3iH 12 >cJ--

12 ~ 13 eff 2 ~ 13 eff 2 
3 . 3 

(III.l Tb) 

Heff is the effective interaction between quasifermions which has been 

discussed in previous paragraphs, plus one modification detailed below. 

Incorporating Eq. (III.l6a,b) into Eq. (III.l7a), we may write 

"""· _<_o_l_b..;::1_1 k_>_<_k~' b-.;;:2_+_, o_> + 
L.J w- ~ + io 

k 
2: 
k' 

< olb2+1k >< klbllo > 

w + Ek, - io 
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XBL 726-1143 

Graphical equations for quasifermion Green's functions,~F 
12 

Lines are QF, block is Heff" 
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·~[~< 
3 k 

<alb lk' >< k' lb Ia >] 3 1 

w + ~' - io 

(III .18) 

At w ~ Ek, i.e., at poles of the first summation, one can disregard the 

finite terms and cancel away the common factor< Olb1 lk >/(w- Ek + io) 

( III.l9) 

Now £ 0 

is the propagator of either an undressed bogolon, 1/(w - E + io) 
2 ~ 

or the propagator of a spectron-plus-
( . ) 

phonon, 1/(w- EBJ -EN+ io). For the self-consistent definition of 

'f_ 0

, see Eq_. (III.30), later in this subsection. Note that in either 

case there is only one pole, say at E2 , so we can multiply both sides by 

the energy denominator w- E2 . Also, we assumed w = Ek. Thus, 

(Ek- E2 ) < klb2+1o > = ~ < 21Heff(Ek)l3 >< kib
3
+1o > 

3 

( III.20a) 
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At the poles w = -E in Eq_. ( III.l8) , we may neglect the finite terms to 
k 

obtain 

-(E + E) < klb-2· lo > = ~ < 2·1H 13 >< klb-lo > 
k 2 L...J eff 3 

3 

+I:< 231Hefflo >< klb 3 lo > 

3 

( III.20b) 

Eq_uation (III.20) constitutes a matrix diagonalization problem for the 

+"' "' q_uasifermion amplitudes < klb2 lo >and< klb-210 >and the poles of the 

q_uasifermion Green's function. There are several points which are not 

yet clarified, however. First is the exact eq_uations for the effective 

matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, after spectrons are introduced. 

Second is the normalization of the amplitudes, and third is the relation 

of the dressed bogolon Green's function, g, to the quasifermion Green's 

function, '£. 
First, consider the matrix element < 21Heffl3 >. 

Case l. 2 and 3 are bare q_uasibogolon < 21Heffl3 > = 0. 

Case 2. 2 (or 3) is a bare q_uasibogolon, a. 3 (or 2) is a spectron 

plus phonon, SjN. In effect, we are asking for one Q~C 

vertex 

(III.2l) 

where R is defined in Eq_. (III.8). 
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Case 3. 
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The amplitude ~ is the probability amplitude that 

the eigenmode, j, propagates through the bare bogolon, B. 

In connection with this, we note that the various energies 

E~j) as well as the Z~j) are the object of this section as 

well as one of the tools. Hence, they are solved for 

self~consistently. 

(i) (•) 
2 and 3 are eigenmodes a and B J coupled to phonons N 

and N'. 

PN ' ( ay) PN ( By) 

+ E(k) - w 
y 

( III.22) 

E~uation (III.22) is identical to (III.l2) except for the residue s~uare 

roots ~and ~· These are, as in case 2, the wave function 

amplitudes that the eigenmodes i and j propagate through the bare bogolon 

excitations a and 8, since it is only when this simple excitation is being 

populated that a simple ~uasiparticle-phonon coupling can occur. For the 

backward matrix elements < 231Heffjo >, 

Case l. 2 and 3 are bare bogolons < 23IH jo > = 0 eff 

Case 2. 2 is a bogolon and 3 is a spectron-plus-phonon. This is 

just the vertex 
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{III.23a) 

In the vice versa case, 

{III.23b) 

The minus sign arises because in transforming a and BN, to 

obtain a and BN, time reversing a quasifermion twice yields 

a (-1) phase. 

Case 3. 2 and 3 are spectron-plus-phonon configurations. 

< i31H IO > = 0 eff 
(III.24) 

according to the approximation discussed in connection with 

Fig. 31. 

Except for the subtlety of energy dependent effective interactions, 

that is, basis states in our model space are connected by finite time-

length configurations outside the model space, Eq. (III.20) constitutes 

a symmetrix matrix problem. The normalization condition derives from the 

anticommutation rules for quasifermions. 

2: I < k I b 
3 
+I o > 12 + I < k I b3ro > 12 = 1 

3 

{III.25) 

Note that although we have a theory with backwards amplitudes very much 

like RPA, the forward-backward coupling matrix is asymmetric (in contrast 

... 
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to RPA). Hence, the total matrix problem is symmetric (again in contrast 

to RPA). Associated with this is the normalization, Eq_. (III.25), which 

adds forward and backwards amplitude sq_uares, instead of subtracting them 

(as in RPA). 

Finally, we come to the very important q_uestion: what is the 

dressed bogolon Green's function in terms of the generalized q_uasifermion 

Green's function. Clearly, ;aB = ~aB where a and 8 are both bare q_uasi

bogolons, that is 

<·ala lk 
+ ~ 

olaB+Ik >< klaalo > 

=L 
>< klaB lo > 

+ L< a 
gaB w - Ek + io w+Ek-iO 

k k 

In the approximation that, gaB= oaB ga, the residues, z~k)' of 

+ ~ 2 
are just I< kiA lo >I or for backwards residues a 
z(k,back) = I< kiA-IO >12. 
a a 

z(k) z(k,back) 

= 0 aS ga = ~ _w ___ E_,!'":"'k""'l:)~+-io- + _w_+_a.;;;.E-~--k~):--_-i-8 

(III. 26) 

(III. 2'7) 

The negative energy poles, which are opposite in sign but eq_ual in 

magnitude to the positive energy poles, represent non-physical states. 

However, the residues associated with them denote a change in ground state 

occupation probabilities. In superfluid nuclei, these changes are generally 

negligible ar.d a reasonable approximation to Eq_. (III.27) is 

(III.28) 
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In normal nuclei, the backwards part of the problem is not a reflection 

of the forwards. part •.•.. In fact, the diagonalization:s couple the N±l nuclei, 

209 207 41 39 e.g., Pb and Pb or Ca and Ca. In this case, the backwards 

residues are physical and, in some cases, (e.g., the finite occupation 

probability of the f 712 orbit in 39ca) substantial; An approximation such 

as Eq. (III. 28) is then dangerous. 

g represents a set of improved e~ementary excitations for fermions. 

If we put a quasibogolon into the system, it will evolve into another 

configuration because it is unstable, i.e., not an eigenmode. However, 

we have defined a further spectron excitation in terms of the old 

excitations. The Green's function for this even more "quasi" excitation 

is quite simple. 

Z ( w) = --~1-,--__ 
"" w - E(i) + io 

( III.29) 

a 

It is the zeroth order description of a dressed excitation. In our 

" 
formulation of self-consistent quasiparticle-phonon-coupling, it is this 

dressed eigenmode which we have coupled to the phonon, itself a dressed 

two-quasiparticle mode. 

l 
= 

w - E(i) - E 
a N 

l 
W. - E(i) + io o(w - Wi - ~) 

l a 

(III. 30) 
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Hopefully, this explanation of a zeroth order excitation employed earlier 

is not too confusing. It is an output of the theory which we have sought, 

but the dressed quasifermion excitation is also a necessary input for a 

self-consistent theory. 

4. The Renormalized RPA Equations 

In this section, we present the derivation of the renormalized 

RPA equations for the superfluid. 

We have already given the prescription for going from g, the 

quasiparticle Green's function, to the quasibogolon function, g, which 

contains the effects of the Brueckner renormalization and the pairing 

field. (Sec. II.D.4 and II.E.) The two-bogolon Green's functions will 

be defined 

kf= 
(III. 31) 

kf is the probability amplitude that if two quasibogolons are added to the 

interacting core they will evolve into two other quasibogolons. kb is the 

amplitude that the ground-state will be correlated, i.e., that the lo > 

contains 4-quasibogolon excitations. It is possible to derive the 

analytic structure of kf and kb in a manner similar to the two-particle 

Green's function (see Eq. (II.l8)). The results are 

(III. 32) 
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where 
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The main difficulty associated with the expansion (III.32) is the number 

non-conservation which accompanies the use of bogolons. 

and difficulties are discussed in several references.
46 

The consequences 

We remark here 

that the most important phonons in the QPC scheme turn out to be the 

particle-hole shape vibrations. This (ph)-nature of the state restrains 

number non-conservation to a great extent. The two-bogolon Green's 

functions obey the graphical equations shown in Fig. 34. The analytical 

form of these Bethe-Salpater equations is: 

(III. 33) 

and a similar equation for ~234 . P and Q are the irreducible blocks in 

the bogolon-bogolon channel. We might calculate these from the G matrix 

using bogolons as the intermediates in the construction of the effective 

interaction. If we did so, Eq. (III.33) would provide an exact description 

of the two-bogolon Green's functions, and hence approximate specifications 

of the nuclear excited states (i.e., exact, except for number non-

conservation). Rather than calculate P and Q, one generally parameterizes 

them in terms ofF" and F' (the quasiparticle-particle and quasiparticle-

hole interactions in a truncated configuration space) and the BCS u and v 
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+ .5 + 
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-- + 

XBL 726-1142 

Fig. 34. Graphical equations for kF and kB, the two--quasibogolon Green's 
functions. 
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factors. This is a very serious approximation. It is, in essence, assumed 

that pairing does not renormalize any of the higher order contributions 

to the effective interaction (such as phonon exchange) other than to 

multiply them by the kinematical variables u and v, in accordance with 

the character of the entering and exiting bogolons. 

To obtain the renormalized RPA equations, we consider first the 

pole terms with w = ul
1 

+ w
2 

= w
3 

+ w4 ~ E(s) - E(o) = ws. By neglecting 

the finite terms, we obtain 

w- w 
s 

pl2 
From this, cancel and assume the matrix elements of P and Q are w- w . s 
independent of w

3
,w4,w

5
,w6 (the latter approximation is equivalent to 

assuming the effective interaction is point-like in time). 
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Finally, we integrate both sides by 

to obtain 

where 

i,j 

z.z. 
1 J 

(III. 34a) 

To obtain a similar equation for theY amplitudes, we consider pole terms 

w~-



Hence 

Finally, 

+ .Ljdw du..\6 2TT . 5 L 
5<6 

(;j + (;j 
s 
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y34 
-A,.:( -~w'-T-) = 

s 
L < 56IPI34 > Y56 + < 56IQI34 > x34 
5<6 

(III. 34b) 

Equation (III. 34) constitutes the renormalized RPA for a super fluid 

nucleus. It is possible to bbtain the renormalized RPA for particle-

particle and particle-hole nuclei by expressing P and Q in terms of u, 

v, F', and F" and taking the limits (u,v) = (0,1) or (1,0) depending on 

whether the single particle state is above or below the Fermi surface. 

The normalization of the amplitudes X andY is related to the 

inhomogeneous Eqs. (III.33), i.e., the homogeneous terms must be consistent 

with the choice g
1 

derived by Migda123 

N 
= w - E + iO and N = 1. 

1 
The expression has been 

(III.35) 
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In the usual RPA description, 

and 

2 
y56 = l 

The difference between the RPA and renormalized RPA is shown graphically 

in Fig. 35. It is essentially that the intermediate bogolons, while they 

may not interact with one another, may dress themselves by polarizing the 

core. We have discussed RPA in the particle-hole and particle-particle 

cases. For the superfluid, the situation is similar to the normal system. 

The poles of the Bethe-Salpater eq_uation are the correlated eigenstates 

in the even-even nucleus. They are commonly called phonons because the 

lowest such eigenstates are generally very collective, having high 

transition probability or spectroscopic amplitudes. It is these elementary 

excitations, phonons, which are coupled in the odd-mass nucleus, or dressed 

one-particle Green's function. 

A technical point which we have not mentioned thus far is that 

since bogolons do not conserve particle number there are certain spurious 

+ +"' ,.._, 
states whose generalized density matrices< sla1 a2 lo >and< sla~llo > 

correspond to the expectation value of the number operator in the ground 

state, as discussed in Ref. 43. In RPA, these states come to zero energy 

and are not mixed with the physical states under three conditions: 

a. ga = ga
0

' i.e., one-pole q_uasibogolon Green's functions with E~o) 
as determined from BCS. 
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+ 

Fig. 35a. Total q_uasibogolon scattering amplitude in usual RPA 
approximation. Lines are LQB, i.e., undressed. 

XBL 726-1141 

Fig. 35b. Additional contributions of renormalized RPA. 
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b. F" ( BCS) = F" (RPA) and all a in BCS problem included as I aa 0 + > 

RPA configurations. 

+ + "" c. No two-11_uasibogolon pairs of the type aa a_
8

io >, 

where f3 :f. a. but rGS = rGa, which interact in the particle-particle 

channel. 

In renormalized RPA, condition (a) is violated because the BCS bogolons 

are "dressed" .by QPC. In deformed nuclei, condition (b) is difficult to 

satisfy within the limits of computer storage, while condition (c) is 

violated because there are many closeby Nilsson orbitals with the same 

n and TI which are close in energy. 

We maintain that it is convenient and proper to determine F" by 

allowing the spurious state to come at approximately zero energy without 

orthogonalization. This is because we take the u's and v's from experiment 

and the equations for configuration space renormalization of F"(BCS) and 

F"(RPA) are identical, as long as< aS ::j:. aiF"IYY >matrix elements are 

small. 

5. Renormalization of Gap Equation 

An additional self-consistency problem which should be considered 

is the effect of SCPQC on the pairing field. It is usually assumed that 

the pairing correlations predominate in nuclear structure and that long-

range "phonon" correlations are weaker and do not affect the pairing. 

Hence, the non-self-consistent flow chart for nuclear calculations becomes 
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Hartree-Fock 

or 

Shell Model 

Before considering the equations for incorporating phonon correlations 

into the pairing field, let us consider the possible physical effects. The 

first is that since EPV diagrams such as Fig. lTb tend to raise the 

quasiparticle energies, £ = h -A as well as the quasihole energies, 
a a 

£A = A - hA' phonon correlations may interfere with pairing correlations. 

That is, if we calculate the phonon correlation first, the quasiparticle 

spectrum would develop a gap at the Fermi surface. In analogy to 208Pb, 

where this shell model gap is so large that the pairing field is 

essentially zero, one might expect the "pushing up" effect of the EPV 

diagrams to weaken the amount of pairing. Conversely, the pushing down 

effect of the usual core-polarization diagram, Fig. 15c, might enhance 

pairing. 

In a self-consistent calculation, we propose to correct for such 

effects by determining 6. from a "renormalized" gap equation: 

=L (III. 36) 

S,i 



I 2 2' 
That is, instead of using the formula EB = l(hB - A) + 66 one employs 

the fully dressed bogolon energies in the denominator. When the dressed 

'b 1 .. ·E(i) hd b .b k.w d 1' A '11 g_uas1 ogo on energ1es_ B are P"\!S_e l.lP ty_ ac ar s coup 1ng, u Wl. 

decrease. When the lowest g_uasibogolons are pushed down by QPC, 6 will 

increase. The origin of Eq. (IIL36) is in the graphic equation for the 

anomalous self-energy shown in Fig. 36. 23 The matrix element F" induces 
z(i) 6 

(pp) correlation while ~B B is an "occupation probability". This 
E(i) 

B 
"occupation" factor inEq. (III.36) may be regarded as an ansatz, because 

we have not performed the rather arduous task of calculating exactly 

(from anomalous Green's functions) the renormalization of the pairing 

field. When such equations are explicitly written down, it is likely that 

the pairing field will also depend on which pole term we are considering, 

i.e., which eigenstate the nucleus is in. This complication will 

necessitate the use of state dependent u's and v's also. Short of carrying 

out what will surely be an extensive theoretical program, we cannot be 

sure that Eq. (III.36) is the best prescription for renormalizing the 

pairing field. 

D. External Fields 

So far we have focused our attention mainly on the determination 

* of eigenstates in the even and odd-mass nuclear systems. Although the 

* In this context, we have actually determined the generalized density matrix 
elements connecting an eigenstate with a correlated reference state, whose 
composition is not explicit. Likewise, our eigenenergies are not absolute, 
rather they are energy differences. Nevertheless, the word "eigenstate" 
seems to us appropriate. 
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XBL 726-1137 

Fig. 36. Graphical equation for the anomalous self-energy (c.f. Migdal23 ). 
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energies of such eigenstates are quantities which can be measured from 

experiment, the other theoretical quantities, especially two-body matrix 

elements and Green's function amplitudes, are not so easily accessible. 

He are interested, therefore, in relating electromagnetic transition 

probabilities, and nucleon-transfer cross-sections to the various 

information we have available to us after calculating the eigenstates 

according to our approximate prescription. 

An external field may be just what its name implies: a field 

applied to the nucleus externally, e.g., the Coulomb field of a nearby 

heavy ion. It could also be a term in the nuclear hamiltonian which is 

so weak that its only role in the nucleus is to connect states which are 

eigenstates of the strong part of the hamiltonian, e.g., the electro

magnetic or weak int.eractions which induce Y- and B-decay. 

The essential feature of an external field is that it promotes 

transitions between eigenstates. Hence, it is sensitive to the generalized 

density matrix elements or fractional parentage coefficients which relate 

eigenstates to one another. These are precisely the output of the theory 

of finite Fermi systems. 

In particular, we would like to calculate, with the framework of 

SCQPC, 

1. Electromagnetic transition probabilities between eigenstates, and 

2. one-nucleon stripping cross-sections from even- to odd-mass nuclei. 

1. Electromagnetic Transition Probabilities 

We discuss in detail the first of these because the external field 

is weak (i.e., first order perturbation theory is applicable), and well-
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understood theoretically. Hence, all discrepancies between theory and 

experiment are due to shortcomings in the nuclear structure theory, rather 

than inadequate treatment of the external field itself. 

There are two common approaches to the evaluation of transition 

probabilities. Both treat the external field to first order in perturbation 

theory; first, the transition amplitude is calculated as < f!vli > and the 

second order two-photon process (where i,f are initial and final states) 

flvlk >< klvli > 
Ei - hvl - Ek 

is assumed negligible. The transition probability Wfi is obtained 

according to the Fermi Golden Rule. 23 , 47 

(III.37) 

The density matrix approach derives from the idea that the external 

field is itself a one-body operator. Hence, 

< flvli > = < fl LvaS ca+csli > 

aS 

= LV aS < f I C a+ CS I i > = Tr ( V p fi ) 

aB 
(III. 38) 

Configuration space truncation and Landau renormalization require 

the introduction of renormalized charges, which are taken to be state 

e ren and e ren 48-50 independent, 
P n 
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After this renormalization, 

(III.39) 

pqp is the quasiparticle density matrix. In the case of the electro-

magnetic field, the Vmatrix elements may be evaluated without difficulty. 

Thus, the problem reduced to finding elements of the generalized quasi-

particle density matrix. + + As an example the 0 + 2 transition in even-

even nuclei is quite simple to evaluate because the RPA amplitudes X and Y 

are easily related to the required quasiparticle density matrix elements. 

Suppose as in Sec. III.C.4, X 0 = < 2la + a 0 + lo > and 
a~-'. a ~-' 

+ a is the creation operator for a quasia 
+ bogolon - in particular, a is a transform of the quasiparticle and a 

+ quasihole operators, c and c- , are, in turn, related to the bare a a 

particle and hole operators, 

+ + s v c + a = Uc = Uc Vc-a a a a -a a a (III. 4oa) 

+ ~ + c = c + ... a a a 
(III. 40b) 

Equation (III. 40a) gives 

(III. 41) 

+ terms with one creation and one annihilation operator, 

so that when antisymmetry and time-reversal invariance of the state, 

12 >, are tak.en into account 



< 2lvlo >-- ,E 
a>S 

n >o 
a 

-r=proton, 

neutron 
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(III. 42) 

vrhere the ± signs depend on time-reversal phase of the external field, 

e.g., (+) for electric and (-) for magnetic transition moment operators. 

The density matrix approach (III.39) may also be employed for 

odd-mass nuclei. In this case, the density matrix elements 

48 
may be evaluated according to the technique of Speth. This method is 

based on the idea that 

I e-iHt C +(-oo),-0 > t. + 0-i >=pi y ' (III.43) 

that is the state li > is the product of evolution from a simple shell-

model excitation and a projection operator P. which projects onto one 
l 

eigenstate and normalizes. Hence, 

lim 

\s -tOO 

t '+-00 
y 

t '++0 a 
ts -+-o 

(III.44) 
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The generalized density matrix elements are thus clearly ~elated to the 

two-nucleon Green's function. Equations of motion for p may then be 

formulated within the framework of the many-body theory. 

We shall find it convenient to calculate transition moments of 

odd-mass nuclei according to the effective field formalism. 23 ' 51 In an 

51 
odd~mass nucleus, 

12 
(III.45) 

That is, since the Vis a one-body operator, its expectation value 

between two odd-mass nuclear states is proportional to the single-particle 

excitation amplitudes of the "before" and "after" states times the sum of 

all diagrams which involve a transition between two single-particle states. 

The < olvlo > contribution arises because if we are calculating a nuclear 

moment, i.e., i = f, the diagrammatic contributions toT measure only the 

contribution of the odd-nucleon, not the inner-shell particles. One 

f~equently encounters the notation 

< fjovli > = < flvli >- <olvlo> o. 
fJ. 

(III.46) 

T is called the vertex function. It is composed of the lowest order 

contribution from the external field as well as the totality of graphs 

which connect the incoming and outgoing lines via the nuclear interaction, 

The diagrammatic formula is shown in Fig. 37. The algebraic expression 

is simply 
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+ . ' .. 

XBL 726-1216 

Fig. 37. Graphical contributions to the vertex function. The decomposition 
of f is in the second particle-hole formalism. Lines are FDSM. 
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(III.47) 

i where the sum over (3,4) includes (p,h) and (h,p) pairs, the 2TI factor 

accompanies the interaction, and the (-1) factor counts the number of 

closed loops. 

Because the bare particle Green's functions contain high energy 

poles, it is convenient to carry out the usual Landau renormalization, 

as well as restricting the configuration space for the summation (3,4). 

The equations for the renormalized vertex are24 •49,50 

(III.45') 

(III. 47 I) 

The transition between any two nuclear states, i and f, in the 

odd-mass nucleus may be calculated according to Eq. (III. 45') and (III. 47'). 
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There are several associated difficulties, however. One is that Eq. 

(III. 4 7') is an inhomogeneous matrix equation riot exactly corresponding to 

a phonon approximation. Another major difficulty is that I or F' is 

energy-dependent. 

The remaining discussion of electromagnetic transition 

probabilities will be divided as follows: 

a. Migdal's approximation; 

b. quasiparticle-phonon coupling approximation; 

c. the o:dgin of "higher order" terms; 

d. off-the-energy-shell problems; and 

e. an approximate SCQPC prescription for moments of the external 

field. 

a. Migdal's Approximation. In Eq. (III.45'), we may assume that 

(III.48) 

while assuming that g
3 

and g4 contain only one pole. This corresponds to 

the quasiparticle approximation. If, in addition, F
1 

is taken to be 

energy independent (unretarded), the following system of equations is 

bt .. d 24 o a1.ne : 

= ( e V) r2eln + """"F ' X + F ' y T21 ~ 1423 34 1324 34 
34 

and 

(III. 49a) 
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(~ -·E3- E4)X34- (eV)~;n = L F3645 X56 + F3546 y56 
56 

(III. 49b) 

(-~ - E3 - E4)Y34 - (ev)4~n = L F3645 y56 + F3546 X56 
56 

Since Q= (Ef.,.. Ei), Eq. (III.49) may be solved by matrix inversion. The 

point to be emphasized is that the X's andY's so obtained are not 

identical to the X's and Y's corresponding to eigenmodes of the even-mass 

nucleus. This is not surprising since the (ph) excitation propagating 

away from the odd-nucleon in Fig. 37 is "off-the-energy shell", i.e., 

~ = E - E ;f E f i phonon Equations (III.48-49), which rely on the quasi-

particle approximation, are the usual approximation of Migdal. They may 

be generalized to quasiparticle Green's functions with more than one pole 

by obtaining the residues < flc2+1o >, < olclli >via a solution of Dyson's 

equation and substituting l/A34 C±~) for(±~- E
3

- E
4

) in Eq. (III.49b), 

where 

=L 
ij 

(III. 50) 
~ -

In all that follows, the one pole approximation will be generalized to 

Eq. (III. 50) . 

b. The Quasiparticle-Phonon Coupling Approximation. We would like to 

motivate the following procedure (an approximation to Eq. (III.49b) which 

is often used for the calculation of transitions between odd-nucleon 

states: 
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ll/J. > 
l 

+,...., + + ~ = y c2 lo > + o c1 ~ lo >; (III. 51) 

and, finally, 

Often, one of the phonons possesses most of the transition 

strength, i.e., is very collective. In this case, the quasiparticle 

transition matrix element is enhanced primarily by coupling to this one 

collective mode. 

Equation (III.47') may be written, assuming the block F' is 

unretarded, 

* We note that in an odd-mass deformed nucleus, the phonon transition has 
a degeneracy factor which differs from the even-even nucleus, viz. 

<alviN > 
odd = 

.. fl + 2oKN,o' 
"· < alviN > 

even 

The reason for this is that in the odd mass nucleus, the phonon may couple 
parallel or antiparallel to the particle K + Q #IK- nl forK# 0. In the 
even-even nucleus Q = 0. 
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<alviN > = L: 
56 

< ll H I 2N > = "'""' eff L.J 
56 

F ' X N F' y N 
1625 56 + 152b 56 

(III. 52) 

In deriving Eq. (III. 52) we have taken advantage of the relation between 

k and f, Eq. (II.31), and the spectral decomposition of k, Eq. (III.32). 

So far, we have made only the approximation that F' is unretarded. 

The utility of Eq. (III.52) is that while we must sum over many 

phonons, N, the X' s and Y' s are derived in a separate RPA calculation. 

Then in the case that only for a particular N is.< OIVIN >significant, 

the sum may be replaced by the single term. 

A further simplification arises if we recall that 

< flc
2
+1o > = ~may be related to the amplitude < flc1+~+1o > in the 

lowest order QPC approximation, viz. Eq. (III.4a) 

(III. 53) 
+ ~ 

< ljHeffi2N >< il c 1 I o > 

Ei - Ef - EN 
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Equation (III.53) combined with Eq. (III.45') yields 

<alviN> 

< alviN > (III. 54) 

Equation (III. 5ll) is identical to Eq. (III. 51) except for a slight 

notational change. It is a simplification of Eq. (III.47') in that the 

inhomogeneous equation for the X's andY's is not solved, rather they are 

taken from the RPA calculation of the dominant collective state. This 

simplification, however, will permit us to improve a different aspect of 

the approximation in Eq. (III. 49), 
24 

namely, the energy dependence of the 

particle-hole effective interaction. 

c. The Origin of "Higher-Order" Diagrams. Let us for the time being 

neglect the particle-particle channel and.Landau and configuration space 

renormalization, i.e., F" = FF, = J = 0 and F' = Fw = I. 

The most severe approximation that we have not removed so far is 

that the particle-hole block has been assumed to be energy independent. 

Figure 37 for the exact transition amplitude is reminiscent of Fig. 22 for 

the self-energy. The quantity of interest is exactly equal to a "string 

of bubbles" graph where each bubble is connected by the energy-dependent 

I-block. 

As in Sec. III.B, we may treat the energy dependence of I in one 

of two ways: 
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i. substitute an exact I with energy dependence into Fig. 37; or, 

ii. use some lower form of the interaction, e.g., G, and calculate 

the "higher order", i.e. energy-dependent, contributions ex1)licitly. 

1\s before, we adopt this approach, and expancl the I-bloc:k. which 

is a "one-three" vertex. 

In Fig. 38, we define an approximate I-block in terms of the 

short-range (almost energy independent) G-matrix and one- and two-phonon 

exchange contributions. Figure 39 formulates the vertex function in terms 

of the "string of bubbles" or phonon and the I-block which has the unique 

role of initiating the (ph)-bubble string. 

Figure 40 then shows the higher-order terms which arise when 

Fig. 38 is substituted into the I-block of Fig. 39. The description 

"higher-order" is derived from the decomposition of I into various lower 

and higher order contributions. If all of the vertices in Fig. 38 could 

be taken as energy independent, calculating Fig. 39 by substitution of 

Fig. 38 would provide a more reliable estimation of the vertex function 

than the usual approximation, where I is unretarded or energy independent. 

If G is approximately energy independent, then contributions 

(ab
1

), (ab2 ), (ac1 ), (ac2 ) correspond to the QPC approximation shown in 

Fig. 4la. Figure 40 (bb
1
), (bb

2
) (bc

1
), and (bc

2
) cancel the Pauli 

principle violatiorts implicit in Fig. 4la and shown explicitly in Fig. 4lb. · 

(bb
3

), (bc
3

), ( cb
3

), and ( cc
3

) represent an effective external 

field operator which connects quasiparticle-phonon configurations. These 

are reconstructed (for future discussion) in Fig. 4lc and 4ld. Contributions 

(cb
1

), (cb2 ), (cc
1

), and (cc2 ) represent the coupling of a particle to 
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--
(a) 

+ . " " 

Fig. 38. Irreducible particle-hole block decomposed into a short-range 
contribution plus several long-range phonon exchange graphs. 

= ·--® + --G> + 

(a) (b) (c) 

XBL 726-1226 

Fig. 39. 1ne vertex function in terms of phonons (wiggly line) and the 
initial I-block~ The intermediate lines are FDSH and may be time
ordered so that the external field acts before, during, or after I
block. 
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(n) r (b),(c) -.(i}) 
--~ 

( ab
1

) ( ab
2

) 

--&'> 
(b) -+(b) G>--
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Fig. 40. ·Short and long range contributions to vertex function when Fig, 38 
is substituted into Fig. 39, i.e., initial I-block decomposed, Lines 
are FDSn. All possible time orderings are explicitly drmm. 
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Similar to (c) -+ (b) except --- replaced by ~ 

--~ 

( dbl) ( db3) 

+ backwards and other diagrams 

--0 

( db4) 

XBL 726-1227 

Similar to (d) -+ (b) except --- replaced by ~ 
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F'is. 4la. Lmvest-order QPC contribution to vertex. 

1. 
--@ 

( i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

... G) 

XBL 726-1217 

Fig. 4le. Graphs in -vrhich higher-order coupling terms of Heff contribute 

before or after vertex operator. 



the two~phonon state followed by a "cross-over" transition. In analogy 

to even-even nuclei, this process is probably not too important. (db
1

), 

(db
2

), etc., show a class of graphs in which the self-energy intermediate 

or particle-phonon configuration iterates several times before decaying 

via the external field. The structure of these graphs in terms of the 

Heff defined earlier is shown in Fig. 4le. 

d. Off-the-Energy-Shell Contributions to Effective Vertices. The vertex 

contributions from Fig. 4lc and 4ld represent a certain difficulty in 

calculational practice, namely that we must know the vertex function 

"off-the-energy-shell". Consider Fig. 4lc, for example. The intermediate 

propagators (suppose they have particle labels 3 and 4) will have poles 

at energies Ek and E
1

. The corresponding vertex function is 

T43(v; Ei, Ef). The point is that the T43 (v; Ei, Ef) will be very much 

different from T
43

(v; Ek, E
1

). The latter would usually be calculated 

as a matter of routine and would be stored in the computer as one number. 

The "off-the-energy-shell" vertex requires an entire mesh of numbers which 

would be tedious to compute and practical to store. 

The magnitude and sign of such energy dependent terms fluctuates 

substantially depending on the value of Q = Ei - Ef. This is shown in 

Fig. 42 where we plot (see Eq. (II.ll4) 

-

= =-x'-'v___ + xv 
Q - E -Q - E N N 

= 
-2~ yV 

E 2 _ Q2 
N 

(III. 55) 



+-
-tt-l 

-15')--

T-
1 

-t-

XBL 726-1218 

Fig. 42. Energy dependence of approximate vertex frmction of Eq_. (III.55). 
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y = QPC vertex, taken to be unretarded and attractive, 

V = < alVIN >, taken to be positive in Fig. 42, 

~ = Ei - Ef # Ek - E1 , and 

WN = phonon energy. 

It is clear from the graph that the only time it is safe to approximate 

T(~) as energy independent is when EN is large and all energy differences 

of odd-mass nuclear states are approximately zero. This is not the case, 

for example, in 
166

Er, where EN = 0.8 MeV for N = y vibration and we are 

interested in E2 transitions among states at 0.208, 0.668, and 0.752 MeV. 

ActuEJ,lly, it turns out that if we use a global propagator 

formalism, Fig. 4lc may be drawn as shown in Fig. 43. The processes (d) 

and (e), but not (b) and (c) are calculated in one of the contributions 

to Fig. 4le. In Fig. 44, the specific nature of this claim is detailed. 

In the calculations reported later, Fig. 43a,b,c as well as Fig. 

4ld have not been calculated. The above discussion does not justify that 

procedure. In fact, Fig. 43b,c may contribute significantly on account 

of an energy difference being "accidentally" close to a pole in Fig. 42. 

Figure 4ld is proportional to the moment .of the excited state (e.g., the 

2+ vibration) which is known52 to be of the same order as the E2 transition 

moment. Birbrair53 has shown that the relatively large magnitude here, 

compared to the negligible "crossover" transition probability, results 

from the energy dependence of the vertex function. 

e. Art Approximate SCQPC Prescription for Moments of the External Field. 

The alternative to the exact vertex calculation with the exact energy-

dependent I-block is, as we have seen, to separate from the I-block what we 
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(a) 

(d) 

+ 

(b) 

+ 

Fig. 43. Explicit contributions (global propagator formalism) to 
Fig. 4lc. 

-~ 

includes becau.se 

includes 

XBL 726-1219 

Fig. 44. Processes included in "higher-order 11 Heff graphs. 
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consider to be important energy-dependent terms and evaluate the higher-

order terms directly. As in the case of the self-energy, the only I-block 

we will decompose is the one-three vertex - the remaining ones serve as 

effective interactions which define the phonon, and this part of the 

diagram seems to be well approximated by unretarded I-blocks. 

We take the "one-three" blocks to be identical to the ones used 

in the calculation of the self-energy, i.e., the energy independent F' 

and F" defined previously. This is consistent with the approximate idea 

that they are the sum of short-range graphs initiating long-ranged 

phonons, The diagrams we calculate are shown in Fig. 45. The usual 

transcriptions from particles to quasiparticles and from quasiparticles 

to quasibogolons has been assumed. 

Figure 45a is calculating by resolving spectrons i and j into 

* quasibogolons a and S, then calculating the transition between them. 

Fig. 45a +"'. +"' = < iiAa lo >< fiA8 lo > (uauS- vavS) < Bl(eV)renla > 

(III. 56) 

Figure 45b,d,e, etc., summarize the various ways in which the spectron or 

exact elementary excitation, i, propagates before resolving into the 

spectron, f, plus a phonon. Figure 45c,f, etc., display the vice versa 

process. 

* Equation (III.56-59) constitute the algorithm for calculating the 

transiticn amplitudes quoted in Sec. V. The only additional information 

necessary is the N-+D Otransition, Eq. (III.42), and the eren = 1.4 for 

protons and 0.4 for neutrons. 
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Fig. 45. Diagrams included in SCQPC calculation of transition amplitudes. 
Single lines are QB, double lines are EEB (i.e., they are dressed), 

. 
L --~ 

XBL 726-1224 

"'ig. 46. Backwards d.iagrams neglected. 
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(III. 57) 

(III. 58) 

It should be noted that since Heff includes Fig. 29a, the (iii) and ( i v) 

EPV diagrams in Fig. 4lb are cancelled. Since Heff includes Fig. 29b, 

Fig. 43d and 43e are calculated. 

The one further effect of the Pauli Principle is shown in the (i) 

and (ii) contributions to Fig. 4lb. These EPV's are cancelled by Fig. 40 

(bb
1

) and. (bb2 ), (same as Fig. 45g). 

The (i) and (ii) contributions may be subtracted directly by 

defining for purposes of insertion into Eq. (III.57,58). 

> 
even-even 

< OIVIN >fliN =similarly 

(III. 59) 

As we have indicated earlier, the neglect of Fig. 4lc and 4ld is 

a serious approximation. Also the two-phonon crossovers of Fig. 40 (cb
1
), 

( cb2 ), ( cc 1 ), and ( cc2 ) are neglected. Certain backwards diagrams such as Fig;. 

45h are included by virtue of the resolvants in Eq. (III.57) and (III.58), 

while others shown in Fig. 45 are neglected. This is probably not serious, 

on account of the smallness of the backwards residues. Finally, in all of 

the diagrams we do calculate, the only phonon (or wiggle) included is the 
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lowest in energy. As long as this collective mode exhausts a substantial 

fraction of transition strength allowed by the sum rule, this is a good 

approximation. 

2. One-Nucleon Transfer Reactions 

In this subsection, we shall be concerned with nuclear reactions 

of the type 

7.~ ( d,p) '?,A + lN+l 

z'~ (d,t) ZA - lN-1 

z~ (a,t) Z+lA + lN 

z~ (t,a)z_lA....: lN 

where Z,N are even. In general, these reactions measure the single 

particle strength of the levels in the residual odd-mass nucleus. 

We would like to treat the nuclear reaction in first order 

perturbation theory and in a convenient formalism. First, however, we 

indicate graphically the various time-dependent perturbation theory processes 

which might occur. These are shown in Fig. 47 for the usual (d,p) stripping 

reaction. In addition,. to simple one-neutron stripping, the ingoing or 

outgoing particles may undergo elastic and inelastic scattering via the 

nuclear or Coulomb potentials. There is also the exotic possibility of 

two different nuclear reactions occurring in series, but with the net 

effect of one-neutron stripping. The totality of such diagrams describes 

the T-matrix. 
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Fig. 47. Perturbation pr~cesses for a (d,p) reaction. ---denotes an 
electromagnetic interact ion, ~nuclear interaction, ~ a 
transfer reaction. Propagators are nuclear eigenstates coupled to 
plane waves, K. 
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' + * 
< A + 1, i I ap ( K 1 

) U( 00 , - 00 ) ad ( K) I A, GS > 

In regard to the latter possibility (process (d) in Fig. 47), we 

should mention that multiple-transfer diagrams would cease to be of any 

use in perturbation theory, if the reaction were by a compound nucleus 

mechanism. A compound nucleus would be a complicated mixture of pro,iectile-

core states, requiring an infinite summation similar to Tamm-Dancoff. The 

usual approximation is to ignore diagrams in which more than one transfer 

reaction occurs. The physical idea behind this is that at energies ,just 

above the Coulomb barrier, (d,p), etc., are surface reactions, the 

projectile grazing the surface (once only) of the target on its way past. 

The justification is experimental, viz., the anisotropic distribution of 

residual particles. Most of the effect of the nuclear and Coulomb potentials 

can be accounted for via DWBA, which is like Hartree-Fock for nuclear 

reactions. The idea is to replace all the two-body interactions by an 

average one-body potential. This may be calculated ,55 but it is usually 

taken to be the optical potentia1. 56 The plane-wave incoming and outgoing 

"orbitals" are replaced by distorted waves. For the details of DWBA, the 

reader may wish to consult references. 57 •58 

At low energies, most of the residual interaction is the long-

range Coulomb potential. Process (c) shown in Fig. 47, in which a Coulomb 

* We have taken the most straightforward tack in this subsection and 
presented transfer reactions in terms of the usual Born approximations to 
the S matrix, which one encounters in most quantum mechanics textbooks, 
as well as in the literature. It is possible, via a Green's function 
formalism,54 to extract direct transfer cross-sections from a general 
many-body theory of nuclear reactions. 
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interaction precedes or follows transfer, can be included in the 

description of one-nucleon transfer reactions via a coupled channels 

formulation. 59 However, this possibility is generally ignored also. It 

is possible to express then the one-nucleon transfer reaction in terms 

of a spectroscopic amplitude and a geometric factor: 

< i 1 Td,p (K, Ki) 1o > ~ ~ < 

a 

ilc +lo > s (K, K') a a (III.60) 

and similar equations for (p,d), (a,t), etc. In a superfluid nucleus, 

the interesting (and available) amplitudes are < iJa+Jo >. a 
+ a is related a 

to c+ by Landau renormalization, which introduces a constant factor IZ, 
a 

and the BCS transformation, which introduces a factor ua (stripping) or 

( . k ) If th t th .th d .th . t t t . . l v p~c.up . we assume. a e ~ an J e~gens a es con aJ.n s~ng e-a 

particle strength from only one orbital, the ratio of integrated cross-

sections is simply 

(i) 
cr 
cr(j) = (III.6l) 

Clearly, the experimentalist and theoretician are compatible at this 

point. They can both convert their ndata" to relative fractions of 

single-particle strength in various odd-mass eigenstates (bandheads, in 

deformed nuclei). Thus, the results of Sec. V (tables in Appendix C) are 

expressed in terms of various percentages of single-particle strength. 
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IV. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION 

In the previous section, we have proposed a self-consistent theory 

of quasiparticle-phonon coupling. In Fig. 48, the calculational scheme 

is depicted in a flowchart. As is usual in a phenomenological theory, 

the starting point is the choice of theoretical quantities such as the 

single particle levels and the effective interactions in the (pp) and (ph) 

channels. Next a calculation of the collective state(s) is performed (RPA). 

The phonon as well as the quasiparticles (normal) or quasibogolons (super

fluid) then constitute the input for a calculation of the self-energy. There 

is a self~consistency requirement within this step because, as shown in 

Sec. III, the intermediate propagators should be "dressed" or exact. 

After the self-energies are consistent, the collective state is recalculated 

according to the renormalized RPA equations. The phonon and quasiparticle 

calculations must be iterated to self-consistency because the phonon is 

renormalized by the fractionation of single particle strength (i.e., the 

improved self-energy), while the single particle characteristics depend on the 

renormalized phonon. In effect, this is an "outside do loop". A further 

self-consistency which should be required of the complete theory is that 

.the ~airing field be consistent with the renormalized quasiparticles or 

bogolons. We have indicated this loop by a dotted line, along with choice 

of new parameters, because we have only occasionally executed this part 

of the scheme-~in those cases in which we felt it necessary (see later 

in this section). In the remainder of this section, the details which 

are particular to each step (or box in Fig. 48) of the calculation are 

presented. 
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Fig. 48. Flow chart of self-consistent quasiparticle-phonon coupling (SCQPC). 
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A. Phenomenological Inputs to the Theory-Parameterization 

As was indicated in the section on applications of Green's functions, 

the Hartree-Fock shell model picture is renormalized by Brueckner theory 

and other high energy processes. The effect is to deplete the shell model 

strength by approximately 15%. The idea of Fermi liquid theory is to 

regard the 85% part of the Green's function, which has only one pole, as 

a quasiparticle or quasihole. The irreducible (pp) and (ph) effective 

interactions, J and I, are renormalized by the 15% part to become F~ and 

Fw. Since J and I, as well as F~ and Fw are defined in a rather large 

model space, configuration space truncation further renormalizes F~ and 

Fw to F" and F' •. Then, according to the bogolon approximation, the pairing 

field is calculated from F". Quasiparticles and -holes become bogolons 

and F" and F' are transformed by various linear combinations of u and v 

amplitudes into P and Q (see Eq. (II.62)). 

1. Quasiparticle Energies 

The quasiparticle and -hole energies would be approximately 

determined by a rertormalized BHF calculation, such as in Ref. 60, or a 

density dependent Hartree-Fock calculation, such as in Ref. 61. This would 

of course neglect many self-energy contributions which are not included later; 

however, it would be a very useful starting point. Since the main result 

of such calculations is to produce an energy dependent and spatially non-

.local potential well, U(e:,r), we might take the quasiparticle energies and 

. .h 1 . 1 t t" 1 · h N"l 62 
wave functlons from a p enomeno oglca po en la sue as l sson or 

63 Woods-Saxon. We shall report calculations for nuclei in the rare-earth 

region, 152 ~A~ 178, so we mention that for deformed nuclei perhaps 
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the most realistic parameterization for U(E,r) is that of Vogeler.
64 

However, in the calculations reported here, the Nilsson single particle 

basis set prescribed by Soloviev65 and modified by Faessler
66 

has been 

used. There are 32 proton orbitals and 36 neutron orbitals in this set. 

The single particle energies of these orbitals were chosen to fit the 

experimental energy level data of odd-mass nuclei67 and are listed in 

units of hw in Table 1. This set, used both for gamma and octupole 

states, facilitates comparisons with earlier calculations. The wave 

functions are obtained by diagonalizing a deformed harmonic oscillator 

hamiltonian with E = 0.29. The strengths of the spin-orbit (t•s) and 

centrifugal (JI.
2

) terms varied for different principal quantum numbers and 

are given in Table 2. 

2. The (pp) and (ph) Interactions 

The interactions employed in a renormalized configuration space 

(to be specified later) were taken to be point-like in space and time. 

This is in accord with the suggestion of Migdal.
24 

In earlier calculations, 

we have employed both the volume (VDI) and surface (SDI) delta interactions. 

The SDI is more consistent with the density dependent parameterization of 

Migdal, in which the particle-hole block is repulsive inside the nuclear 

volume but attractive outside. Thus we shall assume a spin- and isospin

dependent surface delta interaction.
68 

F" = ~[SDI] 

(IV.l) 
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Table lA. The proton single-particle levels I a ) = rm [ Nn A] ' energies £ z a 

z rffi[Nn A] 
e:a 

z ~ 

1/2 + 440 0.39 

3/2 + 431 0.46 

5/2 + 422 0.67 

1/2 - 301 0.74 

1/2 + 431 0.82 

7/2 + 413 0.98 

1/2 - 550 1.03 

3/2 - 541 1.06 

1/2 + 420 1.08 

3/2 + 422 1.10 

60 9/2 + 404 1.20 

62 5/2 - 532 1.31 

64 5/2 + 413 1.36 

66 3/2 + 411 1.42 

68 7/2- 523 1.48 

70 1/2 + 411 1.56 

72 7/2 + 404 1.66 

74 1/2 - 514 1.69 

76 5/2 + 402 1.76 

1/2 - 541 1.86 

3/2 + 402 1.90 

1/2 + 400 1.97 

11/2 - 505 2.04 

1/2 + 660 2.11 

3/2 - 532 2.18 

3/2 + 651 2.25 

1/2 - 530 2.32 

5/2 + 642 2.39 

5/2 - 523 2.46 

(continued) 
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Table lA. (continued) 

K[Nn A] z 

3/2 - 521 

7/2 + 633 

7/2- 514 

2.53 

2.60 

2.70 

The single-particle energies, the energy gap and the chemical 

potential are given in units of hw = 41 A-l/3 MeV. 
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Table lB. The same values as Table lA but for neutrons in the 
rare earth region 

N llir[Nn A] e:a 
z hw0 

1/2 - 550 o.oo 

3/2 - 541 0.06 

5/2 - 532 0.12 

7/2- 523 0.37 

5/2 + 402 0.39 

1/2 - 541 0.41 

7/2 + 404 0.58 

1/2 + 4oo Oo60 

9/2 - 514 0.61 

3/2 + 402 0.66 

1/2 - 530 0.82 

11/2 - 505 0.85 

3/2 - 532 0.91 

90 1/2 + 660 0.95 

92 3/2 + 651 1.00 

94 3/2 - 521 1.04 

96 5/2 + 642 1.08 

98 5/2 - 523 1.11 

100 7/2 + 633 1.26 

102 1/2 - 521 1.30 

104 5/2 - 512 1.36 

106 7/2- 514 1.48 

108 9/2 + 624 1.55 

110 1/2 - 510 1.64 

112 3/2 - 512 1.68 

114 1/2 + 651 1.71 

7/2- 503 1.74 

1/2 + 640 1. 75 

(continued) 
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Table lB. (continued) 

N K7r[NnzA] 
·e:a 
fiw0 

9/2 - 505 1.78 

3/2 - 501 1.79 

11/2 + 615 1.83 

1/2 - 770 1.97 

3/2 + 642 2.03 

1/2 - 501 2.09 

5/2 - 503 2.15 

3/2 - 761 2.16 
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Table 2. Spin-orbit coupling parameter, K, centrifugal parameter, ]J, used 
in the determination of the single particle wave functions of Table 1 

N 

3(proton) 

4(proton) 

5(proton) 

6(proton) 

4(neutron) 

5(neutron) 

6(neutron) 

7(neutron) 

]J 

0.45 

0.55 

0.55 

0.45 

0.45 

0.45 

0.45 

o.4 

K 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 
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where s, f, f', g, and g' are dimensionless constants of order unity arid 

A is the nuclear mas.s. If the approximation is made that all radial wave 

functions have the same value (namely u0 ) at the nuclear surface, then 
. 4 . 

(Ro Uo)- o(rl - Ro) o(r2 - Ro) becomes unity when integrated over the 

radial coordinates and only the angular integration needs to be performed. 

In the Migdal formalism, the (ph) matrix element of F' is evaluated in the 

second (ph) channel and is not antisymmetric. A very fast algorithm for 

calculating VDI and SDI matrix elements with Nilsson wave functions was 

developed by the author in the appendix of Ref. 69. 

In Table 3, we report the values off, f', g, and g' which we 
I 

have employed in two sets of calculations. The first calbulation was an 

unrenormalized RPA calculation of the 2+, 0+, 0-, and 2- phonons, the 

values of the constants being determined to give the best agreement with 

experiment. The second calculation is the renormalized RPA and SCQPC 

which constitutes most of our numerical results. In all cases, the 

relative magnitude of the four constants was the same. The spin dependence 

was chosen in accordance with the magnetic moment data26 and the splittings 

in particle-hole nuclei. 27 The overall renormalization for each spin and 

parity is states in terms of the factor r. 

In Table 4, we list the values of s which were employed. In a 

large model space, the particle-particle interaction should be the same 

for each nucleus as well as for both neutrons and protons. However, this 

is not true for a truncated configuration space. In fact, the interaction 

is determined by the requirement that the spurious state should still come 

at 0.0 MeV. 
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Table 3. Particle-hole force parameters 

f = -0.9r 

Unrenormalized RPA 

2+ 

0+ 

0-

2-

Renormalized RPA 

2+ 

0+ 

0-

2-

f' = 0.2r 

r 

0.866 

0.866 

1.33 

1.6 

r 

0.91 

0.91 

1.35 

1.4 

g = g' = 0.5r 
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Table 4. Particle-Particle Force Parameters 

Nucleus Proton Neutron 

152Sm -1.2950 -0.09605 

1548m -1.3050 -0.9784 

l54Gd -1.2730 -0.9708 

_156Gd -1.2836 -0.9888 

158Gd -1.2940 -0.9945 

160Gd -1.3040 -1.0450 

158Dy -1.269 -0.9991 

160Dy -1.2796 -1.0050 

162Dy -1.2900 -1.0556 

164Dy -1.3000 -1.0780 

l64Er -1.3490 -1.0990 

166Er -1.3570 -1.0886 

168Er -1.3670 -1.0695 

170Er -1.3775 -1.1170 

168Yb -1.3700 -1.1000 

170Yb -1.3820 -1.0800 

172Yb -1.3926 -1.1270 

174Yb -1.4030 -1.1660 

176Yb -1.4165 -1.1960 

174Hf -1.3544 -1.1376 

176Hf -1.3650 -1.1760 

178Hf -1.3750 -1.2080 
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We have shovn that the self-energy may be calculated approximately 

by restricting the intermediates of the mass operator to phonon-quasi-

particle configurations, i.e., to those excitations known to be long 

range. The interactions vhich might initiate such nuclear modes are 

different from the irreducible (pp) and (ph) blocks. They are identical 

only in the lowest order. In the calculations reported here, however, 

it is assumed that (ph) phonons are initiated by the (ph) block and (pp) 

excitations by the (pp) block. In a phenomenological theory, this was done 

to avoid unreasonable amounts of arbitrary parameter fitting. In other 

words, we took 

F" =·F" 
13 

3. The Pairing Field Parameters 

(IV.2) 

The pairing parameters u and v of each level should be determined 

from the BCS (or renormalized) gap equation using F". However, the 

finite basis truncation of the pairing problem involves a different 

renormalization than the truncation of the configuration space so that 

the BCS problem requires the introduction of a different parameter, ~' 

in the definition ofF". Instead, the state-independent 11's and A.'s 

employed by Soloviev65 have been a~opted. Not only are the empirically 

fit u's and v's of this scheme nearly the same as those determined by using 

the gap equation and a new phenomenological interaction, but they also 

permit comparison with earlier schematic model calculations. 

In Table 5, we give the 11, A., and G for each even and odd proton 

and neutron humber in the rare earth region. The values of 11 and A for 
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even nuclear number were taken from Solovi,ev. 65 The corresponding constant 

pairing matrix element was calculated from the gap equation and the single 

particle levels of Table 2. The odd-nucleon· number G parameter is the 

av~rage of. the :n~ighb()r~.~g . e~en :values; the Llodd and A. odd were then 

calculated from the gap a~d number equations. 

The Ll and A given in Table 5 were used to calculate both the 

phonons and the quasiparticle self-energy. In particular, since particle 

number is not conserved, calculations are schematically identical in even 

and odd-mass superfluid systems. The only difference is the interpretation 

of the. computer output. 

B. Migdal RPA 

The first iteration of the SCQPC calculation is somewhat different 

in that the quasiparticle strength is not yet split and the phonons can be 

calculated according to the usual RPA prescription. The numerical method 

applied for the renormalized RPA problem is, of course, applicable here, 

and its discussion is deferred until later. 

It is important that we should indicate before outlining the 

procedure f'or dressing quasiparticle excitations the selection of con

figurations. For the 2+, 0+, 0- 1 and 2- statest in deformed nuclei, con-

figurations were considered in which the sum of' the unperturbe~ quasiparticle 

energies was less th~n lhw = 41/A
1

/ 3 MeV. That is; if na + nf3 = K and 

7T 7T = 7T and E 0 + Ea 
0 ~ '41/A1 / 3 , then the configuration laf3 } was allowed. af3.K a ~-> 

t . . . 
The 1- and 3-, as well as 1+ phonons were not included because our 

calculations did not indicate them to be very collective in character. 
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'l'ab1e 5. Pairing Parameters. State !~dependent Pairing Force Approximation 

Protons (units of hw) 

N G G 6. 6. A A e 0 e 0 e 0 

60 0.02427 0.124 1.252 

61 0.02422 0.1247 1.2884 

62 0~02418 0.127 1.325 

63 0.02415 0.1284 1.3572 

64 0.02412 0.129 1.391 

65 0.02407 . 0.1283 1.423 

66 0.02403 0.127 1.458 

67 0.02399 0.1249 1.4907 

68 0.02395 0.123 1.528 

69 0.02389 0.1213 1. 5631 

70 0.02383 0.121 1.601 

71 0.02379 0.122 1.636 

72 0.02375 0.123 -.i. 1.671 

73 0.02372 0.1225 1. 7029 

74 0.02369 0.121 1.737 

75 0.02367 0.119 1. 7711 

76 0.02366 0.118 1.808 

77 0.02362 0.1178 1.8425 

78 0.02359 0.118 1.877 

Neutrons (units of hw) 

N G G 6. 6. A A e 0 e 0 e 0 

88 0.02123 0.917 

89 0~02123 0.1354 0.9446 

90 0.02123 0.137 0.968 

91 0.02112 0.136 0.9951 

92 0.02112 0.136 1.018 

93 0.02108 0.1339 1.0455 

(continued) 
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Table 5. (continued) 

Neutrons (units of hw) 

N G .G b. 1:::. A A e 0 e 0 e 0 

94 0.02103 0.131 1.068 

95 0.02099 0.1259 1.0975 

96 0.02095 0.12 1.123 

97 0.02094 0.1111 1.1516 

98 0.02093 0.104 1.195 

99 0.02094 0.1038 1.2373 

100 0.02095 0.106 1.273 

101 0.02094 0.1059 1.3068 

102 0.02093 0.104 1.341 

103 0.02094 1.1014 1.3777 

104 0.02096 0.099 1.419 

105 0.02099 0.109 1.4608 

106 0.02102 0.111 1.497 

107 0.02100 0.118 1. 5328 

108 0.02099 0.124 ,1. 559 

109 0.02093 0.1311 1.5925 

110 0.02086 0.135 1.613 

111 0.02077 0.1402 1.6425 

112 0.02067 0.142 1.660 

113 0.02073 0.1464 1.6859 

114 0.02059 0.146 1.703 

115 0.02055 0.1461 1.7261 

116 0.02051 0.145 1.743 
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Also, the configuration I Sa ) is identical except for anti symmetry and 

the associated bogolon density matrices have the symmetry property 

It is convenient to calculate matrix sums for only one permutation. This 

gives rise to the following alterations of the RPA equation: 

L: L 
yo y<o (IV.4) 

<a13I(P ± Q) I yo > = ( al31 ± lye > = 

+ + - -
+ n~13 n~0 <aoiF' I13Y > 

In the case of K = 0 configurations, the amplitude 

x .. (3,-a' Y-S,-a must be calculated in addition to Xa(3 and Yas· Since by 

time reversal s~etry, they are identical except for a phase, the matrix 

sums are limited to configurations such that a< 13 and Qa > 0, i.e., in 

summing over a and 13, the time reverse of a is never considered. This 

effects further alterations on the RPA matrix elements: 



L 
y<o 
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1 

L 
y<o 

r2y>O 

v'l + 0 Q a-.., 

1 

v'l+o ~ . y-u 

c. Self-Consistent Quasiparticle-Phonon Coupling 

In this part of the calculation, the phonons obtained from RPA, 

the microscopic two-body matrix elements of the irreducible or effective 

interactions, the unperturbed bogolons with energy E (o), and the dressed . a 

(IV. 5) 

bogolons with residues and pole energies z
8
(i) and Es(i) are used to determine 

th .d d 1 ·t· Z (i) d E (i) It . f . t t e res1 ues an po e pos1 1ons, · a an a • 1s a sel -cons1s en 

calculation. The details of this procedure, corresponding to the theory 

of Sec. III.C, can be separated into the following steps. 

1. Calculation of the QPC vertices. 

2. Construction of lowest order matrices coupling bogolon and phonon
parton pairs. Truncation. 

3. Construction of second order effective Hamiltonian between phonon
dressed bogolon pairs. 

4. Diagonalization. 
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5. Truncation of small residues. 

6. Recycle to step 2 until results of matrix diagonalization on 
successive cycles converge. 

The procedure must be carried out for all quasiparticles. The 

protons and neutrons can be done separately. However, even for an odd-

proton nucleus, the neutrons are calculated as they renormalize the 

phonon. It is convenient to calculate the self-energy for each proton 

(neutron) in one cycle and then repeat using the output of the previous 

cycle for the "dressed" bogolon input to the next cycle. 

1. The QPC Vertices 

The QPC vertices are given in Eqs. (II.62), (II.63), and (III.B-11). 

The multiplicative factor which a9companies K = 0 phonons should be noted. It 

is convenient to combine Eq. (III.34), viz., the RPA equation, and Eq. (III.8) 

viz., the definition of the QPC vertices, to obtain 

(IV.6) 

For each pair, jaS ) , such that Qa + QS = K, only one set of 

vertices P, Q, R, S need be calculated. The remainder can be obtained 

frJm the symmetry properties, (III.9). 

2. Construction of Matrices with Lower Order Matrix Elements 

For each bogolon, a matrix of the form shown in Fig. 49 is 

constructed. In general, there will be more than·one bogolon with the same 

spin and parity and it would not be difficult to calculate all of the same 
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A =A+ : . B 

I 
r---- -j- --- = E 

+ I 
-B ~ B I -A . 

I 

A= 

-.~ -~- -· --------
: .. Ea. I tz'j < 131 H eff I a. > : 

I 
I_-- -I- - - - - - - - J 
I . 1 ( ) .. . I 
I ( sym.) I El3 j + ~ + H eff I 
1_-'-_..1 ________ _j 

B = 

'-....,--r--------, 
: o 1 · ~ <oiHeffla.a-~-1 >1 

I I_- - __.-- -~- - -1 
I . · 1 I 

. I ...;~ <o\Heffla.13-IN-I ) I 0 l 
~~-------- -L--

Fig. 49. Matrix. 'problem for quasiparticle Green's functions (odd-mass 
nuclear energy levels). 
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Krr simultaneously. However, they are usually either well separated in 

energy, different in particle-hole nature, or sufficiently different 

in the radial and angular coordinate representations that the self-

energy does not have off-diagonal elements, i.e., no eigenvector will 

contain appreciable fractions of both bogolons. We make this assumption 

throughout. The submatrices A and B•are square. The first row and column 

correspond to the bare bogolon. The others refer to configurations of a 

phonon and a dressed quasifermion excitation or spectron: That is, 

a;J ~+where a;j creates the quasifermion eigenstate, j, obtained in the 

diagonalization for bogolon, 13. The matrix elements (13NIHeffla.) have been 

given in Sec. III. C, Eq~ (III.21). 

Since the configuration space has been limited to a finite set of 

configurations, la.13 } , then the coupling matrix elements are available only 

when a.1 couples to 131 + phonon and the configuration la.
1 

13
1 

) is in the 

space. We have further truncated the dimensions of the SCQPC problem by 

considering a.
1 

and 131 only if they are among the 10 quasiparticles or 

quasi~oles closest to the Fermi energy. 

· 3. The Second Order Effective Interaction Between Phonon~Dressed

Bogolon Pairs 

The analytical expressions for these matrix elements have been 

given also in Sec. III.C.3.c., Eq. (III.22). We remark here that it turns 

out (numerically and for sound theoretical reasons which will be discussed 

later) that the higher order diagrams such as those shown in Figs. 16b and 

18a,b do not contribute to the renormalization of the phonons. Hence, they 

do not need to be included until the iterations between RPA and SCQPC have 

converged. In most of the calculations reported here,• the off-diagonal Heff 
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matrix elements were not included until the last iteration, for this 

reason. This was primarily for convenience, as these are very tedious 

to calculate and exhaust a great deal of computer time. The self-consistent 

intermediates and diagonal second order corrections of the type shown 

in Fig. 16b, i.e., the Pauli Principle corrections, were included in all 

iterations.· 

The energy-dependent denominators were approximated in the 

following manner: 

with denominator E (i) + E (j) + E (k} 
a S y - w: 

w was tal\. en as 1 ( E ( i) + E ( j ) + EN + EN' ) 
2 a f3 

This denominator showed a high propensity to accidentally vanish for 

almost every choice of w. Though self-consistent diagonalization would 

avoid the problem, this was not feasible. w was taken as Ey k, i.e., the 

denominator was taken to be 

(IV.7) 

(IV.8) 

This assumption would be correct if all quasi bogolons had the same energy, 

say 1 MeV. In fact, for low energy ones we are interested in calculating, 

this is not an unreasonable approximation. 

4. Diagonalization 

'rhc matrix problem shown in Fig. l19 is symmetric, ::.;o a number of 

rapid computational schemes might be used. However, we do not have the 

option of finding the lowest eigenvalue and disregarding the rest, so the 
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number of arithmetic operations is proportional to cube of the matrix 

dimension. Also, each outside iteration (RPA, then SCQPC, and repeat) will 

contain as many as one hundred such diagonalizations, the dimension of the 

matrix, A~ being as much as forty. This is certainly the most time-

consuming part of the program. 

We have developed a simplification which reduces the size of the 

matrix by two, hence the computer time by almost a factor of eight. The 

matrix problem may be represented algebraicly: 

AljJ + B¢ = EljJ 

BljJ + A¢ = E¢ (!V.9) 

This is the same as RPA except B is not symmetric; however, 

B+ = -B (IV.lO) 

As in RPA, the eigenvalues occur in pairs (E,-E). The equations (IV.9) may 

be added and subtracted to obtain 

(A+ B)(A- B)(ljJ- ¢) = E2 
(ljJ- ¢) (IV.lla) 

(A- B)(ljJ- ¢) = E (ljJ + ¢) (IV .llb) 

The important property of Eq. (IV.lla) is that it is a symmetric problem 

+ + + + 
because A = A and B = -B. Hence, (A + B) = A - B, and any product MM 

is symmetric. The normalization of ljJ and <P follows from the assumption 

that the spectrons are quasifermions and obey fermion commutation rules 

(IV.l2) 
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5. Residues 

After having obtaine.d the eigenvectors from the diagonalization · 

outlined above, the forwards and backwards residues are obtained 

z ( i) = 
a 

Z (i ,back) 
a, 

The dressed bogolon Green's function is then 

= "" __ z_(~i"T') --
L..J E (i) + io 

i w a. 

+ 
z(i,back) 

w + E (i) - io 
a 

(IV.l3) 

Most of the forward residues and all of the backwards residues will be 

small, and therefore effect no qualitative changes when inserted into 

another calculation. One then has two choices as to the remaining (large) 

residues: 

a. renormalize them so that they sum to one; 

b. leave them, as is. 

The justification for the first possibility is that, if the residues do 

not sum to one, the RPA diagonal energies are effectively shifted upward, 

making the phonon less collective. Also, we have defined the quasi-

particle as containing all renormalizations due to small residues of the 

real particle Green's function, hence the "reduced" residues of the 

quasiparticle Green's function should sum to l. The argument in behalf 

of the second choice is that if a bogolon has a large strength spread 

among a lot of weak high energy poles, then renormalization (sum= l) will 
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weight the low energy poles, without physical justification. The latter 

objection can be removed and the renormalization procedure used if, whenever 

a pole has some predetermined strength and it is truncated, the strength 

is placed in the poles which are close in energy but not truncated. 

We choose the following truncation limits: 

a. no residue.s with Z < 0.05; 

b. no backwards residues; 

c. no more than four poles. If the next largest residues have 

z
5 

> 0.01, then the strength will be distributed to the nearest 

poles according to the following formula: 

= (IV.l4) 

Eq. (IV.l4) is merely an~~ prescription to minimize the effect of "lost" 

single particle strength. It turns out to be necessary, i.e., affects 

numerical results, in only a few cases, notably 153Eu and neighboring 

isotopes. 

D. Renormalized RPA Equations 

When the dressed quasiparticles or bogolons have been obtained 

self-consistently, then the RPA phonon is renormalized, i.e., recalculated, 

according to equations 

PX + QY = X/A(w) 

PY + QX = Y/A(-w) 
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z(i)z(j) 
a 13 

w - E (i) E (j) 
a - 13 

(III.34) 

ij 

The difficulties associated with the diagonalization are two-fold: 

(1) The matrix must be diagonalized repeatedly until self-consistency. 

(2) The eigenvectors are not orthogonal. (In the RPA sense, "orthogonal" 

means the quasibosons commute.) 

We discuss first the method for self-consistent diagonalization. 

The basic idea was proposed by Zawischa and Werner. 70 Namely, that as 

w + ~' the energy dependent expression may be expanded in a Taylors series 

about the value of won the previous iteration, (i.e., w
0

)e 

(IV.l5) 

Thus we obtain the matrix problem 

p -

(IV.l6a) 
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It is easily seen that derivative matrix of Eq. (IV.l6) is the weighting 

factor which is needed to normalize the amplitudes X and Y according to 

the requirement of Eq. (III.35). Thus, we have 

f( [x,y]) - [X 
Y] [! :(~) 0 

d 1 
dw A(-w) 

][] = l 

It is not possible to reduce the dimensions of the matrix problem by a 

factor of two as in previous RPA calculations, 71 because the diagonal 

(IV.l6b) 

quadrants are not equal. However, a great deal of computer time is saved 

by taking advantage of the facts that only the diagonal elements are 

different in the upper left and lower right quadrants and that the metric, 

or derivative, matrix has no off-diagonal elements. Both matrices are 

symmetric. In solving (IV.l6) for the lowest collective states, we have 

employed72 the method of steepest descents of Hestenes and Karush. 72 The 

algorithm was applied first to nuclear physics problems by Kumar and 

73 Baranger. The advantage of the method is that only one eigenvector is 

found at a time and the number of computer operations is proportional to 

the square, rather than the cube, of the matrix dimension •. Also, the 

method converges after only a few iterations when the initial guess is 

very good--as will generally be the case on all but the first or second 

outside iterations of the even mass-odd mass self-consistency problem. 

We present the equations of the method both as an illustration 

of the method's simplicity and to have available the appropriate formulae 

and definitions for later discussion. 
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-x 
;;:,a _____ 2...,.r:~_ 

XBL726-3207 

Fig. 50. ].1 d~fined as a function of the two-dimensional vector, X. Find 
the gradient, ~' in which direction ].1 increases most rapidly. 
Minimize ].1, in the method of steepest descents, by moving in the 
opposite direction. 
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Suppose we seek the lowest eigenvalue and eigenvector, w1 and x
1

, 

such that 

where H and F are symmetric matrices. 

the Rayleigh quotient 72 ' 74 . 

This is equivalent to minimizing 

where 

( ) _ h(x) 
]lX =~ f\X/ 

h(x) ;::: X H X 

f(x) == x F x , matrix multiplication understood 

=w 
l 

(IV.l8) 

]l(x) defines a surface in (N + 1)-space, where N is the dimension of the 

matrices, H and F. See Fig. 50. The idea is to find the gradient of ]1, 

called ~' and correct the initial guess for the eigenvector by descending 

along the ]1-surface in the opposite direction of ~. 

x' = x - .a.~ (IV.l9) 

The gradient is easily shown to be proportional to 

~ - Hx - ]lFx (IV.20) 

The number a is determined by maximizing the difference 

]l(x) - ]l(x - a.() 
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The result is 

c 
ex = --""7===== 

b + lb2 
(IV.21) 

+ ac 

where· 

a = f(~)n h(~)r,; 

1 
b.=~ (h(~) f(x) - h(x) f(~)) 

c = f(x)n - h(x)r,; 

n = ~ H x 

l,; = ~. F x 

For reasons of numerical convergence, ex is multiplied by a 

damping factor less than one. 

H and F in Eq. (IV.l7) correspond to the matrices of renormalized RPA, 

Eq. (IV.l6). The normalization of [X Y] in (IV.l6b) is just f(x) = 1 

(IV.24) where f(x) is defined in Eq. (IV.l8). 

It is also possible to minimize ~(x) subject to the condition 

that x be metric orthogonal to a lower eigenvector, viz. 

X F xo = 0 (IV.22) 

This can be done by projecting out from the initial guess and subsequent 

gradients the unwanted component. 
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x . t = x - ( x0F. x ) F x0 ~n guess guess 

and 

where 

t = Hx - llFx (IV.23) 

The various self-consistent eigenvectors of Eq. (IV.l6) are not orthogonal. 

Hence, when the second or third lowest eigenvector is sought it is necessary 

to orthogonalize not to the lowest eigenvector but to the lower solutions 

of Eq. (IV.l6) for the current value of w. Though the difference is not 

great, the method of steepest descent~ will not converge to higher 

eigenvectors of a matrix unless the trial solutions are orthogonal to the 

lower "solutions", 

i.e., (IV.25) 

A further difficulty is exclusion of the spurious state. Because 

the equation for the amplitudes of a 0+ phonon is energy dependent, the 

usual orthogonalization requirement 

-Y s 

u v a a (IV.26) 

does not hold. In fact, if the pairing and phonon problems were solved 

in a truly self-consistent manner, the occupation probabilities ua and va 
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would be replaced by more sophisticated amplitudes which would be dif-. 

ferent for each pole of the bogolon Green's function. Since we have not 

treated the pairing field self-consistently, it is necessary to select 

an ansatz to ensure that real physical states do not assume the 

characteristics (e.g., high (p,t) strength) of the spurious or "neighboring. 

nuclei" state. We shall demand that Eq. (IV .26) be fulfilled. This 

is correct in the limit of one-pole bogolon Green's functions. Equation 

(IV.26) may be satisfied by subjecting the variational method of steepest 

descents to an external condition, viz. the initial guesses and gradients 

will be "orthogonalized" to the spurious state in the spirit of Eqs. (IV.23) 

= [ s] yF
0 

s 

(IV .27) 

where 

H,F are defined in Eq. (IV.l6). 

[ l 0] 
F = 

0 a· -1 

guess 
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.E. Renormalized Gap Equations 

In general, phonon and pairing correlations should be treated·self-

consistently. This means that if the single-particle energies are shifted 

or split by either process, this should be taken into account in the 

other. One possible way of approximating this requirement is the 

renormalized gap equation, discussed in Sec. III.C.5, Eq. (III.36). 

Computationally, this would mean doing three self-consistent programs 

instead of two. 

We have chosen to renormalize the gap equation only in certain 

cases, namely, when backwards coupling simply shifted the bogolon away 

from the Fermi level. The following equation was used in the constant 

pairing matrix element approximation 

where 

L: 
back 

E ' a 

/(t: _ A.)2 + 112 + L 
a backward 

~ = L..J 
f3,N 

l<a-
1

f3NIHefflo > 1
2 

Ea' + Ef3' + WN 

= E 0 
a +I: 

back 

(IV.28) 

This is essentially a first order treatment; the justification is that 

the backwards residues are small. The only a and f3 considered were 

protons: 1/2 [411] 

3/2 [411] 

5/2 [ 413] 

neutrons: 1/2 [521] 

3/2 [521] 

5/2 [523] 
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The only phonon, N, taken into account was the 2+ phonon. And the 

procedure was invoked only in the Dy and Er isotopes. 

The reason for this abbreviated scheme is that it turns out that 

only in the above cases are GS correlations sufficiently strong to reduce 

the pairing field appreciably. Secondly, the pushing down effect of 

the forwards core polarization diagram is a more regular and moderate 

effect. Since it would therefore increase all ~' in disagreement with 

experiment, G would have to be decreased. In other words, except for 

backwards correlations in Dy and Er, the self-consistency requirements 

of the gap equation can be neglected and the pairing constant, G, 

renormalized. The value of G used in such a calculation was given in 

Table 5. 
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V. RESULTS 

A. Even Nuclei 

In Sec. III, we have presented a self-consistent treatment of 

quasiparticles and phonons in a superfluid nucleus. Section IV detailed 

the mechanisms for carrying out the SCQPC program. In this part of the 

thesis, the results of our calculations are presented. Those for even-even 

nuclei are discussed first. One reason for this is that the effects of 

quasiparticle-phonon coupling and higher order perturbation theory diagrams 

are less dramatic than for odd-mass nuclei. For this reason, the even 

nuclei provide a less complicated introduction to the various improvements 

we have proposed for quasiparticle or quasibogolon propagators, as well as 

an opportunity to gauge the goodness of several approximations employed. 

1. The Effects of Various Approximations and Higher Order Diagrams 

a. Truncation. The most time-consuming part of the SCQPC computation 

are the diagonalizations for the self-energy. The dimensionality is 

minimized by never coupling phonons to spectrons with less than 5% single 

particle strength and by not dressing quasibogolons several MeV away from 

the Fermi surface. 

In Table 6, we show the 2+ phonon energies using other values than 

5% for the residue cut-off. 

Table 6. Energies of 2+ phonon in an SCQPC calculation (only 2+ phonons 
coupled)_with various -values of the minimum residue to be included in self
consistent perturbation theory and renormalized RPA. 

z . = 0.1 0.05 0.025 
m~n 

152Sm 1.42 1.43 1.45 

166Er 0.81 0.81 0.82 
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The most substantial effect of z-truncation is to shift the center 

of gravity downward for low-energy quasiparticles, hence lowering phonon 

energies. 

in Table 6. 

For z . = 0.05, however, this is not too important, as illustrated 
mn 

A more severe truncation problem is that o~ deciding which quasi-

particles to "dress". One difficulty here is, first, that fragmentation of 

high energy single particle states will push the phonon downward in energy, 

and, secondly, that, unless these states are included, the fragmentation 

of intermediate energy single particle states will be affected and perhaps 

even the lowest energy eigenstates of the odd-mass nucleus. We have 

observed that the phonon is definitely sensitive to quasiparticles within 

2 MeV of the Fermi surface. Secondly, we note that to describe odd-mass 

states with energies (relative to even nucleus) in the range l-2.5 MeV, 

one ·should include coupling.to states of approximately 2.5 MeV (which 

comes to a total of 3.5 MeV if the coupled phonon~ l MeV). This is due 

to the size of coupling matrix elements, generally less than 0.5 - 1.0 MeV. 

Table 7 shows the results of calculations in which the lowest 5 

and 10 quasiparticles on either side of the Fermi surface were included 

in the odd-mass basis set for QPC diagonalization. 

Table 7. Eigenenergies of 2+ states using various numbers of 
quasiparticles on each side of Fermi surface 

10 8 5 0 (No QPC) 

1.43 1.43 1.43 1.56 

0.81 0.81 0.85 0.92 
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The fifth quasiparticle is generally 0 ( 2 MeV) while the tenth 

is 0 ( 3. 5 MeV). The phonon calculation is sensitive to this difference. 

Clearly, any irreducible blocks F" and F' employed will need to be 

renor.malized by the higher energy cases we do not calculate, i.e., we must 

fit the constant to the truncation. Using ten on either side, we are 

confident that no couplings of qualitative or significantly quantitative 

importance are neglected. 

b. Higher Order Diagrams. What will be the effect on renormalized 

RPA of dressing intermediates and second order 'coupling of phonon-plus-

quasiparticle configurations? It is possible to estimate this is an 

approximate way. In the TDA, 

where 

. z.z. 
= . ~ J 

W - E (i) -
i,j . 1 

E ( j) 
2 

Using the expansion, 

1 ---= a - x 

~1 + (x/a) 
a a 

1 =- (1 
a 

+~+ 
a 

(x/a) 2 
+ --~~ , x < a a 

(V.l) 

We can ex:pand A12(w) by moments about the unperturbed quasiparticle or 

-bogolon energies, w- E
1

(o) - E
2
(o). 
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i,j 

z ( j) 
2 

(V .2) 

The assumptions a = 1 and a > = 0 correspond to the usual RPA. o m o 

One can predict the effects of renormalized RPA by considering the a1 and 

a2 moments. The matrix problem shown in Fig. 49 yields eigenenergies in 

pairs, E(i) and - E(i), with the residues 

where i, j swn over ~(i) and ~(i) states. Thus 

(Z(i) _ ~(i) ) E(i) 
oack 

Equation (V.3) illustrates two points: 

(V.3) 

i. If the backwards coupling terms of Heff had been neglected, 

(V.3a) 
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ii. When.they are not neglected 

Z(i) E(i) > E 
ex (V.3b) 

Hence, the c~nter of gravity of the physical (E(i) > 0) solutions 

of Dyson's equation is pushed up by "backwards" coupling, but is unshifted 

by the "forwards" diagrams. This means that backwards coupling will also 

push the solutions of the renormalized RPA toward higher energy. 

lim t.tf h 
/:.t-+ 0 y ' 

(v.4) 

according to a derivation by Baranger. 75 In other words, the RPA is 

renormalized by the most simple QPC diagram. Processes shown in Figs. 16b, 

18a,b do not contribute because the intermediate "does not have time to 

violate the Pauli principle or get dressed". 

The calculations shown in Table 8 verify this important result. 

166
Er deviates slightly; however, it is the most sensitive nucleus in the 

rare earth region to such subtleties. This justifies calculating SCQPC 

without the off-diagonal h~gher-order matrix elements. These can then 

be included on the last iteration in order to get the proper results for 

the odd~mass nucleus. 

2. The Energy Spe'ctra of Even Rare Earth Nuclei 

a. Results. The calculated energies for the 2+, 0+, 0-, and 2-

phonons are plotted in Figs. 51-54 and compared to the phonon energies 

determined in an unrenormalized RPA calculation. 
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It is interesting to contrast the two calculations in light of 

the cr1 and cr2 moments which were introduced. The cr1 moment arises entirely 

because of "backwards" coupling; that is, the quasibogolon energies are 

increased by blocking of favorable ground state correlations. This yields 

a non-zero first moment because part of the quasibogolon strength is 

transferred from the N + l to the N + 3 or N - l nuclei. The cr2 moment 

reflects fragmentation of the single particle strength due to mixing with 

core coupled states. 

There are three important trends we wish to note 

i. Backwards correlations dominate the nuclei in .the 166Er region 

162 166 (e.g., Dy, Er, etc.) 

ii. Forwards or normalQPC correlations push the phonons to lower 

energy (in better agreement with experiment). 

iii. The 2+ phonon dominates the QPC scheme. 0+, 0-, 2- phonon 

couplings are of less or no importance, since they are 

generally higher in energy and less collective. 

The backwards correlations predominate around 166
Er because with 

the low 2+ energies there is considerable ground state correlation. In 

particular, the 3/2 [411], l/2 [411], and 5/2 [413] protons and 3/2 [521], 

l/2 [521], and 5/2 [523] neutrons participate substantially in the zero-

point motion. RPA Y-amplitudes for configurations involving these orbitals 

are 0 (0.2). 

In the lighter rare earths (e.g., Gd), these same quasibogolons have 

substantial fractionation but the ground state EPV' s are not nearly so 

important. Hence, the phonon energies are decreased. The same is true for 

the heavier rare earths (e.g., Yb) although the 3/2 [512], 5/2 [512], 

l/2 [510], and 7/2 [514] neutrons are more active in QPC here. 
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Table 8. Calculations of 2+ phonon by SCQPC (only 2+ coupling) 
in various approximations to self energy 

1528m 

166 Er 

Col.(!3,) includes diagonal elements of Fig. 16b, i.e., 
exclusion principle violations (EPV), but not 
dressed intermediates. 

Col. (b) includes dressed intermediate, Fig. 18a, but 
not Fig. 16b. 

Col. (c) includes both dressing and EPV's, but not off-
diagonal terms of Fig. 16b, 18b. 

Col. (d) includes everything 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

1.434 1.43 1.43 1.43 

0.820 0.826 0.808 0.849 
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In 152sm and 154sm, the 0+ and 0- phonons are important in the QPC 

scheme, primarilybecause of the "backwards" diagram causing a substantial 

o1 • In fact, the 2+ vibration is pushed up by including the 0+ and 0-. 

Figures 51-54 also show a few nuclei calculated with only the 2+ active 

in QPC. Except aroUl').d Sm, where the 0+ and 0- backwards diagrams are 

moderately important, the coupling of the gamma phonon is almost wholly 

responsible for the shifting of phonon energies from unrenormalized RPA. 

b. Renormalization of the Gap. The pushing-up effect of backwards 

correlations is somewhat modulated by renormalization of the BCS pairing 

This renormalization was approximately taken into account for the Dy and 

Er isotopes according to the prescription of Sec. IV.E. Table 9 shows the 

decrease in the pairing for several isotopes. It is never more than a 10% 

lowering. 

Table 10 shows several calculations involving the backwards diagrams 

and renormalized pairing field. It is easily seen that for 166Er, it is 

necessary to renormalize pairing or take into account blocking. Increasing 

the constant just makes the EPV's worse. We attempted in the course of 

this work to include blocking by shifting l-quasibogolon and 2-quasibogolon 

energies via a blocking calculation. Nilsson76 has argued that blocking 

should not be included because its effects are approximately cancelled by 
2 

fluctuation in the number of particles, i.e., a ~ ( N2 ) • When blocking 
an 

calculations were done, we found that the two-quasibogolon energies were 

unrealistically low in energy, e.g. the 5/2 [512] - l/2 [521] state in 

172 . 
Yb came at approximately 1.0 MeV. 

c. Effect of Backwards EPV Diagrams on RPA Amplitudes. Recently, 

it has been argued by a number of authors that the usual schematic model 
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Table 9. Calculated Renormalization of the Pairing Field 
by "Backwards" Coupling: 

Nucleus liW(vibration) flo ll' 

158Dy protons 0.95 MeV 0.945 0.9 

neutrons 1.01 1.00 

162Dy protons 0.9 MeV 0.95 0.87 

neutrons 0.89 0.83 

166Er protons 0.8 MeV 0•95 0.85 

neutrons 0.775 0.67 
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Table 10. 2+ energies calculated under various conditions: 
(a) magnitude of overall particle-hole renormalization, r; 
(b) "old" or renormalized "new" gap parameters; and 
(c) type of QPC (none, with or without backwards coupling). 

(a) 0.866 0.866 o.866 0.91 0.91 

(b) old gaps old gaps old gaps old gaps new gaps 

(c) no QPC QPC back QPC back .back 

1528m 1.56 1.48 1.503 1.43 1.43 

166Er 0.8 0.61 0.964 . 0.904 0.8 
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RPA calculations overestimate, ground state correlations. There are. two 

possible reason~: 

i. the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is too coherent, 77 and 

ii. 1 . . . 1 . 1 t• 78 exc us~on pr~nc1p e v1o a 1ons. 

Our own calculations shown in Table 11 tend to support the first 

explanation but not the second. In particular, the inclusion of all 

multipoles lowers ground state correlation from that ·found in schematic 

calculations.66 However, "backwards" coupling does not substantially 

change the Y-ampli tudes of RPA. In our case, this is because the pushing.;..up 

effect of backwards diagrams is partially offset by a renormalization of 

the pairing as well as an increase in the coupling constant. 

d. Renormalized RPA for Second States. Although we have not 

focused our attention on higher-energy incoherent phonons, the renormalized 

RPA equations do yield a description of these states, and they may be 

coupled to quasiparticles or -bogolons in Dyson's equation. We find, 

however, that 

i. While. these states are lowered in energy by renormalized RPA, 

ii. the incoherent phonons do not renormalize Dyson's equation or 

contribute further to the renormalization of RPA. 

Table 12 shows the first and second 2+ states in 172Yb and 176Hf. 

The second 2+ state is primarily the 5/2 [512] - 1/2 [521] two-neutron 

configuration. Since both of the quasibogolons in this instance are pushed 

down by coupling to configurations such as 1/2 [510] + y or y- 3/2 [521], 

the second 2+ states are lOweredo Also shown are the first and second 

excited 0+ states of 176Hf. As with the 2+ example, the second state is 

lowered. 
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Table 11. l 't d f 166Er· f' t' . . 1 ul. t' RPA Y-amp 1 u es or con 1gura 1ons 1n var1ous ca c a 1ons. 
The phonon energy was 0.8 MeV in all calculations. 

proton 
configurations: 

5/2 [413] - 1/2 

3/2 [411] + 1/2 

neutron 
configurations: 

[411] 

[411] 

5/2 [523] - 1/2 [521] 

3/2 [521] + 1/2 [521] 

snr, 
66 Faessler 

0.25 

0.296 

0.25 

-0.23 

Wigner , 
direct Migdal 

all RPA 
multipoles 

0.16 0.185 

0.176 0.21 

0.193 0.201 

0.212 0.223 

Renormalized 
RPA 

0.184 

0.214 

0.203 

0.227 
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Table 12. First arid second phonons calculated in unrenormalized and 
renormalized RPA. In both calculations, the (ph) constant r = 0.91. 
The renormalized RPA includes coupling of the first 2+ and 0+ phonons 
only. 

17~ 

2 + 
1 

2 + 
2 
+ 

01 

0 + 
2 

unren. RPA 
(MeV) 

1.44 

1.62 

1.55 

1.98 

1.42 

1.54 

ren. RPA 
(MeV) 

1.35 

1.488 

1.44 

1.88 

1.32 

1.47 
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It turns out; however, that these are incoherent phonons and have 

small QPC matrix elements. When these experimentally known even-nm:leus 

states are included in the solution for odd-A nuclei, there is no significant 

fragmentation of single particle states. This is especially noticeable 

in, for example, the Sm or Er isotopes where renormalization via coupling 

the lowest 2+ state lowers the RPA phonon substantially. The second 2+ 

state has almost no effect, as shown in Table 13. 

e. Renormalized RPA for Pairing Vibrations. Theories for 0+ 

states in the rare earth region have been outlined elsewhere. 79 However, 

we note here that at neutron numbers N = 98, 104, there are gaps in the 

Nilsson spectrum. This has the effect that nuclei such as 166Er or 174Yb 

l 0 t t . . 1 t 208Pb . . . . b t . 29 t 1ave a + s a-e slml ar o , 2.e., a palrlng Vl ra lOn. We no e 

here that it makes only a small contribution to QPC as shown in Table 14. 

The 2+ state is altered negligibly. The 0+ pairing vibration itself is 

lowered by 70 keV, and this is probably not experimentally significant. 

3. Transition Probabilities in Even Rare Earth Nuclei 

Figures 55-58 display the B(E2) or B(E3) calculated for the first 

excited 2+, 0+, 0-, 2- phonons with and without renormalized RPA. As with 

the energies, the QPC increases the quadrupole correlations, and the B(E2)'s 

are generally enhanced for the 2+ and 0+ states. One might expect these 

correlations to interfere in the octupole mode. The calculations seem to 

indicate that this effect is not very important, except for the octupole 

0- states at the beginning of the region where the lowered 0- states do not 

have a correspondingly enhanced B(E3). The lower B(E3) for 2- states is 

a consequence of the increase in 2- energies which occurred when the F' 

166 interaction was decreased to obtain agreement for the Er 2- state. 
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Table.l3. Seconq 2t .. state as computed in unrenormalized and renormalized 
RPA. 'i'he reriormaif'zation includes only coupling of this second 2+ state. 

unren. RPA ren. RPA 

2.007 

1..809' 1.802 
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Table 14. States calculated with and without F~3 = 0 in a renormalized 

RPA calculation (2+, 0+, 0-, 2- coupled). 

152Sm 2+ 

2+ 

0+ 

F" = F" 13 

1.43 

0.6814 

0.808 

1.118 

F" = 0 13 

1.44 

0.663 

0.796 

1.186 
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B. Odd-A Nuclei 

Most of the emph~sis in QPC calculations has focused on odd-A 

nuclei. This i13 because they are so·sensitive to the details of the cor-

relations of the last (odd) proton or neutron. Since the motivation for 

our work has been to understand microscopically the QPC process in higher 

as. well as lower orders, we should analyze first the dependence of odd-A 

nuclear spectra on the varying degrees of sophistication in the calculation. 

1. The Schematic Effects of Various Approximations and Higher Order Diagrams 

a. The Nilsson Levels. Unfortunately, the most important determinant 

of odd-A nuclear structure in the rare earth region are the not-so-well-

determined single particle energy levels. For reasons which we indicate 

\ 
later, the lowest eigenstates are not strongly coupled. Hence, the usual 

Nilsson-plus-pairing prescription probably yields a fair estimate of the 

Nilsson energies closest to the Fermi surface. 

However, the experimental situation seems to be that these levels 

can vary by several hundred keV as nucleons are added and the field changes. 

For this reason, we can expect absolute energies to be limited in accuracy 

by the uncertainty in the Nilsson levels (~ 200 keV). Except in cases of 

accidentally degenerate basis states, the wave fUnctions should be fairly 

reliable, i.e., predictions of enhanced B(E2) or fractionated single particle 

strength should be consistent with experiment. 

b. Quasiparticle-Phonon Coupling. In Figs. 59-61, a summary of 

. . 153 167 173 QPC schematics lS g2ven for Eu, Er, and Yb. Each column corresponds 

to the spectra calculat.ed within the approximations discussed in the 

identically lettered subsection; that is, the results calculated with no 
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backwards or higher order diagrams and "undressed" intermediates are 

discussed here and displayed in col. (b) of Figs. 59-61. This is the usual 

microscopic intermediate coupling. There are two systematic trends to which 

we call attention: 

i. the lowest eigenstates are predominantly single-particle in 

nature. This is because the coupling matrix element 

<a!Heffi13N} ex: (UaUI3- VaVI3) for N =particle-hole ·phonon 

and a, 13 quasibogolons. 

For the lowest Ia}, U ~ V ~ 0.7, thus diminishing the coupling. Also a a 

the closest states I13N } are ~ 1 MeV higher in energy. The end results 

are that the depletion of single-particle strength is approximately 10% 

or less and that the energy is decreased by~ 0.1 MeV. 

ii• The primary splittings of single particle strength involve proton 

orbitals 1/2 [411], 3/2 [411], 5/2 [413] (also 1/2 [400], 3/2 [402], 

5/2 [402] in heavier rare earths) and neutron orbitals 1/2 [521], 3/2 [521], 

5/2 [523], and 1/2 [510], 3/2 [512], and 5/2 [512]. These quasiparticles, 

or quasibogolons, are most strongly coupled to the y~vibration, on account 

of asymptotically allowed quadrupole matrix elements. In general, the 

results at this stage are similar to those of Soloviev.
80 

The Q-Q inter-

action employed in earlier calculations somewhat exaggerates the coupling 

terms, however,. just as in RPA, because it is too coherent. 

c. Pauli Principle Effects on Phonon States. We have indicated 

earlier that the diagonal matrix elements of Fig. 16b in Sec. III cancel 

exclusion principle violations in the simultaneous propagation of a quasi-

particle or -bogolon and a phonon. The considerable import of these EPV's 

has not been discussed sufficiently by other authors, so we begin with a 
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theoretical example. Namely, we calculate the RPA phonon in the usual 

unrenormalized manner, except any configurations involving a specified 

orbital are excluded. This provides an estimate of how serious EPV's 

166 are. In Er, the phonon calculated in the usual manner was 0.8 MeV 

for KTI = 2+. The rise in energy when certain orbitals were blocked is 

shown in Table 15, col. (2). The Pauli principle can renormalize the 

phonon energy by as much as 50%. Next we calculate the diagonal elements 

of Fig. l6b, viz., 

a 

(V. 5) 

These are shown in col. (3) of Table 15. Equation (V.5) is clearly quite 

accurate for estimating the EPV correction. In general, col. (2) <col. (3). 

The reason is that col. (2) excludes backwards correlations involving a, 

whereas col. (3) correctly does not. 

The experimental situation in this regard is somewhat obscure because 

the same quasibogolons which interfere with phonons also couple very strongly 

to phonons and the QPC process mixes such configurations with single-particle 

like states. A disagreement between theory and experiment may be due to 

EPV's, or bad estimates of Nilsson energies. Certainly, the fact that the 

high-spin phonon states, which do not mix, are seldom observed is consistent 

with the theoretical explanation that they are pushed up into a region 

'\.. l. 6 MeV in which they are difficult to observe via the usual nuclear 

spectroscopy analyses. 
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Table 15. Effect Of Pauli Principle Blocking on 166
Er 2+ phonon E = 0.8 MeV 

blocked quasiparticle 

5/2 [413] proton 

-5/2 [413] 

3/2 [411] 

-3/2 [411] 

7/2 [523] 

-7/2 [523] 

1/2 [411] 

-1/2 [411] 

5/2 [402] 

-5/2 [ 402]-

3/2 [651] neutron 

-3/2 [651] 

3/2 [521] 

-3/2 [521] 

5/2 [642] 

-5/2 [642] 

5/2 [523] 

-5/2 [523] 

7/2 [633] 

-7/2 [633] 

1/2 [521] 

-1/2 [521] 

exact 
diagonalization 

(E - 0.8) 

0.387 

o.oo 
0.483 

0.059 

o.oo6 
0.009 

0.447 

0.387 

0.026 

o.o6 

o.o4 

0.009 

0.408 

0.01 

0.088 

o.oo 
0.514 

0.018 

0.014 

0.003 

o.4o8 
0.513 

2nd order 
correction 
(E - o.8) 

0.351 

o.oo 
0.448 

0.047 

o.oo4 
+0.006 

0.448 

0.351 

0.04 

o.oo 

0.026 

0.007 

0.356 

o.oo6 
0.063 

o.oo 
0.45 

0.01 

o.oo 
o.oo 
0.356 

0.45 
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169Tm provides some experimental evidence for the pushing up effect" 

The calculated and experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 62. The ground 

state is the 1/2 [411]; the gamma vibrations, 1/2 [411] ± y = 3/2, 5/2 are 

expected to occur at 1.9 MeV (the zero of energy is the BCS vacuum, i.e., 

no quasibogolons). In addition, the 3/2 [411] and 5/2 [413] states are 

expected to occur at around 1.5 and 1.7 MeV. It appears that the 

vibrationally excited states occur at (0.9 + 1.2 = ) 2.1 MeV or above. 

This is consistent with our theoretical estimates, in which the gamma 

vibrations are elevated in energy by~ 0.4 MeV due to EPV's. Figure 60 

showing 167Er also exhibits the pushing-up effect on neutron negative 

parity gamma vibrations, in col. (c). The effect is visible, though not 

so pronounced, in 153Eu (Fig. 59) and 173Yb (Fig. 61). 

d. Backwards DiagJ:'am. Column (d) of Figs. 59-61 show very 

distinctly the influence of the backwards diagrams, such as Fig. 17b, which 

cancel the EPV which occurs when a quasibogolon, a, propagates simultaneously 

with a 4- quasibogolon ground state correlation already populating a. The 

result is an energy increase in all those one quasibogolon states which 

are frequently involved in even-even ground state correlations. Primarily, 

these are the orbitals we have noted previously as being active 

participants in other QPC processes. In general, backwards QPC counteracts 

the reduction in the odd-even mass difference originating from forwards 

QPC. It is also responsible for shuffling low-energy states in several 

nuclei. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare. these results with 

experiment in the rare earth region, since the odd-even mass difference 

varies considerably from nucleus to nucleus, as well as the deformed 
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e. Self-Consistent Intermediate Propagators. In the limit of 

weak coupling, QPC merely shifts the "dressed" quasiparticle energy. 

In the SCQPC matrix diagonalizations, the coupled quasibogolons should 

be "dressed", while the uncoupled ones remain "undressed". The shifts 

we should expect in col. (e) are therefore of two types. 

i. If QPC has pushed quasibogolons up in energy, then the coupled 

states will go up. There are several good examples of this 

in Fig. 6o. 

ii. If QPC is pushing quasibogolons down.in energy, then the coupled 

states will come down. Important examples of this arise in 

153Eu (Z = 63, 65 nuclei) and 167Er (N = 95, 97, 99, 101 nuclei). 

In 153Eu, the 1/2 [550] state at 2.67 MeV couples to the S-vibration 

to give a coupled state at 3.3 MeV. Since the two configurations are strongly 

mixed, the eigenstates calculated in intermediate coupling are at 1.6 MeV 

and 4.4 MeV. After the EPV's are considered, the lower state containing 

"' 58% 1/2 [550] is at 1.86 MeV. If the intermediates in the mass operator 

are dressed, however, the matrix diagonalization on the second iteration 

changes. 

0 

[ 

2.67 

-1.4 
-1.4] -+ 

3.3 

2.67 (~1.4)(0.77) 

(-1.4)(0.77) 1.86 + o.63 

(-1.4)(0.65) 0 

(-1.4) (0.65) 

5 

That is, we couple the l/2 [550] at 2.67 to the dressed 1/2 [550] at 1.86 or 

4.4 plus the S-vibration. The off-diagonal matrix elements are decreased 

because the 1.86 state is only (0.77)
2 = 58% single particle in nature. 

However, the significant consequence is that the diagonal element has 
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decreased from 3.3 to 2.5 MeV. This is conceptually equivalent to employing 

two-phonon as well as one-phonon intermediates in an "undressed" calcula-

tion, i.e., Fig. 18a. This additional contribution to the self-energy 

also pushes the 1/2 [550] down~ In fact, it has become an "intruder 

state". 

For S-vibrational intruder states of this type there are several 

necessary features of the calculation: 

i. . The coupling matrix element must be large. This is true for 

very "prolate" or "downsloping" Nilsson levels. 

ii. The quasibogolon must have u or v ~ 1. If it is close to 

Fermi surface, the u2-v
2 

will erase the large coupling matrix 

element. 

iii. Intermediates must be dressed. 

In 167Er, the 1/2 [510] mixes with the 5/2 [512] + y and the 5/2 [512] 

with the 1/2 [510] + y configuration. As a consequence, both states are lowered 

considerably. Self-consistency reinforces this feature, as shown in Fig. 60, 

col. (e). In fact, the "reinforcement" consequence of self-consistency is quite 

general for gamma phonon-quasibogolon coupling in the middle rare earth region. 

f. Higher Order Diagrams. We finally wish to consider the off-

diagonal matrix elements of the second order processes shown in Figs. 16b, 

18b. A glance at Figs. 59-61 indicates how very important these self-

energy contributions are. 

First, let us review the experimental evidence for such higher 

order couplings: 

i. Splitting of K
0 

± 2 bands in odd-mass rare earth nuclei. 

e.g., 165Ho, 167Er 
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ii. ln general, E (phonon-plus-quasiparticle) -_ E (qp) is less than 

E (phonon). This indicates that additional interactions push 

down the more complex configuration. In fact, this anomalous 

depression of phonon states is a common feature in the rare 

earth nuclei. 

iii •. In some cases.(e.g., 169Tm) where the phonon and quasiparticle 

are expected to have significant EPV's, the higher order 

interaction pushes ~ the phonon-plus-quasiparticle state. 

iv. In·spherical nuclei, the I= j - 1 "anomalous" or "intruder 

states" descend in energy on account of higher order diagrams. 81 

With these facts in mind, the K
0 

± 2 splittings in 165Ho (173.2 keV) 

and 167 Er ( 179" 5 keV) provide a simple test of the theory. Experimentally, 

these states are not substantially mixed with any single particle states. 

In fact, these are the only two rare earth nuclei where this situation 

occurs, and both the K
0 

+ 2 and K
0 

2 bands are seen. The two bands should 

be split only by higher order diagrams and approximately 80 keV of rotational 

energy. Figures 63-64 show the calculated splittings for these two nuclei. 

Figure 65 displays the particular diagrams which have large matrix elements. 

In both cases, the K - 2 state contains~ 10% 2- octupole vibration. The 
0 

theoretical K
0 

± 2 splittings are 280 and 50 keV. In the latter case, the 

inclusion of the rotational energy difference improves agreement with experi

ment. In 165Ho, it does not. It seems fair to conclude that the diagrams 

in Fig, 65 contribute substantially to the Ko ± 2 splittings in the rare 
. . 

earth region, al:though there may be other competing processes. 

Another exceedingly interesting consequence of higher order. 

couplings are the intruder states in the lighter odd-Z rare earths. For 
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example, Fig. 59 shows that these graphical.contributions to the QPC matrix 

elements lower the 1/2 [500] to almost the ground state of 153Eu. Of course, 

once such a "pushing-down" occurs, it is reinforced by self-consistency. 

Of interest here is the mechanism for the process, shown in Fig. 66a. The 

diagonal matrix element of the phonon-plus-dressed quasibogolon configuration 

is 

. . 2 

I< 1/2[550] IHeffl {1/2[550], 0+} > I 

- 2EBeta Vibration 
(V .6) 

This is particularly large (despite several residue factors which are less 

than one) because the coupling matrix element~ d (1.4 MeV) while Ef3 ~ 0.7 MeV. 

Note that Eq. (V.6) or Fig. 66a describe the Heff contribution which has 

a "staggered" two-phonon intermediate. In fact, the two-phonon states 

contribute substantially both on account of the "nested" self-energy 

contribution, as well as the "staggered" Heff matrix element. 

One observes the same sort of enhancement quite frequently with the 

y-vibrations, coupled to .the orbits indicated previously (e.g., 5/2 512). 

Phonon states are often pushed downward by diagonal terms such as shown 

in Fig. 66b. More often, however, (because of phase relations) pushing 

down is caused by mixing (or off-diagonal matrix elements) of the type 

shown in Fig. 55. 

We conclude this section on the schematic effects of various 

approximations and higher order diagrams by remarking on their importance. 

We have found QPC to be enhanced by self-consistency and by higher order 

coupling of phonon-plus-quasibogolon configurations. Exclusion principle 

violations have been shown to have a definite effect on calculated nuclear 
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(a) 

(h) 

XBL 726-1133 

Fia:. 66. nstaggered" two-phonon contributions to Heff which (a) further 

.depress intruder state in 153
Eu, etc. and (b) lower phonon. coupled 

states in odd-neutron rare earth isotopes. 
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spectra. Certain phonon configurations are pushed to much higher energies 

when EPV corrections are made. Backwards diagrams have been shown to 

have a measurable effect ·not only on the pairing field and the odd-even 

mass difference, but also on the relative ordering of levels. 

2. Level Schemes for Selected Odd-Mass Nuclei 

With the previous section as background, we turn now to a brief 

presentation of several odd-A rare earth nuclei. Although the exact 

details of such spectra are often dependent on such factors as Nilsson 

levels and unspecified higher order diagrams, we think that the results 

in each nucleus present a fair description of the available experimental 

. t 82 plc ure. 

Tables 29 through 42 in Appendix C list the lowest eigenstates 

in odd-Z and odd-N nuclei for Z = 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, and N = 91, 93, 95, 

97, 99, 101, and 103. 

a. Odd-Z, Even-N Nuclei. The Eu isotopes, as well as the lighter 

Tb isotopes, exhibit what were earlier called intruder states. These occur 

when a very prolate orbital (such as 1/2 [550]) is far above or below the 

Fermi energy, and the beta vibration is low in energy. It is interesting 

that the intruder goes away as we go from 157Tb to 161Tb. This is because 

the beta vibration becomes less coherent. In the lighter rare eart~s, 

one observes substantial gamma vibration coupling among the 1/2 [411], 

3/2 [411], and 5/2 [413] quasibogolons. These instances are labeled· 

(AAA) in the tables. Among the odd-proton nuclei, coupling among the 

1/2 [400], 3/2 [402], 5/2 [402], 7/2 [404], and 9/2 [404] levels (labeled 

(BBB) in the tables) is also important. Below and including Ho, the 
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chief effect is that orbitals such as l/2 [400] become intruders, often 

lowered in energy by as much as l MeV due to the effects of self-consistency 

and higher order matrix elements in addition to the usual QPC. In Tm and Lu, 

collective transitions among these states dominate the low energy level 

scheme. Exclusion principle violations have a substantial effect on the 

(AAA)-phonon levels around 166Er, often raising their energy by several 

hundr.ed keV. 

b. Even-Z, Odd-N Nuclei. We preface our remarks here by noting 

that N-mixing (1/2 [660] with 1/2 [400] and 3/2 [651] with 3/2 [401] and 

coriolis coupling will make substantial alterations in our energy level 

schemes. This is especially true for the Gd isotopes. As for the odd-

proton nuclei, there are two sets of levels which influence markedly the 

QPC predictions. In the lighter nuclei, the 1/2 [521], 3/2 [521], and 

5/2 [523] quasibogolons (labeled (CCC) in the tables) are often coupled 

to the 2+ gamma vibration and the resultant configurations highly mixed. 

The set (DDD) 1/2 [510], 3/2 [512], 5/2 [512], and 7/2 [514] are similar 

in effect to the (BBB) set in odd-Z nuclei, namely, their observation in 

the Br nuclei results primarily from the intruder-like enhancements 

already discussed. Also, EPV's are again of the order of several hundred 

keV around 166Er for the (CCC)-phonons. 

3. Transition Probabilities 

As is well kno:w,f.J;·, 80 ' 82 the main consequences of QPC are the 

fragmentation of .single particle strength and the enh.ancement of gamma ray 

transition probabilities over the single-particle estimate. We have 

presented in the previous subsection the results for the first phenomenon. 
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In this subsection, we tabulate for several nuclei transition moments 

(with and without QPC enhancement) and B(E2)'s and B(E3)'s for transitions 

connecting the most interesting quasiparticle-phonon coupled levels 

discussed previously. Although these transitions are not exhaustive 

of the level energy data given in the Appendix and the previous section, 

we indicate several important trends in the region. 

a. Interference of Collective and Single-Particle Transition 

Moments. According to Eq. (III.56-58), the transition amplitude connecting 

two odd-mass.nuclear levels is the sum of three terms: the first is a 

single particle transition amplitude; the second and third are collective 

in origin. An examination of Tables 16-26 clearly demonstrates the con-

structive and destructive interference of these terms. It should first 

be noted that the single particle contributions are not very much less than 

the collective ones. This is especially true of odd-proton nuclei in 

which the effective charge is several times larger than in odd-neutron 

nuclei. Secondly, one can see that states lowest in energy are coherent, 

whereas the higher states are connected to other nuclear levels by B(E2)'s 

or B(E3)'s which are smaller on account of incoherence. These observa-

tions apply to all of the nuclei studied. 173 We may consider Lu as an 

example. In this instance, the 7/2 [404] ground state may be coulomb 

excited to one of several 3/2+ states. The lowest in energy is at 

1.13 MeV and contains 83% 3/2 [402] and only 13% of the gamma vibration 

built on the ground state. The transition amplitude connecting the 

3/2 [402] Nilsson orbital component to 7/2 [404] is -0.41 (units are 

s.p.u.1 / 2 ). The 13% gamma component corresponds to a component in the 

wave function with amplitude 0.36. When this is multiplied by the 
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collective transition moment, there is an enhancement of -0.51 for a 

total M(E2) of -0.92 and a B(E2) of 0.852 s.p.u. The 3/2+ level at 

1.534 MeV would be expected to exceed this in magnitude; however, it 

does .not. The 13% single particle character yields a contribution of 

-0.1665. The 86% gamma vibration component has a wave function amplitude 

of -0.93; the minus sign gives rise to an M(E2) contribution of +0.98 for 

a total transition moment of magnitude 0.815 and a B(E2) of 0.664 s.p.u. 

b. Mixi~g of Vibrations. It is noteworthy that all of the 

tabulated K = 1/2 phonon-bands (e.g., 155Gd, 169Tm, 167Er) have high 

B(E2) 1 s to both K = 3/2 and K = 5/2 Nilsson levels. In some cases this 

is because the 3/2 {f) y and 5/2 EB y, K = 1/2, configurations are mixed by 

higher order matrix elements (e.g., 161Tb). In general, this phenomenon 

originates from several factors: 

i. Small admixtures of 1/2 ~y into both the K = 3/2 and 5/2 

Nilsson levels 

ii. Small admixtures of 3/2 EBy (K = 1/2) into the 5/2 + y 

(K = 1/2) band and vice versa, and 

iii. Large single particle contributions to the single particle 

transition moment. As we have mentioned, whenever QPG is 

favored (e.g., 1/2 [411] and 5/2 [413]), the single particle 

quadrupole transition is also quite large. 

Although each of these contributions is generally small in itself, 

their sum is coherent for the lowest K = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 levels and the 

probability itself (=amplitude **2) is correspondingly enhanced, i.e., 

(3 * small) **2 = 9 * small # small. 
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c. Exclusion Principle Violations. When vibrations are treated 

microscopically the enhancement of the y-transition probabilities is a 

consequence of the coherency of many particle-hole pairs which participate 

in the phonon. If one or more pairs are not allowed to contribute, 

because of Pauli principle considerations, then we might expect the 

collective enhancement to be less. This is especially so in the rare 

earth region where there are only about five dominant (ph) contributions 

to the phonon. Actually, the EPV's have two consequences within the 

calculation. One is to raise the phonon energy, thus making the mixing 

of phonons into low energy states more difficult by the usual second-

order perturbation theory denominator argument. Another feature of the 

exclusion principle is that the phonon transition itself is reduced in 

accordance with Eq. (III.59), which corresponds to the graphical con-

tribution depicted in Fig. 45g. This phenomenon is noticeable for odd-

proton nuclei, but riot too considerable for odd-neutron nuclei, since 

the effective charge of neutrons is less. As examples, we consider 

169Tm and 167Er. Both of these nuclei have vibrations which are 

dominated by only a few components. In 169T.m, the ground state is 

l/2 [411]. The 3/2 and 5/2 states at 1.935 and 1.504 MeV are pre-

dominantly gamma vibration. The unhindered M(E2) for the gamma transition 

. 1 34 112 1s • s.p.u. • This value is lowered by 0.24 and 0.37 when the 

l/2 [411], K = -l/2, and K = 1/2 levels are respectively blocked. In 

167Er, the 1/2 [521] is low in energy and the 3/2 and 5/2 gamma vibrations, 

1/2 
if unmixed and unhindered, would have an M(E2) of 1.58 s.p.u. • 

Blocking for K = -1/2, +1/2 yields in these instances decreases in this 
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amplitude of only 0.088 and 0.076. This EPV effect< is substantial not 

only for nuclei in the 166Er region where the 3/2 [411] + 1/2 [411] and 

5/2 [413] - 1/2 [411] proton and 3/2 [521] + 1/2 [521] and 5/2 [523] - 1/2 [521] 

neutron configurations are dominant in the gamma vibration, but also around 

152sm where the 1/2 [660] - 1/2 [660] and 3/2 [651] - 3/2 [651] contributions 

to the beta vibration are quite large. 

d. Effects of Dressed Intermediate or SCPT on Transition 

Probabilities. An interesting consequence of SCPT is that one can obtain 

enhanced transitions between states, neither one of which is predominantly 

single particle in character.; These are essentially equivalent to one

:phonon states. 167
Er provides a simple example. The 7/2- state at 

0.982 MeV (calcUlated) is 78% 7/2 [514] and 17% gamma vibration coupled 

I 

tothe 3/2- state at 1.054 MeV. This 3/2- state is 20% 3/2 [512], 35% 

gamma vibration plus the 7/2- state at 0.982 MeV, and 38% gamma vibration 

plus the 1/2- state at 0.697 MeV. Another 7/2- state is predicted at 

1.93 MeV with 16% 7/2 [514] and 82% gamma phonon coupled to the 3/2-

state. Thus the first 7/2- is predominantly single particle while the 

second is predominantly 7/2 [514] - y + y, i.e., two-phonon in nature. 

The 3/2- is a mixture of a one-phonon contribution, 7/2 [5l4] - y and a 

two-phonon contribution, y + y - 5/2 [512] = y - 1/2. As a consequence, 

the following B(E2) 1 s are predicted: 

7/2 (1.93) -+ 3/2 (1.054) B(E2) = 1.42 s.p.u., 

7/2 (0.982) -+ 3/2 (1.054) B(E2) = 2.78 s.p.u., 

1/2 (0.697) -+ 3/2 (1.054) B(E2) = 1.85 s.p.u., 

l/2 (0.697) -+ 5/2 (0.268) B(E2) = 1.93 s.p.u. 
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e. The Intruder States .in Eu and Tb. We have predicted, on the 

basis of self-consistent intermediates in the self-energy and second 

order QPC matrix elements, intruder states in Eu and Tb. These are the 

1/2 [550] and 3/2 [541] which mix with themselves plus a beta vibration 

and the 1/2 [420] which mixes with the 1/2- intruder coupled to the 

octupole (0-) vibration. We quote in Tables 16 and 17 the B(E2) and 

B(E3) transition probabilities between these levels as they are fairly 

enhanced and may help experimentalists to identify these previously 

unseen levels. 

In this section, we have seen that the pairing field is renormalized 

by backwards diagrams and that phonon-plus-quasiparticle states can be 

pushed so high in energy by Pauli principle corrections that they are not 

observed experimentally. In addition, self-consistency and higher order 

diagrams have been shown to enhance the "pushing down" effect of the usual 

QPC on predominantly single particle states. Transition probabilities 

are subject to these factors also. Thus, our calculations show quite 

clearly the dramatic effects of exclusion principle corrections and 

higher order terms in the QPC. 
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Table 16. M(E2) matrix elements between intruder states in 153Eu. 

l/2 [550] 

@ 0.115 

l/2 [550] 

Numbers in parens are without QPC enhancement. 

3/2 [541] @ 1.02 

(0.256), 0.751 

B(E2) · · . s.p.u. 

0.564 
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Table 17. M(E3) matvix ·elements between intruder states in 153Eu. 

l/2 [550] 

@ 0.115 

l/2 [550] 

Numbers in parens are without QPC enhancement. 

l/2 [420] @ 0.747 

(0.16), 1.26 

B(E3) 
· s.p.u. 

1.587 
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rrable 18. M(E2) matrix elements in 161Tb. Numbers in parens are 
without QPC enhancement 

3/2 [411] 

@ o.o 

5/2 [413] 

@ 0.186 

3/2 [411] 

5/2 [413]. 

B(E2) s.p.u. 

1/2 [411] @ 0.750 1/2 [411] @ 0.441 

(0.245), -0.2 

(-0.09), -0.86 

o.o4 

0.74 

(0.156), 1.49 

(-0.061), 0.63 

2.25 

o.4 



Table 19. M(E2) matrix elements in 169Tm. Numbers in parens are without QPC enhancement. 

1/2 [4ll] 

@ o.o 

1/2+ @ 1.3 

1/2+ @ o. 

1/2+ @ 1.3 

3/2+ @ 1.935 

( 0.) ' l. 06 

B(E2)s.p.u. 

1.124 

3/2 [411] @ 0.481 

(-0.3), -0.58 

( 0.)' 0. 57 

0.3364 

0.33 

5/2+ @ 1.504 5/2 [413] @ 0.831 

(-0.05), 0.84 (0.305), 0.678 

(0.), 0.466 

0.706 0.46 

0.22 

I 
f\) 

V1 
0 
I 
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Table 20. M(E2) matrix elements in 173Lu. Numbers in parens are without 
QPC enhancement. 

7/2 [404] 

@ o.o 

7/2 [404] 

B(E2) 
s.p.u. 

3/2 [402] @ 1.128 3/2 [402] @ 1.534 

(-0.41), -0.923 (-0.1665), 0.815 

0.852 0.664 



~able 21. M(E2) matrix elements in 173Lu. Numbers in parens are without QPC enhancement. 

1/2 [411] 

@ o.1 

1/2 [411] 

5/2 [413] @ 1.892 

( 0 .1 7 5 ) ' ( -0 • 6 ) 

B(E2)s.p.u. 

0.36 

5/2 [413] @ 1.242 

(0.417), 0.88 

0.774 

3/2 [411] @ 1.77 3/2 [411] @ 0.837 

(-0.15), 0.78 ( -0. 5) ' -0 . 886 

0.61 0.785 

I 
1\) 
\J1 
[\) 
I 
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Table 22 •. M(E2) matrix elements in 155Gd. Numbers in parens are without 
QPC enhancement. 

1/2 [ 521] . 

@ 0.948 

1/2 [521] 

B(E2) 
s.p.u. 

5/2 [523] @ 0.237 3/2 [521] @ 0.016 

(-0.09), -0.8 (0.086)' 1.042 

0.64 1.09 
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Table 24. M(E2) matrix elements in J-67Er. Numbers in parens are without 
QPC enhancement. 

3/2- [512] 
@ 1.054 

5/2 [512 
@ 0.268 

1/2 [510] @ o.69i 

(-0.001,)' 1.36 

(...:o.o31), i.39 

B(E2) · 
s.p.~. 

3/2- [512 1.85 

5/2- [512] l.932 

7/2 [514] @ 1.927 7/2 {514] @ 0.982 

( -0.0414)' 1.19 (-0.083)' -1.67 

1.42 



Table 25. M(E2) matrix elements in l73Yb. Numbers in parens are without QPC enhancement. 

3/2 [521] 3/2 [521] 5/2 [523] 5/2 [523] 

@ 1.967 @ 1.348 @ l. 718 @ 1.12 

1/2 [521] 

@ 0.122 (-0.13), o.44 ( -0 .08)' -1.11 (0.09)' -0.78 (0.1), 0.914 

B(E2)s.p.u. 

1/2 [521] 0.193 1.23 0.608 0.835 

I 
1\) 
Vl 
0\ 
I 
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26 M(E2) t ·. 1 . t . 173Yb N b . . "th t Table • rna r1x e emen s 1n • um ers 1n parens are w1 ou 

3/2 [512] 

@ 1.11 

5/2 [ 512] 

@ o.o 

3/2 [ 512] 

5/2 [ 512] 

QPC enhancement. 

1/2 [510] @ 1.4 1/2 [510] @ 1.2 

(o.), o.3 ( 0.)' 0. 526 

(-0.047), 0.97 (-O.l), -·o. 73 

B(E2) 
s.p.u. 

0.277 

0.94 0.533 

7/2 [514] @ 0.282 

(-0.122)' -1.072 

1.15 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The work which we have reported in previous sections and the 

appendix has as its aim the understanding of correlations between the 

quasifermion and quasiboson elementary excitations in the atomic nucleus. 

Two sections have been devoted to introduction and summary of the 

current status of the. problem. In Sec. II, the Green's function formalism 

was introduced and the graphical techniques of perturbation theory were 

outlined. This provided a theoretical framework within which an approach 

to the many-body problem was presented. The bare NN-interaction was 

replaced by the reaction matrix, and the full space of one-particle states 

was replaced by a model space. Proceeding on the assumption that only 

two-nucleon correlations were important in the nucleus, the interactions 

between two particles (pp) and between a particle and a hole (ph) were 

described in terms of irreducible blocks. The one-particle self-energy, 

already separated into the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock and a residual term, 

was further divided into those terms which substantially fractionate 

the single particle strength and the remaining "regular" contribution. 

~be quasiparticle Green's function was written down as containing only 

the contributions from the "analytic" part of the self-energy. The 

regular part was renormalized into the (pp) and (ph) blocks. The 

prescriptions .for configuration space truncation and obtaining the lowest 

vibrational modes via RPA were presented. The extension of the above 

techniques to superfluids was described in terms of bogolons. An 

alternative "anomalous" Green's function formalism was indicated. 

Although some of these steps are, in fact, only carried out via a 
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phenomenological parameterization, their totality justifies a picture 

of the nucleus in terms of "quasi" particles, phonons; and effective 

interactions. 

In Appendix B, we described the various efforts to determine nuclear 

states from quasiparticles, phonons, a;nd an effective interaction. Most 

of these theories could be described quite simply in terms of Green's 

fu;nctions. The bootstrap and boson expansion techniques, however, were 

indicated as alternatives to the diagrammatic method outlined in Sec. III. 

Section III contains the theory which we have worked out to 

describe quasiparticle-phonon coupling. Using Feynman diagrams as a 

pictorial guide, it was shown how to correct for several kinds of Pauli 

exclusion principle violations: namely, in the simultaneous propagation 

of a quasiparticle and aphonon and in the simultaneous propagation of a 

quasiparticle and a 2p-2h ground state correlation. In addition, nested 

and staggered two-phonon contributions to the self-energy were drawn 

and it was shown that these could be calculated by considering self

consistent intermediate propagators, in the first case, and by defining 

an effective second order coupling term between one-phonon-plus-quasiparticle 

configurations, in the second case. We have neglected several third order 

coupling terms which have been calculated by other authorso We felt it 

would be interesting if one could "derive" QPC without the usual 

phenomenological motivation. Indeed, the dynamical equation for the 

self-energy may be separated into the Hartree-Fock term plus a generalized 

core-polarization term, in which the phonon is initiated by the G matrix 

and terminated by the irreducible (ph)-block, I. Higher order contributions 

to the self-energy are implicit in the energy dependence (or complicated 

contributions inside) of I. 
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A generalized quasiferm.ion Green's function. was defined to 

calculate the time evolution of a one-nucleon excitation. Although 

the quasifermions included only the simple zero-order quasibogolons 

and the fermion-like pair composed of one phonon and one spectron, or 

odd-mass eigenstate, it was shown that the poles of this Green's function 

corresponded to the inclusion of all the contributions to the self-

energy discussed earlier. The solution of the dynamical equation for 

the quasifermion Green's function was obtained via a matrix diagonalization 

which mixed forwards and backwards quasibogolons and forwards ahd back-

wards phonon-plus-spectron pairs. 

The theory was applied in Sec. V to the calculation of even- and 

odd-mass rare earth isotopes. The significant results for the even 

nuclei were that the higher order (two-phonon and EPV) contributions to 

the self-energy did not renormalize the phonon. This was expected from 

the theory. Also, the backwards correlations made a substantial contri

bution around 
166

Er, both renormalizing the pairing field and bringing the 

trend of the 2+ energies into better agreement with experiment. In the 

odd-mass rare earth isotopes, we found exclusion principle violations 

to have substantial effects on the energy level spectra--in all cases 

pushing the energies of the eigenstates upwards. In many nuclei, this 

seems to explain the absence of certain phonon states. The two-phonon 

contributions implicit in the self-consistency and second order coupling 

terms were also responsible for major energy level shifts, e.g., the 

consistent pushing-down of the 1/2 [510] and 3/2 [512] levels in odd-

neutron isotopes. For the same reasons, an intruder 1/2 [550] state was 

computed at low excitation energy in the Eu and Tb isotopes. It was 
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also found that the second order coupling terms were responsible (at 

least in part) for the K ± 2 splittings experimentally observed in 165Ho 
0 

and 167Er. In the section on transition probabilities, it was interesting 

to explore the consequences of QPC on fractionation of the one-nucleon 

stripping and pick-up strength. Typically for low-energy states, the 

single particle B(E2) strength and the collective B(E2) are in phase. 

Nevertheless, the incoherent states can be observed experimentally, and 

the single particle and collective terms should interfere destructively, 

thereby substantially reducing the expected B(E2). It was also found 

that Pauli principle corrections can reduce the transition probabilities 

of a phonon state by as much as 40%. 

Certainly, our calculations have verified the prominent role of 

the Pauli principle on nuclear spectra in the QPC scheme, as well as 

the importance of high order contributions to the self-energy. 

Our efforts in this area have stimulated our interest in a number 

of further theoretical investigations. A more exact description of the 

energy dependence of the (ph)-block, I, should be sought. It would be 

worthwhile to study the variation of this energy dependence throughout 

the periodic table. We suspect that it would be quite substantial for 

"vibrationali' nuclei. Having derived or at least postulated a reasonable 

energy dependence, a prescription is then badly needed for solving the 

Dyson and Bethe-Salpater equations with an energy dependent I-block. 

Another fundamental study to be undertaken is the self~consistent 

treatment of the "normal" and "anomalous" self-energies--in other words, 

the interference of -pairing and phonon correlations. Such a thorough 

re-examination of pairing should probably yield energy dependent u and v 
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factors as well as an algor-ithm for properly orthogonalizing to the 

spurious state. In the calculation of external fields, we have neglected 

some higher order diagrams which, though off-the--energy-shell, are most 

assuredly of some consequence. These should also be examined further. 

There are also several interesting applications of the SCQPC 

method outlined here to other regions of the periodic table. The 

renormalized RPA (or TDA) equation should describe accurately the phonon 

coupled states in the odd-odd nuclei. Also, we suspect that the I = j 2 

states which are often quite as low in energy as the anomalous I = j l 

intruder states in spherical nuclei can be explained in terms of the 

nested and staggered two-phonon contributions to the self-energy. Not 

only are the vector coupling coefficients favorable, but the low spin 

case will be lowered more by configuration interaction, i.e., the second 

order coupling term. 

j 
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APPENDIX 

A. · Notation 

Table 27 presents a summary of the notation which is employed in 

equations, that is, letterings and indices for creation and annihilation 

operators, Green's functions, interactions, etc. This listing is not 

exhaustive of the notation employed. It does, however, serve to distinguish 

the more subtle aspects (e.g., the difference between g and G, or between 

F' 
' 

F" 
' F

~ d Fw). , an 

Table 28 should be used in conjunction with the various Feynman 

diagram figures. As we will make use of "dressed" and "undressed" 

propagators for particles, quasiparticles, and bogolons, it will not be 

possible to distinguish these, as is customary, by single and double 

lines. Instead, if there would be any ambiguity we include in the figure 

caption an explanation of the propagator lines. This will be in the form 

of the abbreviations in Table 28. 



+ c a 
+ c a 

A+ 
a 
+ a a 

G,K 

g,K 

G,K 

--g,k 

a,S,y,etc. 
1,2, etc. 

i,j ,k 

N,N',S 

~+ 

N-l,N,N+l 
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Table 27. Notation 

creation operator for a "bare" shell-model particle 

creation operator for a quasiparticle 

creation operator for a "bare" or shell-model bogolon 

creation operator for a quasibogolon, i.e., an elementary 
excitation of the fermion system after the BCS trans
formation and Landau renormalization 

one- and two-nucleon Green's functions for particles 
(fully dressed) 

zeroth order or "undressed" one- and two-nucleon 
particle Green's functions 

one- and two-nucleon Green's functions for quasiparticles 

one- and two-nucleon Green's functions for bogolons 

one- and two-nucleon Green's functions for 9.uasi boSjolons 

Greek letters and arabic numerals used interchangeably 
as single particle labels. The Greek letters will appear 
often in equations where other indices, such as i, j~ N, 
N', appear (esp. the SCQPC equations). 
The arabic numerals will appear when more than three or 
four Greek letters would be needed (esp. the Bethe
Salpater equations). 

denote poles of the single-particle Green's functions, 
i.e., eigenmodes of odd nucleons 

denotes poles of the two-nucleon Green's fUnctions, i.e., 
phonons 

creation operator for a spectron, that is the ith 
eigenmode containing an appreciable fraction of the 
single particle (S) strength 

. . t" 1 b l s t .th l f res1due of quas1par lc e or ogo on, , a l po e o 
Green's function 

creation operator for a phonon 

denote number of nucleons. N will generally refer to 
a phonon index, unless N-1, N+l, etc. appear in same 
context. 

continued 



<fl.o 

v 

G 

J 

rt,; ru 
' 

F",F' 

P,Q,R,S 

N P (aS) ,etc. 

T 

u 

v 
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Table 27. . (continued) 

creation operator for a quasifer.mion 

"dressed" quasifermion Green's function 

"undressed" quasiferm.ion Green's function (i.e., before 
Heff diagonalized) 

two-body interaction 

Brueckner reaction matrix, not to be confused with G, 
the particle Green's function 

irreducible block in particle-particle channel, contains 
n + 2 particle-n hole intermediates both inside and 
outside model space (n ~ 1) 

irreducible block in particle-hole (ph) channel. The 
subscripts, 1 or 2, refer to the first and second (ph) 
channels, respectively. 

Landau renormalized J and I 

Landau renormalized J and I multiplied by fractions of 
single particle strength which is not included in 
regular part of Green's function, .G, i.e. 

Ft,; and Fw after configuration space truncation 

"irreducible" interactions which scatter two quasibogolons 
into two quasibogolons (P), four quasibogolons into 
vacuum (Q), one quasibogolon into three (R), and vice 
versa (S). 

quasiparticle phonon vertex 

one-body kinetic energy operator 

one-body shell model or Hartree-Fock potential 

one-body external field 

the approximate vertices between quasifermions 



SM 

BHF 

FDSM 

LQ 

FDLQ 

SMB 

FDB 

LQB 

FDQB 

QF 

EEB 
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Table 28. Abbreviations for propagator lines in Feynman diagrams 

0 corresponds to shell model propagator, G • 

0 G , where "shell model" potential is Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 

corresponds to G, fully dressed Green's function of particle 

Landau quasiparticle, one-pole.with energy renormalized by 
Brueckner and other high energy processes in mass operator, 
corresponds to g0 • 

fully dressed (including single-particle·strength fractionation) 
Landau quasiparticle, corresponds to g. 

shell model bogolon, ao, the BCS transform of shell model particles 
and holes. 

G, fully dressed bogolon 

quasibogolon,go, the BCS transform of quasiparticles and -holes. 

fully dressed quasibogolon, g. 
. 0 

quasifermion, corresponds to ~ • 

spectrons, corresponds to elementary excitations of interacting 
bogolon space, i.e., excitations corresponding to some pole 
of FDQB. 
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B. Review of QPC Literature 

The n1ost successful and widely accepted model of low energy nuclear 

structure can be ascribed to Bohr and Mottelson7 and is widely referred 

to as the unified model. This picture of nuclear motions unifies the 

concepts of macroscopic or collective nuclear modes and the shell model. 

Except for rotational motion which we do not consider here, there 

are two kinds of elementary nuclear excitation: vibration and single 

particle motion. These modes are approximately independent. Due to 

pairing, there are seldom low-energy shell-model (or two quasiparticle) 

excitations in even-even nuclei. The lowest states are usually the 2+ 

quadrupole or 3- octupole vibrational modes. In odd-mass nuclei, the low

energy nuclear levels are obtained by promoting the odd nucleon to dif

ferent shells. The exact description of the energy levels and transition 

probabilities in a particular nucleus requires that we consider the 

coupling of these two modes, as well as the interaction with high energy 

modes (such as the incoherent 2+ states or the giant dipole resonance). 

If we assume the high energy modes can be neglected (because, for example, 

their coupling by second order perturbation theory involves large energy 

denominators), then we seek to improve the description of low-energy 

nuclear phenomena via quasiparticle-phonon coupling (QPC). 

Within the past 5 or 10 years, a number of theories or models have 

been developed to improve the description of both the even-even nuclei-

collective states--and the odd-mass nuclei--quasiparticles. A review 

article is certainly needed. It would seem that newcomers to this field 

are faced with a proliferation of approaches to one or more aspects of 
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the quasiparticle..:..phonon problem. Usually, very little attention is 

paid to comparisons of the various methods. In this section, we summarize 

a number of phonon and/or quasiparticle theories which we have studied, 

within the Green's function formalism. The comparisons are mostly 

mathematical or theoretical in nature. No attempt will be made to judge 

the theory or model on the basis of agreement with experimental data. 

In order to maintain some semblance of order in the presentation, 

we divide the QPCt models and theories into the following classifications: 

l. Descriptions of the Odd-Mass Nuclei 

a. Weak and intermediate coupling, Low order diagrams 

i. Macroscopic or phenomenological 

ii. Microscopic 

b. Higher order diagrams 

i. Macroscopic 

ii. Microscopic 

2. Descriptions of Even-Mass Nuclei 

a. Renormalization of RPA by the Pauli Principle 

b. Two-Phonon Admixtures 

i. Macroscopic 

ii. Microscopic 

·3. Self-Consistent Descriptions of Even- and Odd-Mass Nuclei 

a. Diagrammatic theories 

b. Spectral decomposition theories 

c. Boson expansions 

tin this section only, we use 
single particle excitations: 
the lines in the diagrams may 

the word quasiparticle to include all kinds of 
shell model, bogolon, etc. For simplicity, 
be taken as SM. 
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1. Descriptions of Odd Mass Nuclei 

a. Weak and intermediate coupling 

i. Macroscopic and phenomenological models 

A quite general particle-core coupling Hamiltonian was first 

written down by Lawson and Uretsky83 and by de Shalit,
84 

viz. 

H = ""''Yk T(k) (core) • t(k) (particle) 
coup L...J (A.l) 

k 

where T(k) is an irreducible tensor which acts in the coordinate space 

specifying ~he core motion and t(k) similarly for particle motion. 

is a phenomenologically determined constant. In first order perturbation 

theory, the state IJcjJ >would be shifted in energy by each multipole 

in the sum (A.l) 

~(J) 

It can be shown from the usual Racah algebra that the "center of gravity" 

for each multiplet coincides with the unperturbed position 

L(2J + l) 6Ek(J) = 0 fork f 0 

J 

(A.3) 

(A.2) 

The k = 0 contribution, y , can be included in the definition of the single 
0 

particle energies, i.e., only k f 0 terms correspond to physical coupling 

of single particle and core modes. 
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The most obyious application of Eq. (A.2) is to a multiplet of 

states composed of a shell model particle, say p
112

, coupled to a core 

state, say the 2+ state. .Cin the example we have chosen, there would be 
-·~<~.~, 

two states in the multiplet; a 3/2- and a 5/2- state.) 

In higher orders of perturbation theory, the off-diagonal matrix 

elements 

(J IIT(k)UJ' }(jllt(k)llj') 
. c c 

(A.4) 

contribute to the energies in the multiplet. 

Some very recent quasiparticle-core coupling calculations may be 

analyzed in terms of de Shali t' s Hamiltonian. 85 In these calculations, 

only the J = 0+, 2+ core states are considered and only the k = 1, 2 c 

terms in the tensor expansion are retained: 

H = _ ~ J(l) • j(l) _ n Q(2) • q(2) 
. coup (A. 5) 

The matrix elements of j(l) and q( 2 ) are easily derived between shell 

model states. Also, it is clear that (J IJ(l) IJ ') = o ,J • The J•j 
c c cc c 

term is analogous to the coriolis term in strong coupling and gives rise 

to a quasi-rotational spectrum (Lande interval rule). In spherical nuclei, 

such a term is not necessary
86 

to explain experimenta186 results if the 

quadrupole term is diagonalized in a large model space, i.e. J cor
e 

responding to one-, two-, and three-phonon core states" The Q•q term 

physically corresponds to coupling of the particle to quadrupole oscil-

lations of the core. 
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The choice .for ( J jQjJ 1 } depends on how we define the collective c c ' 

or core coordinates. Sometimes the core matrix elements are taken as 

parameters. Alternatively, Q may be taken as the mass 

(2) eff (2) L q. or the charge quadrupole operator L e ~-
i ~ p p -p 

quadrupole operator 

eff ( 2) + L e q where 
n n n 

eff eff e and e are the effective proton and neutron charges. In the latter p n 

case, ( 211 QJI 0 } · is proportional to the square root of the experimentally 

observed B(E2: 2 -+ 0) and ( 211 QJI2 ) to the experimentally observed static 

quadrupole moment of the 2+ state. In spherical nuclei, ( Oil QJI 0 } = 0. 

In most calculations which begin with the de-Shalit coupling term, 

the interaction is diagonalized among the basis states jJ jJ } • This is 
c 

intermediate coupling. 

In the weak coupling limit, i.e., off-diagonal matrix elements 

much less than diagonal energy differences, the first- (Eq. (A.2)) and 

second- (Eq. (A.6)) order perturbation theory terms should be sufficient. 

I<JjJH J,j'J>I2 c coup c (A.6) 

In the original papers, 83 , 84 "weak" meant first-order perturbation theory. 

In the remaining discussion, we shall include second order terms as well 

under this heading. The physical meaning of weak coupling is, nevertheless, 

clear. 

The Bohr-Mottelson7' 87 particle-vibration coupling is mathematically 

a special case of the de-Shalit interaction 

H 
coup 

A 

--2: L 
1.=2,3 1-1=-f. 

(A. 7) 
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However, its physical origin is more definite 

1 f( r) = __ ...;;;__ _ ___. 
1 + (~) exp d 

Vc' R, d being the depth, radius, and diffuseness of the Woods-Saxon 

potential. 

* YA~ and aA~ refer to the particle coordinates and the core 

deformation respectively. Hence Eq. (A.7) represents the correlation 

of the particle motion with the oscillating core. The sum over A is 

restricted to 2, 3 because the only low-energy shape fluctuations are 

known to be the quadrupole and octupole modes. 

It should also be noted that aA connects core states which differ 

by one phonon, hence the Bohr-Mottelson H does not have diagonal terms. coup 

Having written down explicitly the formulation of these weak 

and intermediate coupling theories, we can construct their graphical 

equivalents. In fact, the equation could have been derived using Green's 

functions. 

Weak coupling corresponds to the approximation 

(A.8) 

shown in Fig. 67. It is only applicable when G is not much different 

from G , that is, when there is no appreciable splitting of the single 
0 

particle strength. 

In the intermediate coupling, 87 the self-energy approximation 

is included to all orders. See Fig. 68. This allows that G ~ G, or 
0 

that G may have several poles with significant residues. In other words, 
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- "'oo - --

D ) 
XHI. 72(J-1 0:)1 

Fig. 67. The one nucleon Green's function in the weak coupling limit. 

+ = SM; *= FDSM; 1= phonon. 
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- + + 

•••• 

XBL 726-1032 

Fig. 68. The one-nucleon Green's function in the intermediate coupling 
approxim.ation. 
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N 

Fi:;. 69. 'l'r1e self-energy insertions of .Brovm, J:';vans, and '~'r10uless. 
Lines are SA. 

~ =microscopic particle-phonon coupling vertex, Eq. (A.9). 

XBL 726-1033 

Fig. 70. The second diagram in Fig. 69 cancels this Pauli principle 
violation. 
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single particle arid phqn.on-plus-particle configurations may mix to any 

degree. 

If two (or three, etc.) phonon states of the core are considered, 

the self-energy contains partially dressed intermediates (the "nested 

wiggle" diagram in Fig. 68),and one-phonon states are connected to 

themselves via two phonon intermediates. 

ii. Microscopic intermediate coupling 

Figure 68 which describes intermediate couplingt provides a 

convenient starting point for more sophisticated theories. One theoretical 

improvement would be to calculate the same diagrams but with a microscopic 

phonon and the coupling Hamiltonian derived from the two-body interaction. 

88 Such a program was first carried out by Brown, Evans, and Thouless who 

calculated the self-energy insertions shown in Fig. 69. The second of 

the two-self-energy diagrams cancels the Pauli Principle violation shown 

in Fig. 70, i.e., the contribution of a particle on top of a 2p-2h state 

in which the same particle is already occupied. 

The analytical expressions for the self-energy are 

<a!HefflbN> - ~<anlvlbc >xeD+ <aciVIbD )ycD 

cD 

< aBN!Hefflo > = ~( ac IVIED> XeD + < aDIVIBc > YcD 

cD 

tNote that Fig. 68 and all others in which the phonon is drawn as a wiggly 
line may be considered to be macroscopic or microscopic. 
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X and Y are the usual RPA amplitudes. E = particle energy = h - A. a a 

EB =hole energy= A - hB, the h's denoting simple shell model energies 

with the zero such that A lies somewhere between the filled and unfilled 

shells. <aDIVIbc) denotes a two-body matrix element of an effective 

interaction. The insertion of ~to all orders in the propagator is 

accomplished by diagonalizing the matrix: 

<aiHef:flbN) 
I 

( aBNIHefflo > Ea . . . 
I 

0 

I 
( aiHefflbN > ~+EN 0 

I < AbN IHeff Ia > 0 

e 

0 0 

0 

0 

--- ---- ---- -------
I 

0 ( AbNIHefflo) . . . 
I -EA <AIHeffiBN > 

( aBN I H eff I 0 ) 0 0 I <AIHeffiBN > -~- ~ 

I 
() () 

I 
0 

I 

which couples together N+l and N-1 nuclei. 

From a practical point of view, the most important sophistication 

of Brown et al.'s microscopic intermediate coupling is the extension to 

superfluids--because so many nuclei are not "normal" (ph) systems. 'l'his 

program of ~uasiparticle-phonon coupling (QPC) was carried out for 

spherical nuclei by Kisslinger and Sorenson89 and in deformed nuclei by 

0 
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. . .. 80 90 . ·~ . 
noloviev. ' Their derivations are based on qua.siboson commutation 

algebra. and the pairing-plus-quadrupole model interaction rather than 

diagrams. The backwards correlations (i.e., Pauli Principle violating 

terms) were neglected. Also, the vertex only includes coupling of the 

particle to the quadrupole field or the (ph) part of the superconducting 

phonon. The pairing {or pp) fluctuation in ignored. The actual numerical 

problem is not very difficult at all. It is just a diagonalization of the 

upper left quadrant of the matrix on the previous page except that 

<a.IHeffli3N) is corrected for the percentage of the t:i.me a and S are 

particle (hole) and N is (ph) in nature, i.e., 

<a.IHeffiSN >=- xL<a.IQIS ><ylql6> (ua.u13 - va.vf)(uyvo + u6vy) • (x + Y)yo 

yo 
(A.lO) 

after allowing for the separable matrix elements. 

All of the microscopic intermediate coupling theories suffer from 

several other difficulties. We can mention three of these here: Intermediate 

propagators are not dressed, i.e., no two, three, etc., phonon intermediates. 

The RPA phonon is solved assuming no fragmentation of single-particle 

strengths. Higher order diagrams--including other forms of exclusion 

principle violation--are not considered. These points correspond to 

neglect of the perturbation processes shown in Fig. 71. 

b. Higher Order diagrams 

The diagrams such as those shown :i,n Fig. 71 can be calculated in 

a variety of ways and several methods have been proposed. We examine 

first the theories in which the phonons are macroscopic "surfons" and 

the coupling interaction is of the Bohr-Mottelson variety. The fully 



(a) intermediate propagators 
dressed 

Higher order diagrams 
included. 
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(b) RPA phonons renormalized by 
splitting of single particle strength 

(c) (d) 
XBL 726-1034 

Fi[> 71. Processes in microscopic intermediate coupling. 
Lines are SM or SMB. 
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microscopic theories are in some cases conceptually identical, the only 

difference being that the phonon is microscopic. 

i. Macroscbpic Par.ticle~Phonon coupling with higher order effects included 

The graphical contributions to therelf-energy shown in Fig. 7la,d, 

are part of a subclass of graphs in which the self-energy contains at any 

time only one particle propagator line but one or more phonons. It is 

easy to SE!e. that gra:phs containing more than one phononwill be important 

whenever the energy •· of the phonon is low, or when the single particle 

strength is substantially fractionated, i.e., intermediates should be 

"dressed". In fact, these graphs are included in most "intermediate 

coupling" calculations, such as those in Refs. 91. 

These diagrams may be calculated by diagonalizing the H in coup 

Eq. (A.7) in a·space I{N(R)Jc,j}J), that is, N phonons, each with angular 

momentum R, coupled to J and a single particle with angular momentum j, 
c 

J and j coupled to a total angular momentum J. Of course, there is some 
c 

limit placed on the number of phonons, N, in order to obtain a manageable 

numerical problem. 

Parr92 has performed a perturbation calculation for 
201

Tl in which 

diagrams such as those shown in Fig. 71 are calculated to sixth order in 

the interaction H • In this case, the fragmentation of single particle coup 

strength is slight so it is not surprising that the results are almost 

identical to exact diagonaliz~tion! 93 

Parr94 and Hamomoto95 have proposed that phonon-particle configura

tions such as those in the 209Bi sextuplet (see Fig. 72) may be shifted by 

higher order diagrams. In,particular, the diagrams shown in Fig. 73 should 
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2,615 MJL512+ 
2.~97 

11/2+,15/2+ 

2.580 7/2+ 

2.!>60 9/2+ 

209 . 912-Bt 

XBL 726-1054 

Fig. 72. 'l'he 209Bi sextuplet. Seven states betvreen 2.49 and 2. 74 MeV 
correspond to the coupling of the core. excitation (J = 3-) to the 
j = 9/2 - proton. c 
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j 

(c) 

Fig. 73. Diagrams of Hamamoto which give rise to splitting of 209Di 
tnultiplet. ' Lines are SM. 

Fig. 74. Mixing of j (single.particle) 
states by off-diagonal ter..ns 
in the self-energy. 

Fig. 75. This violation of the Pauli 
Principle is cancelled by 
Fig •.. 73c. J Ja 

XBL 726-1036 
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contribute. Calculations have actually been carried out by Hamamoto by 

solving a coupled s'et of differential equations t 

= "' ( jlNlJ IH I j2N2j ) Rj j (r) L..J coup . 2n2 . 
(A~ll) 

Equation (A.ll) is identical to an intermediate coupling calculation 

except that the radial wave function of the particle is permitted to vary 

also. In fact, this .has the effect ofmixing different shell model 

orbits as shown in Fig. 74. Hamamoto states that by calculating Fig. 73a 

in this manner, Fig. 73d is also included. Similarly, small admixtures 

of two phonon one particle states calculated in Fig. 73b automatically 

include Fig. 73c. In other words, diagonalizing the self~energy among 

shell model states both below and above the Fermi surface is equivalent 

to calculating certain backwards diagrams. An alternative procedure 

suggested by Hamamoto is to calculate all four contributions of Fig. 73 

explicitly, thus yielding a second order perturbation theory of the 

multiplet structure in 209Bi. The analytic expressions for these four 

t "b t. . tt con r1 u 1ons are: 

tN
1 

refers to the number of phonons. 

ttThe Ejl (when jl is beneath the Fermi level) are A- hj
1

, as is our 

convention. If Eqs. (A.llb) and (A.llc) are written in terms of the shell 

model energies hj' the denominators are identical. This illustrates 

the validity of Hamamoto's proposal for mixing radial wave functions, 

thereby treating A.llb,c (or Fig. 73b,c) simultaneously. 
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I< { -} I · I > 12 
= · j,3 jp Hcoup jp · 

LlE(fig. 73a) 
e:j + hw - e:. 

Jp 

L\E(fig. 73b) = k 
j 1>Fermi 

level 

L\E(fig. 73c) = L 
J1<Fermi 

level 

L\E(fig. 73d) 

e:J. + e: . - hw 
Jl 

(A.lla) 

(A.llb) 

(A.llc) 

(A.lld) 

However, perturbation theory is feasible only when these splittings are 

small. 

The macroscopic model may be extended to include 3 valence particles 

plus core excitations. 96 In this case, the particles with the core via 

the usual H coup 

pairing force. 

The particle-particle interaction is taken to be the 

From the .point of view of matrix diagonalizations, this is the 

logical extension of the intermediate coupling calculations of 209Pb to 

211
Pb. The calculations carried out include an application to the Ag 

isotopes97 where intruder states have been observed. 

ii. Microscopic PartiCle-Phonon Coupling with higher order effects included 

Another important class of higher order contributions to QPC is 

that which results from themicroscopic nature of the collective mode. 

Figure 73c and also Fig. 76, are examples of the collective mode decoupling 
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for a finite tirile into a particle and a hole followed by a different 

recoupling or a simple two~nucleon interaction. 

98 ·. 
Hafele attempted to calculate the effects of certain microscopic 

subtleties on the structure of the 209Bi multiplet. Indeed, the structure 

or ordering of the multiplet is dominated by these corrections. Hafele 

calculated the energies of the multiplet states of 209Pb and 209Bi using 

several "heuristic" formulae 

l'lE ul. pa ~ 

core 2j ,+ 1 ~ 2 
lffipairing = -G -2~J~+""-::-l- Xqh 

~ 
j =odd pq 

(2j + 1) pq 

The former equation adds to the configuration energy those "illegal" 

(odd j ) contributions which come from not antisymmetrizing the quasipq 

boson and fermion, Dqh is a separable particle-hole matrix element, xqh 

is a TDA amplitude. (Fig. 75a.) The latter formula simply calculates 

the pairing interaction between a particle and a particle-hole phonon 

after recoupling to pair of particles and a hole. (Fig. 76.) 

Quite recently, Bes and Broglia44 have calculated the odd-mass 

209 209 . nuclei such as Pb and B~, by diagonalizing an effective Hamiltonian 

among (ph) phonon-plus-particle configurations and (pp) or pairing 

(A.l2a) 

(A.l2b) 

phonon-plus-hole configurations. The effective Hamiltonian matrix elements 

are shown in Fig. 78. 
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·The physical processes ·which are included are 

-::the usual mixing of particles to phonon-particle states, 
Fig. 78c,e,i; 

-pairing vibrations in addition to shape vibrations, Fig. 78a-d, 
. i..:.j; 

-backwards correlations, i.e., occupation of certain 2p-2h states 
by GS correlations, Fig. 78d,h,j; 

-two phonon intermediates, Fig. 78b,f; 

-recoupling graphs, Fig. 78a,g; 

-Pauli Principle violations, Fig. 78. 

The particle-phonon coupling vertices are calculated microscopically. 

For example, the vertex connecting a pairing vibration-plus-hole con-

figuration to a particle is shown in Fig. 77a. The pairing phonon may be 

resolved into its microscopic components, as shown in. Fig. 77b, and then 

the residual interaction, V, couples the ingoing and outgoing propagators. 

The analytical expression is 

(A.l3) 

where X and Y are the usual RPA amplitudes. The effective Hamiltonian 

between phonon-plus:-particle configurations s:ontains two coupling matrix 

elements in the numerator and an energy differ~nce in the denominator. 

IHQPCI2 
[ . ·] . eff . = slgn . E 

w - int· 
(A.l4) 

The numerator matrix elements are almost always assumed to be 'energy 

independent, however, the denominator does introduce an energy dependence, 
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Fig. 76. The microscopic pa~r~ng correction 
. wgested by Hafele. · Lines are SM. 

· interaction is a constant pairing 
J = 0) matrix element •. 

. . 

Fig. 77(a). Vertex coupling a particle 
to a configuration ~mposed of a 
pairing vibration, , and a 
hole •••• 

f 

• 
J 

r 
XBL 726-1038 

Fig. 77(b). • •• decomposed into its microscopic components. Lines are SM. 

is an e;ffective (pp) interaction. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) (h) 

( j) (j) 

XBL 726-1053 

Fig. 78. Secane order grap::1s conLri'::Jutin,3 to the effective interaction 
a:· .Des anl:. Bro.:;lia. (e-~1) are Hicroscopic·analoguej of Fig. 73. 
(a-d, i-j) include couplin~ of pairing vi orations. 't, f = ·sr1 
particles and ~oles. 

t =(ph), 
208~o, vibration.~= (pp), 

210
Pb, vibration. 
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viz, w-E (intermediates). E(intermediates) is a summation of all the 

eigenenergies for the intermediate phonon and particle lines. w is the 

energy variable associated with the propagator for a particle-plus-

vibration excitation. A considerable difficulty is that the poles of 

this propagator (which are found by diagonalizing Heff and correspond 

to eigenvalues) will occur in the variable w. In other words, the diagonali-

zation must be done self consistently because H ~f will be different for 
e.~. 

different eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix. Two possible approximation 

schemes are proposed: w = E of the main unperturbed component of the 

wave function (valid when this component~ 90% of the wave function). 

This procedure yields wave functions which are not completely orthogonal 

w = (E. + E t)/2. w is the average of the two diagonal energies when 
~n ou 

an off-diagonal matrix element is being calculated between configurations. 

Eigenvectors are orthogonal. (The procedure is valid only when 

(w- Eint) >> [H~~].) Either approximation works well in the lead region. 

The important simplification here is that the matrices are small because 

the configurations which are mixed contain phonons and one particle rather 

than three shell model excitations. Physically, the approach is satisfYing 

because it couples what we believe to be elementary modes of nuclear exci-

tation. The method's applicability to other regions of the periodic table 

is limited only by the neglect of self-energy diagrams in the propagators. 

The equations have been written down only for the normal (nonsuperfluid) 

system and a pairing-plus-quadrupole Hamiltonian. Thus, the corresponding 

term which is calculated in Ref. 99, is double counted. 

. ; 99 h . . . 
Ar~ta and Hor~e ave proposed the possibil~ty of m~xing particle-

vibration coupled states in 209Bi and 207Pb via a system of equations 
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which approximate the mechanisms shown in Fig. 79, in addition to the 

usual one particle coupling (c.f., Fig. 77a). These are easily seen to 

be third order graphs which in general contain, in the numerator, two 

microscopic Heff vertices and one two-body interaction, and, in the 

denominator, two energy differences. For example, Fig. 79a may be 

written 

If we set the energy variable 

and note that from RPA that 

then Eq. (A.l5) simplifies to 

L: x~h x~'h' <ph' lvlhp' > 
php'h' 

This is the approximation of Arita and Horie. 99 

We should also point out that, because 

li' 

(A.l5) 

(A.l5a) 

(A.l5b) 

(A.l6) 

(A.l7) 
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r 
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I p 
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,., 
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XBL 726-1037 

Fig. 79. Third-order graphical contributions to effective interaction 
·uetween particle-core coupled configurations. 

~ is an effective interaction, e.g., Q-Q. 
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which is just the microscopic definition of a phonon, Fig. 79a is 

included in the diagonal energy of the phonon-particle coupled state. 

Also Fig. 79c is included in Fig. 78, while Fig. 79e,g are included in 

Fig. 78a. There are the remaining third order graphs (Fig. 79b,d,f) which 

ve might predict to be unimportant since they involve two-body matrix 

elements which are "disconnected" from the coherent propagation of a 

. th 
phonon. However, the analogous 4 order graphs (to Fig. 79b,d,f) are 

44 
included by diagonalizing the Heff of Bes, ~ ~- The diagrammatical 

proof is shown in Fig. 80 and derives from the fact that when a 

matrix is diagonalized, graphs such as Fig. 80 are calculated. 

th 
The 4 order graphs we are talking about contribute to Fig. 8oa. 

See Fig. 80b• 

The point we wish to make is that a "complete" set of contributions 

to Heff between particle-vibration coupled states includes graphs calculated 

in both second and third order, while the use of phonons as elementary 

excitations eliminates the necessity for including many graphs with order 

3, 4, 5 etc. 

All of the methods mentioned so far begin from the idea that the 

low-lying state of the odd-mass nucleus is some combination of a particle 

state and a particle + phonon state. Why not a simple shell model calcula-

tion in a basis of lp and 2p-lh states? See Fig. 81. Indeed, this is a 

superior calculation for several reasons. First, if the QPC model is valid, 

it will fall out of the diagonalization anyway--an excellent check on our 

most basic assumption. Secondly, the incoherent phonons, which are higher 

in energy, are implicitly included. Thirdly, diagrams of the type shown 
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-- ' .. ' 
{a) (b) 

Fig. 80. Fourth and fifth order graphs are automatically included in 
a matrix diagonalization. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 81. A three quasiparticle diagonalization includes the usual 
phonon-plus-particle contributions, (a); along with incoherent 
contributions such as (b). For convenience, effective interaction 

= )(.. Lines are SM or SMB. 

XBL 726-1040 

Fig. 82. "Backwards" diagrams included in ETDA and ERPA-type 3-quasipa.rticle 
diagonalizations. 
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in Figs. 78-79 are taken into account. One major disadvantage is that 

the matrices we diagonalize are very large. And taking into account 

the backwards (ETDA and ERPA) diagrams shown in Fig. 82 is very expensive. 

The first diagram does, however, include exclusion principle corrections 

due to ground state correlations. The second admits backwards amplitudes 

into the phonon. In many regions of the periodic table both effects are 

important. Also, the intermediate propagators are not easily dressed by 

their self-energy parts. (In fact, we know of no calculation to do so.) 

In normal nuclei, Arita and Horie99 have diagonalized a residual 

interaction among all 2p-lh states for 209Bi. The calculation is a 

straightforward shell-model diagonalization. No backwards diagrams are 

taken into account; the constituent particles and holes are of the shell 

model variety. (They are not "dressed".) 

In superfluid systems we might mention the treatments of Bes, 
100 

of Kuo
101 

and quite recently a theory of Kuriyama102 and associates. 

Th th d d . ff . b f Th f. t 1 1 t . 100 . . ese me o s 1 er 1n a num er o ways. e 1rs ca cu a 10n 1s 1n a 

deformed nucleus and rather than coupling all possible 3 quasiparticle pairs, 

they consider diagonalizing the pairing-plus-quadrupole Hamiltonian in a 

. + 
basis of quasiparticles, ay' coupled 

and AaB where a,B 1 y. Hence, basis 

+ 
to the allowed bosons of RPA, Aa(3 

+ + + + = {I a .to ) , I a A 0 ) , I a A 0 ) L 
u y a..., y a..., 

This has the advantage of taking the backwards part of the RPA phonon into 

account, while consideration is limited to 2+ phonons. No effort is made 

to exclude small admixtures of the (number nonconservation) spurious state

plus-bogolon which is a linear combination of Ia A+ ) -type configurations. Y a-y 

In the lowest state--which does turn out to be approximately the same as 
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the 2+ phonon-plus-bogolon state--this spurious admixture is negligible. 

Bes' method permits one to evaluate the importance of Pauli violations 

by simply including the Ia a y) -type configurations on an "experimental" 

basis. He finds that the energy spectra can be fit either with or without 

cancelling the violations in QPC by changing the coupling constant, although 

the amount it is changed must vary from nucleus to nucleus--some phonons 

being more collective than others in the rare earth region. Kuo's ETDA101 

is carried out for spherical nuclei and a proper normalization procedure 

for states of the type I {j
1 
jl j 1 }J ) is prescribed. All allowed singles 

t . I+>+++> I+ > · and r1ples, a~ , a a 0 ay , a a 0 a , and the1r conjugates, are 
u a ~ y -~ -a 

initially considered. Coupling matrix elements are derived from the 

equations of motion. In order to obtain a symmetric diagonalization 

problem (ETDA rather than ERPA), la+a 0 a ) is immediately excluded from 
Y -~-a 

the basis set. This has the effect of ignoring diagrams like the ERPA 

diagram in Fig. 82b, and we might suspect that wherever ground state 

correlations are important this is an error, whose magnitude is comparable 

to the relative (to RPA) error of TDA. The method includes diagrams like 

Fig. 82a (ETDA). 

Recently, a quasispin formalism has been developed by Kuriyama
102 

to explain odd-mass nuclei. Arguing that diagrams like those of Fig. 83a 

are smaller than the one in Fig. 83b in the superfluid by a factor 

2 2 
(u - v )/(2uv), coupling of singles to triples is neglected. Using the 

quasi-spin formalism, they are able to exclude the spurious (number 

fluctuation) states--although at the expense of also excluding pair 

vibrations. This yields a matrix problem 
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D3 -A 0 0 tjJ3/2 tjJ3/2 I + + + I < tjJ : a asa : 0 ) = tjJ3/2 
A -Dl Bl B3 tjJ-1/2 tjJ-1/2 

a Y 

= w 
B3 Bl Dl -A tjJ+l/2 tjJ+l/2 

< tJJ 1 :a 8a a+: o > = tjJ-1/2 
0 0 A -D tiJ.;.3/2 tjJ-3/2 

- -a Y (A.l8a) 
3 

In contrast to Kuo, ERPA terms (rather than ETDA) are kept and one obtains 

the Hermitian metric problem: 

[D3 -A] [ w3/2 J [: _:] [ ~3/2 J = (A.l8b) 
-A Dl tjJ-1/2 tjJ-1/2 

The justification for ignoring B1 and B
3 

is that in the limit of the 

degenerate model, they include the same (u 2 - v
2

) factors as previously 

neglected. Away from closed shells, neglect of diagrams of the type in 

Fig. 83a is known to be substantial and we consider this to be a most 

important shortcoming of the theory. 

It seems, on the other hand, that they might be taken into 

account by simply including the singles in an expanded matrix diagonalization 

which would still be metric Hermitian. The matrix elements are well 

known and the quasispin projection would not affect the singles. 

It should be noted of the microscopic theories we have discussed, 

that in the expansion for the self-energy, "dressed" intermediates are 

not calculated. This is a most important shortcoming which is remedied 

only in the "self-consistent" theories. 
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2. Microscopic Descriptions or Even Nuclei 

In even-even nuclei, the lowest order microscopic phonon is 

obtained in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (Fig. 84a). If jo) is a 

vacuum of all shell-model (or Hartree-Fock) excitations, then in a 

normal system 

In a superfluid, 

!JM > = l:xaB A:s!Bcs > 

aS 

(A.l9a) 

(A.l9b) 

At this level of approximation, there are no conflicts with the exclusion 

principle. There are also no ground state (GS) correlations, no dressing 

of quasiparticles, and no two-phonon admixtures. In the RPA (Fig. 84b), 

GS correlations are taken into account by admitting "backwards" amplitudes. 

IJM > ,L(xph 
+ 

A h) 11/J ) = A ph yph p 0 

ph 

11/J ) I phonon vacuum ) (1 + F. = = 
0 

+ + AA + + + + I +F,AAAA +•••)O) (A.20) 



Fig. 83. Diagram (a) 
is included in the 
microscopic theory 
of Kuriyama, et al. 
(b) and {c) are not. 

Fig. 84(a). TDA diagram. Lines 
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are SH particles (pp) or particle 
and hole (ph). 

\( = effective two-nucleon 
i~~eraction. 

Fig. 84(b). RPA diagram. 

Fig. 85. Pauli principle violations of RPA. 

(b) (c) 

XBL 726-1041 
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Fig. 86. Exchange diagra.:;ns which cancel Fig. 85(a,b) •••• 

(c) (d) 

••• are "inc1udeu11 in irreducible interaction. 

Fig. 87. Exchange diagra.;·n which 
corrects (raises) RPA phonon 
for EPV's with correlated 
ground state. 

XBL 726-1042 

Fig. 88. First order perturbations of quasiparticles in :Neergard and 
Vogel's approximation to renorma.lized RPA. Lines are SM or SMB. 
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Not orily are backwards diagrams included in the string of bubbles 

describing the phonon, but unlinked clusters are included in the GS 

expansion. 

a. Pauli Principle considerations 

Unfortunately, the price we pay for such elegance is the neglect 

of the Pauli Principle. And as GS correlations increase, so also must 

our concern for this neglect. Actually there are two forms of exclusion 

principle violations. First the coincident bubbles in a string should not 

contain the same quasiparticles. Figure 85a,b show the problem. Figure 

85a is not so severe because we do not have to worry about J ~ 0 phonons 

having so many backwards pairs which constitute exclusion violations (EPV) 

of the frontwards part--this is for combinatorial reasons mostly. Violations 

of this sort are cancelled by the diagrams shown in Fig. 86. 

Migdal's RPA equations (where the interactions are irreducible 

blocks) take care of this rather cleverly. In terms of irreducible blocks 

Fig. 86a,b are included in Fig. 86c,d. 

Of course, the irreducible blocks are never calculated--only fit 

to experiment. And there is further the question of whether in such cases 

the irreducible contribution is well approximated as a short-range (delta 

force) interaction. 

Another way in which RPA violates the Pauli exclusion Principle 

is that one cannot build (ph)-bubbles on top of GS correlations when the p or 
\ 

h is already there in the correlated GS. One should take this into account 

by calculating diagrams such as Fig. 87. Neglect of these diagrams is of 

crucial importance in transitional regions where RPA tends to become unstable 

and is certainly of quantitative importance wherever there are GS correlations. 
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The most general attempts to remedy this situation have been those 

of Rowe.103 The renormalized quasiboson is defined 

(A.2la) 

The renormalized RPA problem is obtained by replacing all single particle 

' + energies by the centroid of one nucleon stripping strength, e:p' while 

replacing .single hole energies by the centroid of the pick-up strength, 

~. All two-body matrix elements are multiplied by the ground state 

density matrices such as in the denominator of Eq. (A.21): 

+ . . + 1/2 
(ph' IVIhp') -+ [(ljJ j[A h'A hJII/J HljJ I[A 'h''A 'h'Jil/J.)] (ph' IVIhp'} (A.2lb) 0 p p 0 . 0 p p 0 

The renormalized RPA103 , 104 calculates these densities from the RPA 

correlated ground state in a self-consistent manner. The so-called 

exact particle-hole method105 determines from a preliminary diagonalization 

of Op-Oh and 2p-2h configurations. 

The methods of Ikeda et a1.106 and Hara107 neglect the renormalization 

of single particle energies and the ground state correlation factor is taken 

as 1 - p - Pa (1 - p - p in a normal system) where a. 1-' p h 

Pa. = < ,,, I a+ a I,,, > :::::: 
·'~'o a. a. '~'o (A.22a) 

a: is the creation operator for a bogolon for the general case of a 

superfluid. The equations are derived only for the pairing-plus-quadrupole 

force. 
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.· .•. ~ . 1~ 

The renornialized RPA problem of "owe is treated by Neergard and Vogel 

using Green's functions and the pairing-plus-quadrupole schematic interaction. 

Self-energy diagrams of the form shown in Fig. 88 are incorporated 

in zeroth and first order in the single particle propagator. However, 

in order to make the numerical problem tractable in the usual analytic 

way, the frontwards· diagram is ignored. The end result is that the 

polarization contribution is neglected and the correction is dependent 

only on the matrix element <aSNIHefflo). The theory is an improvement 

over that of Refs. 106, 107 because the effect of blocking ground state 

correlations is included in the diagonal energies--where in the worst cases 

the effect is numerically more substantial. In particular, as in the 

above approximations, p is given by Eq. (A.22a), a 

The poles of the Bethe-Salpater equation are given by 

l/2x = L l<aiQIS > 1
2 

aS 

(A.22b) 

(A.23) 
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For a (ph)-vibration, the second factor is usually very small because 

- -;( - -,2 2 + not only are pa and Ea + ES .Ea + ES. - E small, but also ~aS will be 

small since n:s must be large to obtain much (ph) GS correlation. Also, 

. + + 
note that p = 0 (5% at most) whereas (E + E0 - E - E0 )/(E + E0 -E) 

(l (l IJ (l IJ (l IJ 

is considerably larger, as much as 33% in the most extreme cases. 

b. Two-Phonon Admixtures 

In subsec. 2a theories have been discussed which improve the 

microscopic phonon description by including the backwards core polarization 

diagram. Some rather different attempts include the forwards core 

polarization. The second phonon itself has generally been taken as 

macroscopic, but recently has been computed microscopically. 

i. Intermediate Particle-Phonon Coupling (PPC) Calculations 

It is straightforward to diagonalize a two-particle residual 

interaction and a PPC term in an intermediate coupling basis 

jj1 j 2 N(R);J). The effect of the residual interaction is to mix 

configurations jj1 j 2 N(R);J) and jj
3

j 4 N(R);J} while the PPC term changes 

the number of surface phonons by ±1, thus including diagrams such as 

shown in Fig. 89. It is seen that Fig. 89a is the usual PPC self-energy 

contribution to the single particle propagator, while Fig. 89b represents 

the phonon exchange contribution to the effective interaction. 

a number of such calculations which might serve as examples: 

206Pb, 210Pb, 210P0 .tt 

t Ref. 109. 

tt Ref. 110. 

There are 

42c t a, 
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(a) (b) 

XBL 726-1154 

Fig. 89. '1'\ro-particle-plus-phonon diagrams calculated in intermediate 
PPC calculations. (a) depicts a self-energy contribution to a 
single-particle propagator. (b) displays a phonon-exchange coupling 
of the ti.JO particles. Lines are SH. 
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ii. Microscopic 

The most common microscopic two-phonon calculation is by the 

boson expansion method, whose discussion is deferred until the next 

section on self-consistent theories. The most simple-minded (though 

large-dimensioned) is simply to diagonalize the residual two-body 

interaction in a 2p-2h, 3p-lh, or 4p-Oh configuration space, thus 

obtaining core excitation admixtures into pairing vibrations (3p-lh) 

or simply two-(ph)-phonon admixtures into the lowest vibrational mode 

(2p-2h). An example is the 
18o calculation of Lo Iudice. 111 Actually, 

the emphasis of that calculation is on the inclusion of diagrams like 

Fig. 89b rather than Fig. 89a. Both contributions are contained in such 

a diagonalization. 

The calculation of Broglia, et al.
112 

combines a microscopic 

hamiltonian with the simplicity of a small basis set of elementary exci-

tations. Using the multipole interactions in the (pp) and (ph) channels, 

. ~8 ~6 ~0 
the one phonon states ~n Pb, Pb, Pb are solved for and then 

208 coupled to two phonon Pb states. The residual matrix elements between 

these configurations are formed from microscopic diagrams up to sixth 

order. We shall not draw these here, as they are similar in spirit to 

Fig. 78 and listed completely in Ref. 112. 

3. Self-Consistent Descriptions of Even- and Odd-Mass Nuclei 

In evaluating the various theories which correct the odd-mass nucleus 

for various orders of QPC and which self-consistently renormalize the even-

mass collective state, we begin with those theories which come directly 

from Feynman diagram techniques as they provide the most convenient frame-

work for analysis. 
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Fig. 90. Dia.gra..-:1s in~luded in SCQPC diagonalization. .t\- are dressed 
intermediate p:.:·opagators. Lines are quasip;.~rticles in Landau 
renormalized normal systems, or quasibogolons in a superfluid 
nucleus. 

--

Fig. 9l(a). Effective interaction between "forward" phonon-plus-quasiparticle 
couples. 

= o. -
XBL 726-1044 

Fi.g. 9l(b). Effective interaction between "forward" and "backward" 
couples. 
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a. Diagram theories 

As indicated in an earlier section, we may evaluate the odd-mass 

nucleus in the following manner, once we have obtained an RPA or even-mass 

phonon and the usual QPC vertices: 

1. Phonons and quasiparticles (or spectrons in the self-consistent 

version) are coupled to a quasifermion, bBN• The truncated set of such 

elementary excitations and the usual quasiparticle fermion operators a+ 
Ct 

is approximately linearly independent. We solve an integral equation for 

the poles and residues of the generalized GF 

where b1 is either bBN or bet = aa. The resultant equations are similar 

in the normal system to the coupled equations of RPA for 210Pb and 206Pb. 

That is, we would solve for 209Pb and 207Pb at the same time. For super-

fluid systems, similar to even-even RPA, we obtain a non-physical set 

of solutions whose energies are the negative of the eigenenergies in the 

physical set. We thus include all diagrams containing forwards and back-

wards quasifermions. See Fig. 90. 

2. In the work done so far, the "interaction" between phonon-

quasiparticle type fermions is a sum of the second order graphs and it 

is taken to be energy independent. See Fig. 9la. The backwards vertex 

between such configurations is taken as zero, as in Fig. 9lb. 

3. Self-consistent perturbation theory of Dyson's equation is 

achieved by taking the phonon-quasiparticle-quasifermions to be a8i+~ 
. + 1nstead of a8~, where a8i is the creation spectron for an eigenstate 
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(rather than a basis state) containing a significant part of the 13-quasi-

particle strength. There may of course, be more than one such state, 

a
13
i, and the equations are appropriately modified by multiplying off

diagonal matrix elements by residues which are less than unity. Thus we 

include graphs of the type shown in Fig. 71. The matrix diagonalization 

problem for the one~quasiparticle Green's function is shown in Fig. 49 

(Sec. IV). 

4. The even-even problem is still the Bethe-Salpater equation for 

the variation of the Bogolon density matrix--i.e., no two phonon states. 

Instead of the problem 

we substitute for (w ± Ea(3), + l/Aa(3(+w) where 

z(i) z(j) 

= ~--~a~~·-s~~~ 
L...J E(i) E(j) 
ij w - a - S 

(A.25) 

This matrix diagonalization is energy-dependent and the eigenvectors are 

not orthogonal. A method for solution of this problem was devised for 

normal systems by Zawisha and Werner70 and the extension to superfluids 

is carried out in a previous chapter. 

Earlier the self-consistent treatment of phonons and quasiparticles 

70 was carried out near closed shells by these authors. We can obtain their 

equations by simply ignoring all but the zeroth quadrant in the QPC matrix 
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problem above and additionally setting all off-diagonal elements not in 

the first row or column equal to zero. The authors calculate <a.jHeffjf3N) 

using rw as in this work although no justification is presentedo Particles 

and holes are treated separately, ioe., no backwards diagrams. Truncation, 

SCPT, and the even-even problem are all treated in the above fashiono We 

should note that these authors solve the odd-mass problem by solving a 

dispersion relation for the zeros of Dyson's equation and calculating the 

residues by differentiation. Such a procedure is so unwieldy as to prevent 

the higher order and backwards diagrams from being taken into account. 

The technique of analytically expressing the Green's function in terms 

of a matrix diagonalization is a necessary element of the extended theory. 

Since the static quadrupole moments of 2+ states in spherical 

nuclei are currently receiving so much attention, we mention the very 

simple yet accurate prescription of Birbrair. 53 The graphical contri-

butions to. the 2+ moment are shown in Fig. 92. Clearly, the second "core-

polarizing" graph is related to the self-energy dressing on quasiparticles 

which make up the phonon in the renormalized RPA. A particularly satis-

factory feature of Birbrair's calculation is that, while the RPA phonon 

is taken to be harmonic, the energy-dependent effective field vertex 

is large for the 2+ moment (~E = 0), but small for the 2+ + 0+ electro-

magnetic transition (~E = 2E ). This is the experimental situation also. 
n 

b. Spectral Decomposition Theories 

Goswami
113 

and co-workers, as well as Klein
114 

with his col-

laborators, have authored on-going theoretical efforts to describe even-

and odd-mass nuclear states self-consistently. These works should be 
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-x -- -X. 

XBL 726-1136 

Fig. 92. External field calculation of Birbrair for 2+ moments. 

~ = harmonic RPA phonon. The times of the three vertices may 

be ordered arbitrarily. Lines are LQB. 
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regarded as an alternative to diagrammatic analyses of self-energies 

so we will not attempt to formulate them from that point of view. The 

algebraic framework of both the bootstrap theory (Goswami) and the 

generalized Hartree-Fock approximation or GHFA (Klein) is the equations-

of~motion method coupled to spectral decomposition. 

In bootstrap, the commutator of quasiparticles (or bogolons, in 

the jargon of our work) and the pairing-plus-quadrupole hamiltonian 

is derived in the usual equations-of-motion manner and the matrix elements 

of triples between the vacuum or even-even correlated ground state are 

evaluated by interposing a complete set of even-even states. The power 

of the method is to truncate this set to those which are collective, 

namely the ground and first excited states. 

+ t I: (aSIVIyo) A (1JJai[N(C~c;C0Cy)' a~]llJJJ) 
sSyo 

The latter normal ordered term (C+ creates particles, a+ bogolons) gives 

rise to quintuplets (which are ignored) and triplets. The triplet 

<wala;a0ayll/JJ > = L<l/Jala;lwJ' ><l/JJ,Ia6ayll/JJ > 

J' 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 
... 
\ 

The amplitude ( ljJJ' ja0ayi1PJ) is obtained by bootstrapping, i.e., interposing 

a complete set of odd-mass nuclear states. One finally obtains a matrix 

diagonalization problem of the form shown in Fig. 93. In particular, the 
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E <aiHISN > 0 < ajHI S-1N > a 

<aiHISN > Es + E + Hfor 
N 22 <aiHIS-1N > Hback 

22 

0 < aiHIS-1N > -E -<aiHISN > a 

( aiHjS-k) Hback - < ajHj SN > for 
22 -ES + EN - H22 

Fig. 93. The matrix diagonalization problem of Goswa.mi. The expressions 
for the matrix elements are given in Ref.ll3. 
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matrix couples the following four types of amplitudes: a~ I 0 ) , a~~ I 0 ) 

a -a I 0 ) , a-S~ I 0 ) , where a: creates a BCS or bogolon quasiparticle and 

+ 
QN u pllonon. 

The theory of Klein and Dang, which has been presented in several 

. tallm t . th l"t t th t t f h" h115 1" 1ns en s 1n e 1 era ure, e mos recen o w 1c genera 1zes 

for a non-separable interaction the techniques developed earlier, is 

called GHFA. The central distinction between the GHFA and bootstrap is 

that the GHFA works in the particle representation and does the pairing 

correlations simultaneous to treatment of ground state phonon correlations. 

This is accomplished by defining the forwards and backwards amplitudes 

as generalized u's and v's and calculating a state dependent pairing 

correlation b,(J ,J'), which serves to couple particles and holes. An 

abnost identical approach has recently been worked out independently by 

ll6t 
Malov. In this respect, this is an improvement over both bootstrap and 

SCQPC of Immele and Struble because ~(2,2) ~ ~(0,0) and the effect is to 

weaken the total amount of GS correlations due to the quadrupole force. 

Except for this substantial difference in the treatment of the 

pairing field, the two approaches have the common feature that matrix 

elements in the odd mass nuclear problem are proportional to the 2+ + 0+ 

transition moment (Q20 ) or the static 2+ moment (Q
22

). These, in turn, 

must be determined from the even-even problem. Instead of solving the 

even-even problem except using RPA at the first iteration, Q20 and similar 

matrix elements are derived by interposing a complete set of states of the 

odd nucleus 

i"Malov's theory116 purports to derive from Green's functions. 
equations are derived via the equations of motion technique of 
theory should not be regarded as equivalent to the "graphical" 
function approaches outlined earlier. 

The actual 
Klein. The 
Green's 
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Q20 = L: Qas< 21 a:IY > < Y.la~lo > 

a(3y 

The even-even energy, w, is then determined from the relation: 

(A.28) 

+ I + I wQ20 = ( 2 [ H, Q ] 0 ) • The authors assert that Q22 may be obtained for the 

excited state in a similar manner-~and one of the stated aims of these 

approaches is to calculate the 2+ moment. 

The most crucial input to the bootstrapping procedure is the 

so-called (Goswami) "backwards" amplitude. The physical (or graphical) 

interpretation of the "backwards" amplitudes is not clear. Nalcioglu117 

has recently interpreted these amplitudes as arising because of the Pauli 

Principle violations shown in Fig. 75. It would be interesting if this 

connection could be made more definite, perhaps by deriving from the 

bootstrap diagonalization the known (from this thesis) correction to the 

phonon-plus-quasiparticle diagonal energy arising on account of the Pauli 

principle, namely 

6E(8N) =~I< SyiHIN) I (A.29) 
L,.,EB + E - EN 

y y 

Also it is clear that ( 1jJ dd I a+ l'ljJ ) may have considerable overlap with o a o 
. . + 

(1jJoddla ... 8 11jJ 2 > ~- xa8<1jJ
0

ddlaal1jJ
0

). Indeed it is this amplitude 

< 'ljJodd Ia _
8

11jJ2 ) , which is needed to evaluate quadrupole moments by the 

spectral decomposition technique. However, its inclusion necessitates 

extensive use of orthogonalization and normalization difficulties.119 
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The definition of the backwards amplitudes is the central dif-

ference between the spectral decomposition and graphical SCQPC theories. 

In the latter theory the backwards amplitude a_SQ-Nio) corrects for 

Pauli principle violations of the sort shown in Fig. 70, namely that the 

configuration a: j'o ) contains EPV' s on account of ground state correlations. 

This difference manifests.itself algebraicly in the diagonal matrix 

elements in the lower right quadrant: 

bootstrap: 

SCQPC: 

Curiously, the off-diagonal matrix elements connecting the frontwards and 

backwards amplitudes are the same. 

In the bootstrap and GHFA, this situation has two undesirable 

consequences. One is .that the eigenvalues will not occur in (+E,-E)-type 

pairs. It is therefore difficult to separate the "physical" odd-mass 

eigenstates. Secondly, the diagonal element, -ES + EN' is much closer to 

E (it may even be positive), hence, the "pushing up effect" will be a 

exaggerated. This explains the unrealistically large pushing effect 

in Ref. 118. (This may be reduced when proper orthogonalization procedures 

are developed. 119 ) 

It seems useful at this point to simply enumerate the differences 

between the spectral decomposition approaches and SCQPC. 

i. Spectral theories do not properly account for backwards correlations 

of the type shown in Fig. 69. This is associated with the diagonal elements 
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ii. Spectral theories do not treat the intermediate quasiparticles 

+ + + 
self-consistently, i.e., the aS of aS~ • A consequence of this is that 

in predicting the energy dif.ference between, for example, the g
912 

level 

and the {~ 12 ,2+}712 levels in Tc isotopes the g
912 

which is coupled to 

the 2+ should be "dressed" by the backwards diagrams and hence higher in 

energy. 

iii. The matrix elements connecting configurations of the type 

SN and S'N' are different. This distinction can best be shown graphically 

as in Fig. 79b,d, where the bootstrap Heff between phonon-quasiparticle 

configurations is shown. This should be compared to the SCQPC Heff in 

Fig. 88a. 

iv. In bootstrap, the even-even nucleus is calculated according 

to a spectral method, whereas in SCQPC.it is recalculated by a renormalized 

RPA type matrix diagonalization. Though it is difficult to compare, these 

two approaches probably yield similar results--namely the lowering of the 

phonon energy, ~' due to dispersion of the single particle strength. 

v. In GHFA, pairing and phonon correlations are treated simultaneously. 

In SCQPC, one may iterate back and forth to find renormalized pairing fields. 

SCQPC and bootstrap do not allow for a reduction in the pairing field in 

the excited states, i.e., <2lb.l2) :f <olb.IO >. 

c. Boson Expansions 

Another alternative microscopic theory for both even- and odd-mass 

nuclei is formulated in terms of the expansion algebra of ideal bosons and 

fermions. The essential ingredient is a non-unitary transformation of 

the usual Slater determinant configuration space into an ideal boson-ideal 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 94. Diagrams included in boson expansion or HRPA formalisms. 
Lines are Si1 or SMB. 

(a) 

XBL 726-1134 

Fig. 95. Tlvo-·phonon ad:nixtures which contribute to 2+ quadrupole 
i.toment ii1 boson expansion formalism. 
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fermion spaceo The ideal space offers several unique advantages. First, 

ideal bosons and fermions commute (or anticommute) exactly. One's 

basis space is relatively simple because the Pauli Principle is 

incorporated into the transcribed. Hamiltonian. Secondly, one has a 

straightforward prescription for describing two-phonon states (i.e., the 

product of two ideal bosons plus a few corrections arising from the 

boson expansion algebra). The complimentary disadvantage of the boson 

expansion algebra is that the transformed Hamiltonian which operates 

in ideal space is exceedingly complicated. A number of articles have been 

written, in which the extensive mathematical details of this many-body 

. 120-126 techn1que are presented. We shall limit our consideration here to 

a comparison with other self-consistent theories of even- and odd-mass 

nuclei. 

The description of even-nuclei incorporates several nice 

f t 
120,121,124 

ea ures. The most important are that by including two-phonon 

(HRPA) contributions to the usual one-phonon state, one calculates 

explicitly 

i. the contribution of core polarization to the quasiparticle 

self-energy (Fig. 94a), 

ii. core polarization and two-phonon contributions to the 

effective interaction (Fig. 94b,c), 

iii. static 2+ moments, from two-boson admixtures into the lowest 

state (Fig. 95), and 

iv. exclusion principle violations. 

Each one of these features, however, derives in a manner different 

from the previously discussed diagrammatic theories. 
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i. The use of dressed propagators in the Bethe-Salpater equation 

is formulated in terms of multiple poles in the Green's function. Poles 

with small residues are neglected. Nested (two- or three-) phonon con

tributions to the "dressing" (Fig. 7la) are included because of self

consistency of the Green's functions. "Dressing" in boson formulations 

is incorporated via two and three boson admixtures (i.e., expansion of 

the configuration space). Because of computational difficulties, it is 

almost impossible to include nested phonon contributions of higher order. 

ii. Two-phonon and core polarization contributions to the 

effective interaction are implicit in the energy dependence of the 

irreducible block in the diagram-based theory. Although the prescription 

for obtaining the block from the bare N-N interaction is known in 

principle, it is usually approximated by a zero-range (in time and space) 

interaction. In the boson methods, two-phonon and core polarization 

processes are calculated explicitly. This is certainly an advantage over 

the SCQPC theory because such processes are quantitatively significant 

and the irreducible block is not point-like. On the other hand, to avoid 

double-counting, the "bare" interaction (e.g., G) should be employed as 

the Hamiltonian in boson expansion techniques because coupling terms such 

as the quadrupole-quadrupole force are already "renormalized" by higher 

order processes. 

iii. The calculation of static and transition moments in a diagram

matic theory derives from an effective vertex formalism superimposed on a 

relatively simple description of the excited state. The boson expansion 

technique concentrates the sophisticated algebra in the description of 
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the excited state and computes moments from the expectation value (in 

ideal space) of the bare external field. 

iv. Since ideal bosons commute, the difficulties discussed 

earlier with regard to the Pauli Principle are transcribed into the 

"ideal" hamiltonian. While some EPV' s are calculated explicitly in 

the diagram theory (e.g., the backwards or ground state correlations 

diagram), others are ignored completely (e.g., Fig. 86). We should. 

mention that the backwards diagram problem (Fig. 69b) is neatly avoided 

because the ground state is an ideal boson-ideal fermion vacuum, not 

just a quasiboson vacuum. 

The description of odd-mass nuclei via ideal bosons and fermions 

has been pursued by Yamamura122 and by Simard and Banville. 127 The theory 

of one ideal boson and one ideal fermion produces numerical results which 

are identical to those of Kuo.
101 

As in Kuo, the EPV diagrams are 

treated properly. Some higher order diagrams (e.g., nested phonon self

energy dressings) are ignored. If the five quasiparticle transcription 

of the hamiltonian were carried out, some of these contributions would be 

included. To the extent that one diagonalizes bigger and more complicated 

"ideal"hamiltonians, one can always duplicate the results of self-consistent 

expressions. 

The most unsatisfactory aspect of the boson transcription is that 

brute force prevails. In transforming the cumbersome Pauli Principle 

considerations from basis states to the hamiltonian, matrix operations (not 

to mention extensive algebraic transformation from real to ideal) of 

3,4, 5-quasiparticle basis spaces are still required. We do not wish to 
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minimize the importance of the Pauli Principle in finite systems, such 

as nuclei. However, it seems much more physical to describe the nucleus 

in terms of elementary excitations like phonons and quasiparticles and 

add corrections as they are appropriate. 

c. Tables of Odd-A Eigenstates 

In this section of the Appendix, we list the odd-proton and odd

neutron eigenstates for fourteen rare earth nuclei. The corresponding 

discussion is contained in Sec. V.B.2. 

The tables are self-explanatory with two exceptions: 

1. The third column lists for each.eigenstate the unperturbed 

quasibogolon which may be fractionated into the eigenstate. 

The energy is an unperturbed one. The other components are 

phonon-plus-spectron, i.e., the third column giving an energy 

corresponding to an eigenstate sharing a percentage of the 

designated quasibogolon. The zero of energy was taken to be 

the experimental ground state. The spin and parity of the 

state are those of the unperturbed quasibogolon component. 

2. The "comments" column often contains letter abbreviations 

AAA, BBB, CCC, DDD, EPV. AAA denotes that the odd-proton 

state is composed dominantly of the 3/2 [411], 1/2 [411], 

or 5/2 [413] quasibogolons coupled to the even-even ground 

state or gamma vibration. BBB similarly for 1/2 [400], 

3/2 [402], 5/2 [402], 7/2 [404] protons. CCC similarly for the 

1/2 [521], 3/2 [521], 5/2 [523] neutrons, and DDD similarly for 

the 1/2 [510], 3/2 [512], 5/2 [512], 7/2 [514] neutrons. EPV 

means that this predominantly phonon (usually gamma vibration 
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coupled to odd nucleon) state is pushed up to higher energies 

by Pauli, ~xclusion principle considerations. These notations 

have been included because they demote what are frequently 

interesting experimental states. 
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Table 29. 

'EUl53. 
PHONON ENERG.ES C2+,o+,o-,z~l •• ~.461, .698, 1.144, 1.566 
ODD PROTON EIGENSTATES. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPEC TRON · (MEV I 

------------------------------------------------------------
-.029 87 2. s [532 1 c .0741 

5 2. 5 [532 1 c-.029t 0+ 
3 .5 [420) ( .747t 2-

o. 95 2.5 [413) c .0101 AU 
3 2.5 [413) co. I 0+ 

.015 24 ·' (550) n.not INTRUDER 
60 .s (550 1 c .015 I 0+ 

7 .5 (5501 Cle3l9) 0+ 
3 .5 (550) (2.6071 0+ 
2 .5 [550] (3 .391 I 0+ 

.066 93 1. 5 (411] ( .121t AAA 
1 .s l4U J c .844) 2+ 
2 3. 5 (523) ( .508) 2-

.508 94 3.5 (523 1 .3871 
2 1.5 (411] .066) 2-

.595 88 4.5 (4041 c .581) 888 
9 4.5 (404 1 ( .595) 0+ 

.720 2 2.5 [413) c .010) 
97 2.5 [413 1 co. ) 0+ 

.723 5 2.5 [5321 ( .074) 
94 2. 5 (532 1 c-.029) 0+ 

.747 45 .s (4201 (1.367, INTRUDER + 0-
4 i.. 5 [422 J ( .955, 2+ 

34 .5 [5501 c .015) o-
11 2.5 [5321 c-.o29J 2-

• 794 0 1.5 l4U1 .1211 
99 J..5 [4ll 1 .066, •O+ 

.844 84 .s [411 1 .865) 
8 l.:> [411 1 .0661 2+ 
3 .s (411 J .844, 0+ 

.955 80 1.5 (4221 (1.229) 
9 .5 [420 1 c .7471 2+ 
2 .5 (420 J (1.1341 2+ 
2 l. 5 [422 1 c .955) 0+ 
3 1.5 (541 1 u.o2o1 o-

1.020 51 1. 5 (541 J (1.507) INTRUDER 
13 .5 [5501 c .0151 2+ 
l3 1.5 lHll n.ozo 1 0+ 

4 !. 5 [422 1 c .955, o-
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12 l. 5 [ 411 ) ( .066) o-
1.134 l.2 • s (4.20) (1.367) 

2. 1. 5 (4221 ( .955) 2+ 
30 .s [4201 ( .147) 0+ 

2 .s (4201 u.l34J 0+ 
36 .s ( !i50 1 ( .015) o~ 

A.6 z.s (532] ,_ .029) z-
l.l. 83 0 2.5 {413) ( .010' 

99 2. 5 [532] (- .029, o-

1.200 0 z. 5 [532) ( .0741 
. 99 z. 5 [413] (0 • , o-

1.203 5 1.5 (541 1 Cle507) 
5 .5 (550] ( .015) 2+ 
6 3.5 [5231 ' .508) 2+ 
3 1.5 [54! 1 n .ozo, 0+ 

80 l. 5 (411) ( .066) o-
1.2H 0 3. 5 [52.31 ( .387) 

97 3.5 {523] ( .508) 0+ 
3 le 5 [4111 ( .066) 2-

1.251 '2 .s [4111 ( .865) AAA ..-
59 z.s (4131 co. ) 2+ 
29 1. 5 (411) ( .066) 2+ 

7 .5 (411 1 ( .644) 0+ 

1.319 19 • 5 (550) n. 12oJ 
5 z. 5 (532 l (-.029) 2+ 

3l .s [550] ( .015) 0+ 
20 .s (550] (1.319) 0+ 
13 .5 [420) ( .747) o-

3 z. 5 [4131 co. ) 2-

1.328 9 4.5 [404) ( .581) 
90 4.5 [4041 ( .595, 0+ 

1.408 l 4.5 (514) n .760J 
87 l. 5 ( 532] c-.oz9J 2+ 
H z.s {4131 co. , 2-

1.408 l .5 [550 J u. 720) 
90 2.5 (532 1 (-.029) 2+ 
l .s [5!50) ( .015) 0+ 
2 .5 [ 550 l (1.319) 0+ 
4 .5 (411] ( .844) o-

1.421 0 2.5 [5321 ( .074) 
3 .s {550) ( .015) 2+ 

97 2.5 [532] ( .723) 0+ 

1.475 0 2.5 (532) ( .074) 
96 .s [5501 ( .015) 2+ 

3 2. 5 [532) ( • 723, 0+ 

1.476 92 3.5 [404) Cl .546) 
6 3. 5 [404) (1 .476) 0+ 

1.514 2 .5 (550 l u. 720) 
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3 .5 (550) ( .015) 0+ 
5 ~: 

.::~ (5501 (1.319) 0+ 
6 .s (420] ( .747) o-

82 2.5 (4131 co. ) 2-

1.517 6 .5 (420 1 (1.367) 
2 1. 5 [422 J ( .955) 2+ 

59 .s (4201 ( .747) 0+ 
26 .s (550] ( .015) o-

3 .s (5501 (1.319) o-

1.559 il 1.5 (541) (1.507) 
81 .5 [550] ( .015) 2+ 

4 1.5 (541] n.o2o, 0+ 

1.590 1 .5 [4ll] ( .865) 
3 2. 5 (413 1 co. ) 2+ 
6 l. 5 (411] ( .066) 2+ 

89 .s (4lll ( .844) 0+ 

1.590 0 2.5 (413) .010) 
100 .s (550 1 .015) 2-

1.595 0 l. 5 (411] ( .121) 
99 .5 (5501 ( .015) 2-

1.611 4 4.5 [514) n.760J 
9 2. 5 (532 l (-.029) 2+ 

86 2. 5 [4131 co. ) z-
1.655 1 l. 5 (422] (1.229) 

95 1.5 [422] ·( .955) 0+ 
3 l.5 [541] u.ozo, o-

l.695 2 3. 5 (5231 ( .387) 
3 3.5 (523) ( .508) 0+ 

94 l. 5 [411) ( .066) 2-

t. 714 6 3. 5 [4131 (2.080) AAA EPV 
92 !.5 (411. ] ( .066) 2+ 

l. 742 0 4.5 (404] ( .581) AAA EPV 
97 2. 5 (4}.3] (0. ) 2+ 

3 2.5 [532] (-.029) 2-

1.767 0 .5 [5501 (1.720) 
2 .s (4111 ( .844) o-

96 l. 5 (4111 ( .066) 2-

le769 71 4.5 [514] (1.760 I 
4 z. 5 (532] c-.o29J 2+ 
5 4.5 (5141 (1.769) 0+ 

16 4. 5 [404] ( .595. o-
2 z. s (413] ( o. ) 2-

1.871 6 .5 [4ll. l ( .865) AAA 
36 2.5 [4131 co. ) 2+ 
55 1.5 [411] ( .066) 2+ 
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.. Table 30. 

TB157o 
PHONON ENERGIES cz+,o+,o-, 2- 1 •• ! .155' .760, 1.323t 1.452 
ODD. PROTON EIGENSTATE So 

ENERGY PER CENT QUAS IBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON I MEV I 

--~-------------------------M-------------------------------

o. 93 lo .5 [411 J ' .0291 AAA 
.1. 3.5 [413 J 12.7291 2+ 
1 .5 [411] I .4841 2+ 

ol.48 94 z. 5 [413) ol40) AAA 
3 2.5 [413) ol48J 0+ 

•ZOO 97 3. 5 [523 1 ol211 

.zss 93 2. 5 (532) .3531 
2 ·z •. 5 [532) ( .255) 0+ 
2 .s (420 J Uo202 I 2-

.484 84 .5 (411) ( o4801 AAA 
4 2.5 [413 J ' ol48J 2+ 
7 1.5 (411) co. I 2+ 
2 o5 (4ll) ( .4841 0+ 

.623 26 .5 [550) ( 2ol9SJ INTRUDER 
60 .5 [550] ' o6Z3 I 0+ 

7 •. 5 (550 l (l • 9()9 J 0+ 
3 .s (550) (3ol61) 0+ 

.762 1 1.5 (411] ' o029) 
99 loS (411) co. ) 0+ 

o826 11 .5 (4li) I .4801 AAA 
3'7. 2.5 (4131 ( ol48) 2+ 
51 loS (411 J co. J 2+ 

o920 3 7.. 5 (4!3) ol40) 
96 2.5 (4J.3) ol48) 0+ 

.965 0 3.5 (5231 ol21) 
98 3.5 [523) c .zoo) . 0+ 

1 1. 5 (411) co. J . z-

o992 23 .5 (54J.) C2o5151 INTRUDER 
9 .s (550] c .6231 0+ 
7 .5. (54!] ( 2.461 I 0+ 

5l .s (54ll ( o9921 0+ 

lo025 l loS (541] Cl o980 I 2+, o- VIBo MIX 
60 3. 5 [5231 ( .zooJ 2+ 
zs 1.5 [411] co. I o-
13 .s (4J.l1 ' .4134) 2-

lo031 2 2.5 [532] ' o353J 
98 2.5 {532] ( oZ55 I 0+ 

lo043 96 3. 5 [4041 11.1021 ·- 888 
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2 3. 5 [4041 u .043) 0+ 

1.049 93 4.5 [404] n .oo9, BBB 
3 4. 5 (404 1 u .049) 0+ 

1.202 43 .5 (420 1 (1.837) --
6 1.5 [422] u .375) 2+ 

l8 .5 [411) ( .484) 0+ 
5 .5 (550 1 ( .623) o-

2.6 2.5 ( 5321 ' .255) 2-

le225 9 .• 5 (420] u. 837) 
2 1. 5 [422 1 (1.375) 2+ 

80 .5 [41l. l ( .4134) 0+ 
0 2. 5 (532] ( .255) 2-

1.310 66 4.5 [5l.4l (1:.305) 
1 z. 5 [5321 ( .255) 2+ 
4 4. 5 [5141 (1 .310 J 0+ 

l.e351 0 5.5 [505] (3.643) 
100 3. 5 (5231 ( .zoo» 2+ 

1.369 0 .s ( 550 l (2 .. 1.95) 
91 2. 5 [$321 ( .255) 2+ 

1 .s £550) ( o623) 0+ 
7 .5 (411) ( .484) o-

1.370 6 1.5 [ 541) (1.980) 
17 3.5 (523) ( .200) 2+ 
64 le 5 (4il] (0. ) o-
10 .s £4111 ( .484) 2-

1.375' 77 1. 5 [422) (1.695) 
13 .5 [420) (l o202) 2+ 

3 .5 [420) n .225, 2+ 
l .s (4201 ( 2.,109, 2+ 
2 loS [4221 n .. 375, 0+ 

lo42l 7 4.5 [51'tl u .305) 
93 2.5 [532 J ( .255) 2+ 

le493 0 3.5- [5231 ( .121, 
98 1.5 [411] (0. , 2-

1.502 0 2.5 (532] ( .353) 
98 2.5 (413] ( el48) o-

1.512 8 3. 5 (4131 (2.559) AAA EPV 
88 1. 5 [ 41.J. ) (0. ) 2+ 

ie58l 0 .s [420 1 (1.837) 
99 .5 [411] ( .826 J 0+ 

lo594 33 l. 5 (5411 (1.960) 
47 .5 [550] ( .623) 2+ 

3 1.5 [5411 (1.594) 0+ 
7 1.5 [5411 (i o940) 0+ 
2 1. 5 (4221 u .375, o-
6 1.5 l4H l co. • o-

1.601 0 .s [550) C2.195l --
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99 2.5 (413 1 ( .148) 2-

1.603 0 4.5 [5141 (1.305) 
100 2. 5 (4J.3] ( .148) 2-

1. 67.3 l. z.s [413 J ( .140) 
98 z. 5 (532] ' .255) o-

~ .661 86 2. 5 (402] u. 794) 888 
5 4.5 (41J41 u.049 t 2+ 
2 2.5 ( 40.2 1 H .661 J 0+ 
3 4. 5 (5141 (1.310) 2-

1.667 2. 3.5 (4131 (2.559) 
5 1.5 (411] co. ) 2+ 

92 3. 5 [523] ( .zoot o-

'J.. 7(11 0 .5 (411] .480 t 
95 2.5 (532) .255 J 2-

1.702 . 1.5 [411) .029) .!. 

98 3. 5 [523) .zoot 2-

1.707 0 4. 5 [4041 (l.009 J 
3 2.5 [413) ( .148) 2+ 

96 Z.5 (5321 ( .255 t 2-

.~..726 1 4.5 [404 1 (1 .009 t AAA EPV 
95 2. 5 [413] ( .148 t 2+ 

... 745 0 .5 [411 J ( .480) AAA EPV 
57 2. 5 (413] ( .148 t 2+ 
40 l. 3 [4111 co. ) 2+ 

, .• 757 l .s [ 54J. ] (2.515) --
8 2. 5 [532 J ( .255) 2+ 

JO .5 (541 1 ( .992) 0+ 
80 .s [411 J ( .484) o-

1.78; 0 2.5 [532 J .353 t 
98 .s [550 J .623 J 2+ 

1.903 0 l. 5 [411 1 ( .029) AAA EPV 
44 .5 [4U. 1 ( .484) 2+ 
-~ !:1. .5 [4!1 J ( .826) Z+ 

:1..911 0 2. 5 [ltU l ( .140) AAA EPV 
38 .5 [ 4l:. 1 ( .484) 2+ 
6l .5 [4U. J ( .826) 2+ 

2.0'34 1.1 1.5 (4021 c2 .8os t BBB 
8! 3. 5 (4\14) ( l .043) 2+ 

·'I 
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Table 31. 

TB161. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+',0-,2- J. • .919, 1.094, 1.342' 1.249 
ODD PROTON EIGENSTATES. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON C MEV) · 

-~-~-----~---------~------------------~---------------------

o. 90 1.5 (411 1 .016) AAA 

.186 97 3. 5 [5:23 1 .116) 

.186 94 z.s (413 1 .137) AAA 

.zao 95 z. 5 (5 321 .364) 

.441 26 .s (411) .497) AAA 
23 z. 5 [413 1 c .186) 2+ 
48 1. 5 (4il) co. ) 2+ 

.750 66 .5 1411 J ( .497) AAA 
17 2.5 (4131 ( .186, 2+ 
l2 l.; (411] co. J 2+ 

.834 0 1.5 [ .5 41 ] ( 2 .019 J 
T~· 3.5 (5231 ( .186) 2+ 

9 1.5 [411 1 co. J o-
8 .5 ( 4111 ( .750) z-
8 .5 [4.i.l] ( .44lJ 2-

1.075 93 4.5 (404) (1.040, BBB 
3 2.5 ( 413 J c .186) 2+ 
z z.s (532] ( .280) 2-

1.080 97 3.5 [404 1 (1.134) BBB 

1.095 1 ! • 5 (411) ( .016) 
98 l. 5 [4ll 1 co. ) 0+ 

1 3.5 [523] ( .186) 2-

le099 0 s.s ( 505) (3.879) 
100 3 •. 5 (52.31 ( .186) 2+ 

1.140 . 45 .5 (420 1 u .876) 
14 1. 5 (4221 (1.279) 2+ 
37 2.5 (5321 ( .280) 2-

lel47 4 .5 (5501 C2.235) 
93 z. 5 [532] c .zao J 2+ 

1.184 5 4.5 [ 5141 (l .340) 
95 2.5 [532) c .2801 2+ 

1.218 0 3.5 [5231 c .116) 
47 3.5 [523] ( .186) 0+ 
53 1. 5 [41!] co. ) z-

1.258 7 3.5 (4l.3) (2.599) AAA EPV 
91 l. s (4111 co. ) 2+ 
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1.279 66 1.5 (4221 u. 733) 
25 .5 [4201 n .t40> 2+ 

2 .5 (420) (2.582) 2+ 
3 .s (4201 u. 7Z7) 2+ 

1.282 l 2.5 (413) .137) 
97 2.5 (4131 .186, 0+ 

].349 0 3.5 (523] .116) 
53 3.5 (5l31 ( el86) 0+ 
46 1. 5 [411] co. , 2-

le364 92 4.5 (514) (1.340) 
5 2.5 (532) ( .zao 1 2+ 

1.369 4 1.5 [541 1 (2.019) 
1 . '3. 5 [5231 ( .186) 2+ 

85 1.5 [411] co. ) o-
2 .s [4ll J ( .441) 2-

j .418 0 2.5 (53Z J ( .364) 
99 2.5 l53Z l ( .280) 0+ 

1.427 0 4. 5 (5141 (1.340 I 
100 2.5 [413 1 ( .186) 2-

le430 0 1.5 (4111 .016) AAA EPV 
15 .s [411] .750) 2+ 
84 .5 (411 1 .441) 2+ 

1.433 0 2.5 (413] .137) AAA EPV 
16 .5 [4111 .750) 2+ 
84 .5 (411 1 .441) 2+ 

1.436 0 .5 [5501 (2.235) 
100 2.5 (4131 ( .186) 2-

le498 1 4.5 (4041 (1 .040) 
3 2.5 (413) ( .186) 2+ 

96 2. 5 [5321 ( .280) 2-

1.547 0 2.5 (532] ( .364) 
96 2.5 [4131 ( .186) o-

2 .s (411) ( .441) 2-

1.562 3 4.5 (404) Cle040) AAA EPV 
94 2.5 (413) ( .186) 2+ 

2 2 •. 5 [532) ( .280 I 2-

le623 1 .5 [411) .497) AAA 
57 2. 5 (413) ( .186) 2+ 
37 1. 5 [4ll) co. ) 2+ 
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Table 32. 

H0165. 
PHONON ENERGIES 1 2 +, O+ , o- , 2- J •• .774, 1.187, la317, 1.251 
000 PROTON EIGENSTATES. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON I MEV) 

--~--------------------------------~ ---------------------------
o. 95 3. 5 {5231 I .... 015) 

1 1.5 {411) I .166) z-
.l66 90 1.5 [41). 1 ( .136 J fi.AA 

1 3.5 {413] (3.375) 2+ 
l 3.5 £413] (1.256) 2+ 

• 318 81 .s (411] (. .130) AAA 
7 z. 5 {413] ( .523) 2+ 
4 1.5 {4ll) ( .1661 2+ 

.461 9 .5 {411] .130) AAA 
25 2.5 [413) .523) 2+ 
64 l. 5 £4111 .166) 2+ 

.479 0 1.5 (541 1 (2.481) 
78 3.5 {523] co. ) 2+ 

6 1.5 (4111 ( .166) o-
14 .s {411 1 ( .318) 2-

.523 94 2.5 ( 4131 ( .435) AAA 
2 2. 5 {5321 ( .• 676) o-

.601 95 3. 5 (4041 ( .668) BBB 
l 1.5 (4021 {l.238) 2+ 
~ h5 {402] Cl .169) 2+ 

.676 94 2. 5 {532) ( .740) 
z 2.5 { 413) ( .523) o-

.765 0 5.5 (505] (3.346) 
100 3.5 (523 1 (0. ) 2+ 

1.016 95 4.5 [5141 ( .860) 

1.169 1.5 1.5 [4021 (2 .327) BBB 
81 3.5 (4041 ( .601.) 2+ 

2 .5 (400) (1.676) 2+ 
2 3.5 [523] (0. ) 2-

1.185 0 3.5 [523) c-.ol5J 
100 3. 5 (523] co. ) 0+ 

1.201 84 2. 5 (402] (1 .333) . -- BBB 
2 .s {411) ( .3.1.8) 2+ 
2 .5 [4ll] ( .461) 2+ 
2 .s {400) (2.710) 2+ 
3 .s [4001 U.676) 2+ 
4 4.5 {5141 (1.016) 2-

1.214 0 1.5 £4111 ( .136) AAA 
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18 .s [4J.l ] .318 J 2+ 
8l .5 [411] .461 J 2+ 

1.216 0 2.5 [413] c .435 J AAA EPV 
15 .5 (411] c o318J 2+ 
85 .s (411 J c .461 J 2+ 

lo256 11 3.5 [413 J (3 .064 I AAA 
40 1. 5 (411 J c .J.66 I 2+ 2+,0- VI&. MIX 
48 3.5 (5231 co. ) o-

leZ74 0 1· 5 (411 J ( .136 J 
2 .5 (411 J ( .318 I 2+ 
3 .5 (4Ll J c o461J 2+ 

95 3.5 [523] co. J 2-

1.351 0 1.5 [411 J c el36 I 
9 3. 5 [404 J ( .601 I .2+ 

91 1.5 [411] c ol661 0+ 

lo357 6 J. 5 [541 J c 2.481 J 
2 3o5 (523] co. J 2+ 

77 loS [411 J ( o166) o-
9 .s (4111 ( .3181 2-
4 3. 5 [404 J ( o601) z-

lo359 15 .s ( 541] l2o039J 
34 z.s [532] ( .676 J 2+ 
47 .s (411.] ' .3l8J o-

2 .5 [411] ( .461) o-
1.438 0 4.5 (5141 .8601 

99 z.s (532 J .676J 2+ 

lo451 1 3. 5 [413) 13.0641 AAA 
52 !. 5 [4l1 J ( .166, 2+ 2+,0- VI B. MIX 
47 3.5 (523] co. , o-

lo 48! · 2 3o5 (523] c-.ol5t 
97 loS (411 J I ol66 I z .. 

1.4q5 12 .5 [541 J (2.039) 
65 z. 5 (532 J ( .6761 2+ 
2l .s [4111 I .3181 o-

lo504 0 .s [ '~11 J ol30J 
100 • .s (4111 .3l8J 0+ 

1.541 34 .-s [4201 12.3371 
17 1. 5 (4221 Cleb07 I 2+ 
12 ' 2. 5 (4131 ' .523 I 2+ 

3 .1. 5 l4H l I .166 I 2+ 
6 .s (41\. 1 I .3181 0+ 

23 z. 5 (532 J I .6761 2-

1.558 0 z .. 5 (532 1 ( .740) 
4 4. 5 (5141 Clo0161 2+ 

95 .5 (411] c .3181 2-

1.592 62 4. 5 (404) 11.4821 888 
27 z.s (413) I .523.1 2+ 

8 2.5 (4021 11.201} 2+ 
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1.607 57 1.5 [4221 (2.193} 
1 3. 5 [413] U.256l 2+ 

25 .5 [420 l n.54U 2+ 
3 .s [.(t20 1 (2.843) 2+ 
3 .5 [420] (2.058) 2+ 
6 .s (420 1 (1.607) 2+ 
z .5 £4U J ( .318) 2+ 

1.642 0 1.5 [411) ( .136) AAA EPV 
8 3.5 [413 1 Ue256) 2+ 

7l .s [411) ( .318) 2+ 
14 .5 (411 1 ( .461, 2+ 

2 3. 5 [523) co. ) 2-

1.646 0 .5 [411] ( .130} 
100 .5 (4111 ( .461) 0+ 

1.676 19 .5 (4001 (2.834) BBB 
49 z. 5 (402 1 n.2ou 2+ 
.3 1. 5 [4021 (2 .238 ,- 2+ 
l 1· .5 [402] ( 2.596) 2+ 

25 1. 5 [402] ll.el69) 2+ 

1.799 0 2. 5 (4131 .435) AAA EPV 
79 .5 (4ll] .318) 2+ 
14 .5 [411] .461) 2+ 

4 2. 5 [4131 .523) 0+ 

l• BJ 5 15 4.5 (404] (1.482) AAA, 888 
70 2· 5 (4131 ' .523) 2+ 
11 z.s [4021 u ·201) 2+ 

3 2.5 (532] ( .676) 2-

1.842 l .5 (411) el30) AAA EPV 
63 z. 5 (413) .523) 2+ 
26 1.5 (411] .166) 2+ 

2 z.s (5321 .676) 2-
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., Table 33. 

TM1 67. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-J •• .920, 1.235, l. 766, 1.782 
ODD PROTON EIGENSTATE$. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUAS IBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON CMEVt 

-----------------------------------------------------~------

o. 93 .5 [4111 .(-.048) AAA 
2 2 • .5 [4131 ( .830) 2+ 
2 1.5 {4111 ( .489} 2+ 

.131 98 3.5 [523] .152 J 
2 1.5 [ 'tlll -~~89) 2-

.163 97 3.5 [404] ( .215) BBB 
l i.s (402] (1 .. 7.58) 2+ 

.395 98 4. 5 [ 5141 ( .370, 

.489 93 1.5 [411) ( .462) AAA 
2 .5 [411) (0. , 2+ 
2 3.5 (5231 ( .131, 2-

.704 93 2.5 [4021 ( • 793) BBB 
1 .5 [400 1 (2.269) 2+ 
2 .5 [4001 (1 .389) 2+ 
l 4.5 (5141 ( .395, 2-

.830 90 2. 5 [413] ( .833, AAA 
8 .5 (411 1 co. ) 2+ 

• 888 0 1. 5 [ 541 1 ( 2.938) 
85 3. 5 £5231 ( .131) 2+. 
15 .s £411) (0. ) 2-

.9!6 17 1. 5 [402] (l. 746) BBB 
80 3. 5 [404] ( .163) 2+ 
l .5 [400 1 (1.389) 2+ 

1.049 0 5. 5 [505] (2.748) 
100 3.5 [5231 ( .131) 2+ 

1.115 97 2. 5 (5321 (1.165) 
.i. .s [4201 (2.244) 2-

1.146 0 .s (4ll.] c-.o4a) AAA 
28 2. 5 (4131 ( .830) 2+ 
55 1. 5 [4111 ( .489, 2+ 
16 .s [411] co. ) 0+ 

1.254 0 .5 (41.1) (- .048, 
6 z. 5 [41.31 ( .830) 2+ 

10 1.5 l4H 1 ( .. 489) 2+ 
64 • 5 (411) (0 • ) 0+ 

1.308 2 1. 5 (411] ( .462) AAA EPV 
96 .s [4111 (0. ) 2+ 
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"' 

·1.308 0 2.5 (532] Uol65 t 
98 4 •. 5 [5141 ( .395) 2+ 

1.368 0 3. 5 (5231 .152) 
100 3. 5 {523) .131) 0+ 

1.311 84 .5 [541) Clo466) 
5 .s (5411 ( lo371) 0+ 

10 .s [411) (0. ) o-
lo389 25 .s [4001 (2.244) BBB 

63 2.5 [4021 ( .704) 2+ 
4 l. 5 [4021 (1 .758, 2+ 
8 1.5 [402 1 ( o9l6) Z+ . 

1.406 0 3.5 [404) ( .215) 
100 3.5 (4041 ( ol63J 0+ 

lo449 1 2.5 (4].3) ( .833) AAA EPV 
91 • 5 {4ll J co • Z+ 

1.522 1 4.5 (4041 U.93U --
BBB 

91 z.s [4021 ( .704, 2+ 

1.634 l 4.5 [5141 ( .370) 
99 4.5 [ 514] ( o395) 0+ 

1.723 0 1.5 [4021 (1.746) 
98 1.5 l4H J ( .489) 0+ 

2 3.5 (5231 ( .131 t 2-

1.758 68 1.5 [4021 Clo746 t 
19 3.5 (404 1 ( .163) 2+ 

2 .5 (4001 (2.269t 2+ 
9 .5 (400) n o389) 2+ 

le83l l .5 [400) (2.244) BBB 
l4 2.5 [402) ( o704t 2+ 
85 1.5 [402) ( o9l6) 2+ 

1.836 1 3. 5 (4041 .215) BBB 
99 lo5 [402 J .916) 2+ 

lo866 0 3. 5 [4041 ( .2151 AAA EPV 
99 t. 5 [411 1 ( .489, 2+ 

i 3o5 {523] ( ol3l) o-

1.971 55 4.5 (404) Clo931) AAA, BBB 
37 z.s (413 1 ( .830) 2+ 
1 2o5 [402 1 ( .704) 2+ 
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Table 34. 

TMi ~9. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-J •• 1.009, 1.235, 2.048, 1.960 
ODD PROTON EIGENSTATE So 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBUGOLON OR PHONON 
SPEC TRON (MEV) 

---------------------~--------------------------------------

o. 93 .5 {411) (-.023) AAA 
z 2.5 {4131 ( • 831) 2+ 
1 1. 5 (4ll] ( e48l) 2+ 

• 't 55 98 3.5 [523) .. 168) 

.x 90 98 3.5 (404] ( .229) BBB 
1 . ~- 5 {402 1 u. 774) 2+ 

.395 99 4. 5 (5141 .379) 

.481 .94 .i..S [411] ( .469} AAA 
2 1.5 {4J.l J ( .481) 0+ 
1 3.5 [5 23) ( .1551 2-

• 7:19 95 2.5 [ 40.2 1 ( .7931 BBB 
1 .5 [400 1 (2.325). 2+ 
2. .5 [400 1 (1.509 I 2+ 

.831 9Z 2.5 [413'1 ( .832) AAA 
5 • 5 [4J.l] (0 • ) 2+ 

lo008 0 1.5 [541] (2.915) 
86 3.5 [523] ( .155, 2+ 
14 • s [411] co • , 2-

1.037 20 !..5 {402] o. 733) BBB 
78 3.5 (40'tl ( .190, 2+ 

1.130 97 2. 5 [532] U.l59) 
l 2 • .5 ( 532} U.l30) 0+ 

1.162 0 5. 5 [505) (2.727) 
100 3. 5 [5:!31 ( .155) 2+ 

1.194 0 .5 (411) (-.023) AAA 
15 2.5 (4l3 J ( .831.) 2+ 
31 l.. 5 [411] ( .481) 2+ 
53 .s (4!11 (0. ) 0+ 

1.298 l .5 {4ll] (-.023) AAA 
18 2. 5 {413] ( .. 831) 2+ 
35 1.5 {4il] ( .. 481) 2+ 
46 .s {411 1 (0. ) 0+ 

1.376 1, 1. 5 [ 4ll } ( e469) AAA EPV 
97 .5 [4111 lO. ) 2+ 

1. .401. 0 2. 5 (532 J (1.159) 
99 4.5 {51.41 ( .395) 2+ 
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1.436 95 .s (5411 (1.456) 
1 .5 {541 1 (1.436) 0+ 
3 .5 (411.] (0. , o~ 

1.450 0 3.5 (523) .168) 
99 3.5 (523) .155) 0+ 

1.464 0 3. 5 (404) ( .229) 
I --too 3.5 [4041 ( .190) 0+ 

1.504 s 2.5 (413] ( .832) AAA EPV 
94 .s (411) (0. ) 2+ 

1.509 28 .. 5 [400] (2.226) BBB 
63 2. 5 (402) ( .719) 2+ 

3 1.5 (402 1 (1.774) 2+ 
5 l.S (402] n.o3n Z+ 

1.625 16 4.5 [404] (1.916) BBB 
83 2.5 (4021 ( .719) 2+ 

1.649 0 4. 5 ( 514] .379) 
100 4.5 [514) .395) 0+ 

1.698 2 1.5 [411) ( .469) 
91 l. 5 (4111 ( .481) 0+. 

7 3. 5 (523 1 ( .155) 2-

1.774 70 1.5 [402) n. 733J BBB 
21 3.5 [404] ( .190) 2+ 

2 .s [4110). (2.325) 2+ 
5 .5 (4001 (1.509) 2+ 
2 1. 5 (41.1 1 ( .481) 0+ 

1.935 0 3.5 (404] ( .229) AAA EPV 
100 1 .• 5 (411] ( .481) 2+ 

1.956 0 2. 5 [532] u .159) 
2 .5 [5411 Uo436) 2+ 

97 .s l4ll] co. ) 2-

1.965 73 4.5 (404} (1.916). BBB 
8 2.5 (4131 ( .831) 2+ 

17 2.5 (402 1 ( • 719) 2+ 
1 4.5 (4041 u .965) 0+ 

1.977 0 z.s [402) ( .793) 
99 2.5 [402] ' • 719) 0+ 

2.012 5 .5 [4001 (2.226) BBB 
17 z.s (402 1 ( • 719) Z+ 
77 1. 5 [402) n .o37, 2+ 
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Table 35. 

LU173. 
PHONON .ENERGIES cz+,o+,o~,2- , •• 1.485. 1.085, 2.128' 1.762 
ODD PROTON EIGENSTATES. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON (MEV) 

~-~-----~----------~------------------------------------~--~ 

o. 98 3.5 (404] ( .033) BBB 
1 1. 5 [402] (1.128) 2+ 

.097 96 .5 (411) ( .176) AAA 
1 2.5 (4131 (1.242) 2+ 
2 1.5 (41.11 ( .837. 2+ 

.098 99 4.5 [514) ( .100) 

.341 97 z. 5 (402 1 ( .396) BBB 
1 .5 (400) ( 1.453) 2+ 

.556 98 3.5 (5231 .576) 
l 1. 5 [411] .837) 2-

• 837 90 1.5 (411 1 .944) AAA 
6 .s (411] .097t 2+ 
3 3. 5 (5231 .556) 2-

1.000 99 .s [541) .995) 

1.092 0 3.5 (404 1 ( .033) 
100 3.5 (404 1 co. ) 0+ 

1.128 83 1.5 (4021 u .258) BBB 
13 3.5 [4041 co. ) 2+ 

3 .5 [400 J (1.453) 2+ 

1.185 0 4.5 (5141 .. 100) 
100 4.5 (5141 .. 098) 0+ 

1.189 l .s [411] ( .176) 
99 .5 [411 1 ( .097) 0+ 

1.242 84 z. 5 [413 1 (1 .339) AAA 
15 .s [411 1 ( .097, 2+ 

le432 0 2.5 (Lt021 ( .398) 
99 2.5 [4021 ( .341) 0+ 

1.453 65 .5 [4001 (1.735t BBB 
30 2.5 [402 1 ( .341) 2+ 

4 1.5 [402] Cl.l26) 2+ 

1.534 13 1.5 [402] u.zs8, BBB 
86 3.5 (4041 co. ) 2+ 

1.567 6 2.5 (532 1 (1.680) 
91 4.5 (5141 ( .098) 2+ 

2 .5 [411] ( .097, 2-
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1.633 82 z. 5 [5321 (1.680) 
8 4.5 (514] ( .. 098) 2+ 
• 2. 5 [5321 (1.633) 0+ .L 

8 .5 (411] ( .097) 2-

le667 0 3. 5 [523) .576) . 
100 3.5 [5231 .556} 0+ 

1.704 0 1. 5 (402 1 (1.258) 
97 .• 5 (4ll1 ( .097) 2+ 

3 1.5 (411) ( .837) 0+ 

1.762 0 1.5 (532] (3.221) 
100 3it5 [404) co. ) 2-

1. 763 0 1.5 (541] (3.451) 
100 3• s· l404 1 (0. ) 2-

1.765 0 s. 5 [505 1 (2 .224) 
100 3. 5 (404] co. ) 2-

)..770. 6 1.5 [411 1 ( .944, AAA EPV 
93 .5 l4H 1 ( .097, 2+ 

le790 0 2. 5 [402 J .398) 
100 .5 [411 1 .097) 2+ 

le805 0 1. 5 [532] (3.221) 
18 3.5 [523) ( .556) 2+ 
82 .5 [411] ( .097) 2-

1.845 2 
.. 
4.5 (404] (2.450) BBB 

98 z.s [4021 ( .341) 2+ 

1. 858 0 .5 [411.1 ( .176) 
100 2.5 [402 1 ( .341, 2+ 

1.873 0 2.5 (4021 .398) 
99 4. 5 [514] .098) 2-

1.877 9 z. 5 (532) (1.680) 
89 .s (411) ( .097) 2-

1.892 15 2.5 (413] u .339) AAA EPV 
85 .5 [411 1 ' .097) 2+ 

1.924 0 1.5 (402 1 (1.258) 
3 .5 (411) ( .097) 2+ 

97 1.5 (411] ( .837) 0+ 

2.021 10 5.5 [505) (2.224) 
90 3. 5 (523] ( .556) 2+ 

2.022 25 .5 [400] u. 735) BBB 
69 2.5 (402) ( .341) 2+ 

5 1.5 (402) u.tza 1 2+ 
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Table 36. 

G0l55. 
PHONON ENERGIES cz+,o+,o~,z-t •• 1.303, .699, 1.221' 1.543 
ODD NEUTRON EIGENSTATESe 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON (MEV) 

------------------------------------------------------------
o. 90 1.5 (651) c-.ol?t 

l .s (6601 ( .140) 2+ 
5 1.5 (651] co. ) 0+ 

.0).6 91 1.5 (521] ( .038) CCC 
2 .5 (521 1 ' .948) . 2+ 
l 3.5 (633) ClelOO I 2-

.U4 94 1.5 (532 1 ( .1691 
4 .5 [530] ( .586) 2+ 

.l40 92 .5 (660 J .038) 
2 .5 (660] .1401 0+ 

.203 91 2.5 [642] ( el68) 
4 2.5 ( 642) ( e203) 0+ 

.237 94 2.5 [523] .304) CCC 
2 .5 (5211 .948) Z+ 
2 z. 5 ( t-42 1 .203) o-

.459 98 5. 5 (505] .463) 
2 5.5 (5 051 .459) 0+ 

.586 79 ·~ (530) .637) 
10 1. [532) .1.141 2+ 

2 .5 [530] .5861 0+ 
5 .5 [660] el40 I o-

.689 6 l. 5 (6511 ,_ .017) 
9 .s (6601 ( .140) 2+ 

79 1.5 [ 651 1 co. ) 0+ 
4 le5 (5211 ( .016) o-

• 754 . 1 1.5 [5321 ( el69) 
83 l. 5 (532 1 ., .114) 0+ 

8 1. 5 [521) ' .016). 0+ 
3 l. 5 . (65! 1 co. ) o-
5 .s [660] ( .140 I 2-

.920 4 2.5 [642) ( .168) 
4 .s (6601 ( .140) 2+ 

91 2.5 (642] ( .203) 0+ 

.948 38 .5 (521 1 Ue493) CCC 
32 A.. 5 [521 1 ( .016) 2+ 
15 2.5 (523] ( .237) 2+ 

5 .s [530) ( .586) 0+ 
2 .5 1521) ( .948) 0+ 
5 .5 [660] ( .140) o-
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.982 0 1.5 ( 521) .038) BETA VIS., EPV 
5 1. 5 (5321 .114) 0+ 

9l 1.5 (521) .016) 0+ 

1.051 10 .5 (521) (1.,493 t 
3 1.5 ( 5'32 ) ( .114) 2+ 
ll 2.5 [523) ( .237) 2+ 
43 .5 (5301 ( .586) 0+ 
30 .s (660) ( .140 t o-

2 l. 5 (651) (0. t 2-

1.073 0 z.s [523) ( .304) 
98 z. 5 [5231 ( .. 237) 0+ 

1.100 73 3.5 (633] n.z1 n 
25 1.5 [5211 ( .016) 2-

1.225 2 5.5 (505 J ( .463) 
98 5.5 [505) ( .459) 0+ 

1.231 6 1. 5 ( 4\12 ) (1.705) 
15 .5 (6601 ' .140) 2+ 
57 1.5 [532 1 ' .114 t o .... 
20 1.5 [521) c .Ol.6} o-

1.272 0 .5 [6601 ( .038) 
89 1. 5 [651 J co. ) 2+ 

7 2.5 (642) ( .203) 2+ 

1.273 2 .5 [521 J (1.493) CCC 
2 1.5 (5321 ' .114) 2+ 

34 l. 5 (521) ( .016) 2+ 
29 2.5 [5231 ( ~231) 2+ 
19 .5 (530 1 ' .586 t 0+ 

9 .5 [521] ' .948) 0+ 

1.354 6 2.5 (512 1 n.n n 
80 z.·5 [642] ( .203) o-
13 .5 (660) ( .140) 2-

1.371 0 1. 5 [6511 c- .. o17J 
4 .5 (660) ' .140 t 2+ 
l 1.5 (6511 co. ) 0+ 

91 1.5 (651) ( .689) 0+ 
3 l. 5 (521) ( .016) o-

1.383 0· 3.5 (5141 (2.789) CCC 
99 loS 15211 ( .016) 2+ 

lo399 0 3.5 (633) llo217) 
96 !.5 (651] co. ) 2+ 

3 1. s (5321 c .114) 2-

1.420 0 .5 [660 1 ( .038) 
5 1.5 [651) co. ) 2+ 

61 2. 5 (642 1 ( .203) 2+ 
l .5 (660) ( .,.}40) 0+ 

28 1.5 (532] ( .114) 2-
3 1. 5 (5211 ( .016) z-

1.457 0 3.5 (514) (2.789) 
65 l. 5 (5321 ( .114) 2+ 
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"' 

l. l:..5 {521] ( .016) Z+ 
34 lo 5 [651) co. l 2-

1.470 0 ko5 [532] ( .1691 
l .5 [530) ( .586) 2+ 
z l. 5 [532] ( oll4) 0+ 
6 :..s [521] ( .0~6) 0+ 

86 1.5 (65i] co. ) o-
1.510 40 l. 5 (402] (l. 705, 

3 • 5 (660] ( .140 I 2+ 
2 1.5 [651 1 (0. I 0+ 
3 lo .'5 [6 51] ( o689) 0+ 
5 1. 5 [5321 ( .1141 o-

42 .l.o5 [52>. 1 ( .0161 o-
1.518 7 .5 [5301 ( .6371 

67 1.5 (532 1 ( .114) 2+ 
4 l. 5 [52l. 1 ( .0161 2+ 
2 .s [!) 21 ] ( o9481 0+ 
3 .s [660 1 ( .140 J o-

10 l .• 5 [651 ] (0. I 2-
6 2.5 [642] ( .203) 2-

1.523. 0 4.5 [6241 (3.3051 
100 2.5 [6421 ( .203) 2+ 

1..524 1 2. 5 [6421 .1681 
2 2.5 (642] .2031 0+ 

97 z. 5 [523] .2371 o-
'!..567 0 4. 5 [ 514 J (2.062"1 CCC 

100 2. 5 [ 523] I .2371 2+ 

1.575 0 2.5 [642) .• 168) 
95 .s [660) ol401 2+ 

4 2o5 [642] .203) 0+ 
l .s [ 530] .586 I z-

1.577 38 '-• 5 [ 402 ) u. 7051 
5 

,. 
o:1 [660 J ( .14·0 I 2+ 

5 l. 5 [65l. 1 ( o. I 0+ 
4 ::..5 ( 651 1 ( .689) 0+ 

17 l .• 5 [532) ( .1141 o-
2!> loS [5 21] ( .016 I o-

io664 3 lo 5 [402) u. 705) 
62 .5 [660] ( ol401 2+ 

9 1.5 ( 651 ) (0. I 0+ 
5 l. 5 [651] ( .6891 0+ 

20 1.5 ( 532] ( .1141 o-
1. 795 1 .5 [400) (2.1341 BETA VIBot EPV 

5 2.5 [6421 ( .203 I 2+ 
56 .5 (660) ( .140 I 0+. 
29 1. 5 [532 J ( .114) z-

io890 5 .!i (400} (2.1341 BETA VIB., EPV 
23 .5 (660 J ( .1401 0+ 
23 •. 5 [530) ( .586) o• 
31 z. s [523 J ( .2371 2-
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Table 37. 

GO! 57. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-) •• lo238t .765, 1.224, 1.515 
000 NEUTRON EIGENSTATESo 

ENERGY PER CENT QUAS lBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON CMEV. 

---~----~~-------~-~~-------------~-~---------------·~~~----

-.030 88 2.5 (642) (-.008) 
6 2.5 [6421 (-.030) 0+ 
1 .5 [530 1 ( .767} 2-

o. 90 1.5 [521] c-.o4oJ CCC 
2 • 5 [5 21) ( .. 835) 2+ 
2 1.5 (5211 ( o. ) 0+ 
2 3.5 [6331 ( .891) 2-

o047 94 1.5 (651 J .016) 
2 .5 (660] .178} 2+ 

.048 95 2.5 £5231 .070) CCC 
2 .s [ 521] .835} 2+ 

.; 18 89 .5 [ 6601 .191) 
4 .s [660} .178) 0+ 

.298 93 1. 5 ( 532] .389, 
5 .5 (530] • 767} 2+ 

I 

• 731 98 5. 5 [505] ( • 742} 
2 5.5 [505] L • 731 J 0+ 

.736 1 z. 5 {642] (-.008) 
3 .s [6601 ( .178} 2+ 

88 2.5 [6421 c-.o3oJ 0+ 
2 2o 5 [523] ( .048} o-

.767 12 .s [530] ( .934) 
15 :..s [5321 ( o298) 2+ 

a .s [6601 ( .178, o-

• 835 55 .s [5.21) (1.126, CCC 
42 z.s [523] ( e048) 2+ 

.870 l 1.5 [651] .016) 
u. .s [660] .178) 2+ 
77 1. 5 [651 1 ( .047} 0+ 

8 l. 5 [ .5 211 (0. ) o-

.891 92 3. 5 (633] ( .862) 
6 1.5 [521] co. ) 2-

.915 1 :!.. 5 [5211 (-.040) 
14 1..5 [532] ( .298) 0+ 
7'5 1.5 (521 ) co. ) 0+ 

8 l. 5 [6511 ( .047) o-
• 974 0 2. 5 [5Z3 1 .070) 

97 2. 5 [5231 .048) 0+ 
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1.034 9 .s [5211 u .126) CCC 
60 1.5 [ 521.1 co. ) 2+ 
ll 2.5 (5231 c .048) 2+ 
11 .s [ 521 ] ( • 835) 0+ 

6 • s [6601 ( .178 .• o-
1.057 1 1. 5 (5321 .389) 

86 1.5 (532 1 ( .298) 0+ 
10 le 5 (521] co. , 0+ 

3 .5 [660] ( .1781 2-

1.167 0 .s [660] ( ol91 J 
z~ 

" 1.5 [651 1 ( .047) 2+ 
75 2.5 [642] (-.0301 2+ 

3 .5 [ 521] ( • 835) o-

1.180 23 2.5 [512] (J. .538) 
72 z. 5 [642] (-.030) o-

3 .5 [660 1 ( .178) 2-

1.225 0 4.5 [6241 (2.907) 
100 2.5 (642] (-.030) 2+ 

1.291 • .s (660] c .191) J. 

72 1 •• 5 [651 ) ( .047, 2+ 
23 2 .. 5 [642 1 (-.030) 2+ 

1..331 0 3. 5 (6331 .862) 
95 J.. 5 (6511 .047) 2+ 

2 3. 5 (6331 • 891) 0+ 

1.359 2 .5 [530] ( .934) CCC 
4 1.5 [521) (0. ) 2+ 

25 2.5 (5231 ( .048) 2+ 
25 .5 [5301 ( .767) 0+ 
34 • 5 (660] ( .178) o-

9 2..5 (651) ' .047) 2-

1.372 0 z. 5 [642) (-.008) 
3 .5 [660] ( .178) 2+ 
3 2.5 (642) (-.030) 0+ 
4 2.5 (6421 ( .736) 0+ 

89 2. 5 [5231 ( .048) o-

l.e402 0 4. 5 [514) C2.403) CCC EPY 
99 2. 5 [523] c .048) 2+ 

le4l0 2 le5 [651] c .016) 
27. .5 [660) ( .178) 2+ 
29 1. 5 [ 5321 ( .298) o-
46 1. 5 [ 521) co. o-. 

1.413 0 3.5 (5141 (2.396) CCC EPV 
100 l. 5 (521] ( Oo , 2+ 

1.452 5 3. 5 (633) ( .862) 
4 1.5 (651] ( .047) 2+ 

38 3.5 [633] ( .891, 0+ 
52 le 5 [52ll (0. , 2-

1.466 6S 2.5 [512] (1.538) 
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22 z. 5 [6421 (- .. 030) o-
1.482 0 2.5 [6421 c-.oo8J . 

36 .5 [6601 ( ol78) 2+ 
. 55 2. 5 [642] ( 0 736) 0+ 

8 2.5 [5231 ( .048) o-
1.500 1 • 5 (530] .934) 

22 l. 5 [651) ( .047) 2-
7l 2.5 {6421 (-.030) 2-

1.501 1 3o 5 (514 1 ( 2.396) 
46 l.5 [532) ( .298) 2+ 

4 3. 5 [633 1 ( .an, o-
50 1.5 {6511 ( .041) 2-

1.520 2 5.5 {505) ( o742) 
98 5.5 [505) ( .731) 0+ 

1.522 1 l. 5 [402) (2.042) 
16 .5 (660] ( .178) 2+ 
17 1.5 {651] ( .047) 0+ 
15 1.. 5 [5321 ( e298) o-
51 1.5 [521 1 (0., ) o-

1.528 0 .5 [660] ( .191) 
5 .5 {530] ( .767) o-
2 1.5 {521) co. ) 2-

91 2.5 (5231 ( .048) z-
1.542 0 z. 5 (642] (-.008) 

57 .5 [660] ( .178) Z+ 
2. 2.5 [642) c-.o3oJ 0+ 

41 2. 5 [t42] ( .736) 0+ 

le549 0 1.5 [521) (-.040) 
2 1.5 ( 532) ( .298) 0+ 
7 1.5 [521] (Oo ) 0+ 

89 1. 5 {6511 ' .047) o-
1.559 0 3.5 [514) (2.396) 

54 l. 5 [5321 ( .298) 2+ 
4 3.5 [633] ( .891) o-

42 l. 5 [651 1 ( .047) 2-

1.560 l 4.5 (6241 12.907) 
99 2. 5 [523] ( .048) 2-

1.581 1 .s (530 1 .934) 
38 1.5 {5321 ( .298) 2+ 

2 1.5 [ 521] co. ) 2+ 
11 .5 [660] ( .178 J o-
41 1. 5 (651] ( .047) 2-

7 z.s (642] c- .. o3o) z-
1.879 19 .5 [521) Clol26) CCC 

3 1.5 ( 521] to .. ) 2+. 
29 l.5 [~23 1 ( .048) 2+ 
15 .5 [ 5 21] ( • 835) 0+ 
30 .5 {521 1 (1.034. 0+ 
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Table 38. 

DYl6le 
PHONON ENER<:IES (2+,0+,0-,Z-J •• .917, .957, 1.369, 1.275 
ODD NEUTRON EIGENSTATESe 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPEC TRON (MEV) 

-~-------~----------------------------------~--------------

o. 91 2. 5 (642] ( .056, 
1 .5 [660] ( o461) 2+ 
5 2.5 [642] (0. ) 0+ 

.055 93. 2. 5 [523] ( .051, CCC 
2 .5 [ 521 1 (l.062) 2+ 
1 z.s (523) ( .055, 0+ 

.240 89 1.5 [ 521) .146) CCC 
3 ~ .• 5 [521) .240) 0+ 

.294 94 l. 5 (651] .310 J 
3 .5 (660] .461) 2+ 

.461 86 .5 (660 1 o580) 
6 1.5 (651) ( .294) 2+ 
2 .z.s [~-]-(0. ) 2+ 
3 .s [660 1 ( o461) 0+ 

e635 18 .5 [521] .923, CCC 
16 1. 5 (5211 .240) 2+ 
61 2 .. 5 {523]. ( .055) 2+ 

1 .5 [5211 n .062, 0+ 
l .5 (5211 ( .635, 0+ 

.659 88 1.5 ( 532 1 ( .826, 
8 .5 (530) (1 .017) 2+ 

.742 97 3.5 [633 1 .670) 

.908 l .. 5 [6601 .580) 
3 1.5 [6511 ( o294) 2+ 

,, 95 2.5 (642] co. ) 2+ 
' 

\; .926 0 4.5 [6241 (2.681) 
,, 100 2.5 (642] (0. ) 2+ 

.935 6 2.5 (6421 ( .056) 
4 .s [660] ( .461) 2+ 

86 2.5 (642} co .. ) 0+ 
4 z. 5 (523) ( .055). o-

lo0l7 55 .s (530 l Clo429) 
30 1 .. 5 (5321 ( .659) 2+ 

2 .5 [6601 ( .461) o-
3 1. 5 [651) ( .294) 2-
9 2.5 [642] (0., ) 2-

1.062 57 .s [521) ' .923) CCC 
34 1.5 ( 521) ( .240t 2+ 

2 .s (5211 (l .062. 0+ 
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2 • 5 [5211 ( .635, 0+ 

lol38 85 z. 5 [5121 (1.326, -- DOD 
3 .s [510 1 (3.645) 2+ 
3 .5 ( 510] Clo865) 2+ 
3 2.5 [642) co. , o-

1.176 2 2. 5 [523l ( .051, 
97 2.5 (523 J ( .055, 0+ 

lol88 0 4. 5 (5141 (2.937) CCC EPV 
100 z. 5 (523] ( .055) 2+ 

.1.206 0 3.5 (6331 ( .670) 
94 1. 5 [6511 ( o294) 2+ 

2 3o5 [633] ( • 742, 0+ 
4 1. 5 [521] ( .2401 2-

1.222 99 5.5 [505) Uo223) 

1.232 2 loS [521 ) .146) 
86 1.5 [521) o240 J 0+ 
10 lo 5 (651) .294) o-

lo233 5 .s [660) .580) 
70 1. 5 (6511 .294) 2+ 

2 2.5 (642 1 co. ) 2+ 
2l ·2o5 [523] ( .0.55) 2-

lo292 0 4.5 (5141 (2.937) 
100 2.5 (6421 co. ) 2-

lo301 2 .s [530] (1.429) 
6 lo 5 [5321 ( .659) 2+ 
9 1. 5 [521.] ( • .2401 2+ 
4 2.5 [523) ( o055) 2+ 

79 2.5 [6421 (0. ) 2-

lo328 0 4.5 [6241 (2.681) 
99 2.5 [523] ( .055) 2-

lo337 2 1. 5 [6511 ( .310) 
60 .s [6601 ( .. 461, 2+' 
3J. lo 5 [651] ( .294) 0+ 

6 1.5 (5211 ( e240) o-

1.352 2 .5 [660] ( .. 580) 
18 1.5 [65ll ( .294, 2+ 
78 2.5 [523) ( .055, 2-

lo425 0 2. 5 [6421 ( .056) 
91 .5 (6601 ( .. 461) 2+ 

6 2. 5 [642) (0. ) 0+ 
2 2.5 (5231 ( .055) o-

lo430 0 3.5 [514] (2.174) CCC EPV 
2 )..5 (532] ( .659) 2+ 

97 ::..5 [52ll ( .240) 2+ 

1.483 0 3.5 (5141 (2.174) 
.98 1.. 5 (532] ( o659) 2+ 
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1.503 3 2. 5 [512] (1.326) 
95 2.5 [6421 (0. ) o-

1.54S 5 .5 (5211 ( .923) 
8 1.5 [5321 ( .659) 2+ 
s 1.5 [5211 t .240) 2+ 
7 2.o5 (5 23) ( .055) 2+ 

73 l. 5 ( 651 1 ( .294) z-
1.553 0 3.5 [514] ( 2.174) 

4 3. 5 [ 633] ( .742) o-
94 1. 5 [651 1 ( .294) 2-

1.602 l .5 [5211 .923) 
24 1. 5 [5321 .659) 2+ 
12 1. 5 [5211 .2LtO) 2+ 

2 2.5 (5231 .055) 2+ 
47 .5 [521] .635) 0+ 
11 1.5 { 651] .294) 2-

1.610 0 1.5 [521] ( .146) 
5 .5 [ 521] Cl.Ool) 2+ 

90 .s (5211 ( .635) 2+ 
3 l. 5 {532] ( .659) 0+ 

1.612 1 l. 5 [532 1 • 826). 
1 .5 [ 521] .635) 2+ 

77 1.5 [532] .659) 0+ 
3 1.5 (651] .294) o-

i ~ 
16 .5 [660] .461) 2-

1.614 0 z. 5 [523) ( .051) CCC 
7 .5 (521] (1.062) 2+ 

91 .5 [521] ( .635) 2+ 
1 2. 5 [642J co .. ) o-

1.8l2 4 .s [5101 (3.341) 000 
19 2. :> [5121 (1.138) 2+ 
63 .5 [660] ( .4611 o-

:I 
1.865 12 .5 (5101 (3.341) ODD 

1: 63 z. 5 [ 512 1 U.l38) 2+ 

[' 
22. .5 [660] ( .461) o-

1.967 76 3.5 [5141 (2.174) 000 
3 1. 5 ·[512 1 (4.001) 2+ 
4 1.5 [5121 (2.469) 2+ 
l le 5 [512] (2.481, 2+ 

12 3. 5 [ 6331 ( .742) o-
2 1.5 [6511 ( .. 294) 2-
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"Table 39. 

ERl65. 
PHONON ENERGIES C2+t0+,0-,2- t •• • 82lt 1.274, 1.532, 1.486 
000 NEUTRON EIGENSTATESe 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON CMEV) 

--~---------------------------------------------------------

o. 92 2.5 (523 .J c-.o53J CCC 
3 2.5 (523) co. , 0+ 

.042 94 2.5 (642) .065) 
2 2. 5 (642) .042) 0+ 

.240 97 3.5 (633) .189) 

.390 91 1.5 [521 J ( .273) CCC 
3 1.5 (521 1 ( .390) 0+ 

.477 94 l.S [6511 ( .514) 
4 .5 (660) ( .656) 2+ 

• 517 38 .5 [521) .420) CCC 
17 1.5 (521) ( .390) 2+ 
4! 2.5 [523) co. , 2+ 

.608 91 2. 5 ( 5121 ( .806) ODD 
3 .s (510 J (3.066) 2+ 
3 .s [510) u .182, 2+ 

• 6.56 67 .5 (660) ( .841) 
8 l. 5 [651) ( .477) 2+ 

22 z. 5 (642 J ( .042) 2+ 

.769 55 .5 [521 J .420) CCC 
12 !..5 [5211 .390) 2+ 
28 2. 5 (523] co. , 2+ 

.879 0 4.5 (624) ( 2.146) 
100 2.5 (6421 ( .042, 2+ 

.893 16 .5 (660) ( .841 f 
7 l. 5 [651) ( .477) 2+ 

75 2.5 (642 J ( .042) 2+ 

.942 87 1. 5 [532) U.ll5J 
9 .s (5301 (1.256) 2+ 

1.023 0 1. 5 [6511 ( .514) 
.96 3 • .5 [633] ( .240) 2+ 

1.170 0 4.5 (505] ( 3.831) CCC, ODD 
39 2.5 {523) co. , 2+ 
61 2.5 (512] ( .608) 2+ 

1.181 0 4. 5 [505) (3.831) CCC, DOD 
61 z. 5 (5231 co. ) 2+ 
39 z.s [512 J ( .608) 2+ 
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1.182 13 .5 [5).0) ( z. 802, 000 
86 2. 5 [5121 ( .608} 2+ 

1.256 49 .5 [5301 n. 1s1, 
38 1. 5 [532) ( .942) 2+ 

3 1.5 [5211 ( .. 390) 2+ 
7 2.5 (642 1 ( .042) 2-

le281 0 3. 5 (6331 ( .189) 
97 1.5 (651] ( .477) 2+ 

l 3.5 [6331 ( .240) 0+ 

1.298 3 2.5 [523 1 <-.053) 
10 .5 (5211 ( .517, 2+ 
79 2.5 (5231 (0. ) 0+ 

7 2.5 [642) ( .042, o-

1.353 10 .s [660] ( .841) 
65 1.5 [651 1 ( .477) 2+ 
23 2. 5 (5231 co .. ) 2-

1.399 3 2. 5 {6421 ( .065) 
21 .5 (6601 ( .656) 2+ 
55 2.5 {642] ( .042J 0+ 
15 2. 5 (523 J co. ) o-

1.412 0 1.5 {521] ( .273) CCC 
16 .s [521 1 ( .769) 2+ 
76 .s ( 521) ( .517) 2+ 

5 l.5 (521) ( .390) 0+ 

1.421 84 3.5 (5141 (1.642) 000 
3 l. 5 [512) (3.331) 2+ 
1 1.5 [5121 (3.743) 2+ 
6 1.5 (512 1 (! .,868) 2+ 
't 3.5 [633] ( .. 240) o-

le428 0 z. 5 [523) (-.053) CCC 
26 .5 [5211 ( .769) 2+ 
67 .s £521] ( .517) 2+ 

6 z. 5 [ 5,23 1 co. ) 0+ 

1.491 1 4.5 (6241 (2.146) 
99 z. 5 (5231 (0. ) 2-

lo495 0 2.5 [6421 ( .065) 
67 .s [660] ( .656, 2+ 
33 2.5 (642 J ( .042) 0+ 

lo504 3 1. 5 [651] .514) 
94 .5 (660 1 .656) 2+ 

1.513 0 .s (521] ( .420) 
9 1.5 (521 1 { .. 390) 2+ 
3 z. 5 (5231 co. , Z+ 

86 2.5 [642] ( .042) 2-

1.522 0 4.5 [505] (3.831) 
100 z. 5 (642) ( .042) 2-

1.523 0 3.5 (514) ( .1. .642) CCC EPV 
99 le5 [5211 ( .390) 2+ 
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1.527 4 .s (660) ( .841) 
18 l. 5 (651 J ( .477) 2+ 
77 2. 5 (523) (0. ) 2-

1.539 2 1.5 (52!) ( .273) 
lB .5 (521) ( .769) 2+ 
54 l.S (521) ( .390) 0+ 

4 1.5 (6511 ( .477) o-
20 3. 5 (6331 ( .240) 2-

1.559 99 5. 5 (505) (1.537) 

1.632 0 .• 5 (521) ( .420, CCC EPV 
56 1.5 (52l J ( .390, 2+ 
20 2. 5 ( 5231 co. ) 2+ 

2 .5 [ 521 1 ( .517, 0+ 
2 l. 5 [651] ( .477) 2-

13 2.5 [642) ( .042) 2-

1.640 0 3. 5 (633) ( .189) 
2 1.5 [651 1 c .477) 2+ 

94 3. 5 (6331 ( .240) 0+ 
3 1.5 [521) ( .390) 2-

1.642 0 3.5 (514) ( 1.642, 
98 1. 5 [532) ( .942) 2+ 

1· 721 1 2. 5 (523) c- .o53, --
7 z. 5 (523 1 co. , 0+ 

11 2.5 (512) ( .608, 0+ 
81 2. 5 (642) ( .042) o-

1.829 0 .s (521] .420) 
7 1. 5 (532) ( .942) 2+ 
l z.s [523] co. ) 2+ 
3 .5 [521] ( .769) 0+ 

82 .s (521] ( .517) 0+ 
6 1.5 (651 1 ( .477, 2-

1. 849 0 1.5 (521) ( .273) 
21 1.5 (52l) ( .390) 0+ 

4 1. 5 [6511 ( .477) o-
73 3.5 (633 J ' .240) 2-

1.868 23 1.5 {512 1 (3.095) 000 
2 .s (521] ( .769) 2+ 

72 3.5 [5141 Cle421) 2+ 
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Table 40. 

ERl67. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-J •• • 782, 1.278, 1.750, 1.481 
000 NEUTRON EIGENSTATESe 

·ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON (MEV) 

-----------------~----~~---------~----------~---------------

o. 94 3.5 [6331 ( .038) 
4 3.5 [ 6331 (0. ) 0+ 

.268 87 z. 5 [512] ( .480) ODD 
3 .5 ( 5101 (2.610) 2+ 
1 .s (510 1 ( .697 t 2+ 

.331 89 .5 [521] .164) CCC 
3 .5 (521} e33l) 0+ 

~656 95 2.5 [5231 .508) CCC 

.697 17 .5 [5l0l (2.420) DOD 
73 2. 5 [512] ( .268 .) 2+ 

6 1.5 (5121 U.054 t 2+ 

.121 96 2.5 [642 1 ( .697) 

.734 1 1.5 (6511 (1.237) 
95 3.5 [6331 (t). ) 2+ 

4 .5 £52U ( .331) z-
.839 0 4.5 [5 05] ( 3.443) ODD 

100 2.5 [$12 1 ( .268) 2+ 

.982 78 3. 5 [5141 (1.275) DOD 
l7 1.5 (5121 (1.054) Z+ 

1.054 20 l. 5 [5l2 1 ( 2. 711) DOD 
35 3.5 [5141 ( .982) 2+ 
z 3.5 {5141 (1.927) 2+ 
4 c: [510] (2.610) 2+ .... 

38 .5 (510 1 ( .697) 2+ 

le064 87 1.5 [521] .962) CCC 
5 .5 [521] ( .331) Z+ 
3 3. 5 (633] (0. J 2-

1.191 92 1 .. 5 (65ll (1.237, 
3 .5 {6601 u.353J 2+ 

1.237 0 .5 [521) ( .164, CCC 
30 1.5 [5211 u.o641 2+ 
62 2.5 (523] ( .656, 2+ 

6 .5 [5211 ( .331, 0+ 

1.309 4 3.5 [633) ( .038 J 
96 3. 5 (633] co. ) 0+ 

1.353 50 .5 [660] u .589 J 
8 1. 5 (6511 Uel9l) 2+ 
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42 2. 5 [642) ( .727) 2+ 

1.451 48 4.5 [624] n. 77oJ 
51 2. 5 (512 1 ( e268) 2-

1'.496 6 2.5 [512] .. 480) 000 
93 .s (510] .697) 2+ 

1.499 0 2.5 (5231 ( .so8 a CCC EPV 
93 .5 (521] ( .331) 2+ 

2 2.5 (523] ( .656) 0+ 

le508 6 1.5 {521) .962) 
13 .s {521) .331) 2+ 
80 3. 5 (6331 (0. ) 2-

1.525 0 5.5 (505] (2.308) 
99 3.5 (514] ( .982) 2+ 

1.539 0 4.5 (624 1 n. 1101 
99 z.s (6421 ( 0 727J 2+ 

1.590 28 .5 [660] u.s 89 J 
13 1.5 [6511 n.l91 1 .2+ 
55 2.5 [642 J ( .7271 2+ 

1.596 0 5.5 {505] (2.3081 
100 3.5 [ 633] co. ) 2-

1.642 1 1.5 [ 521] ( .962) CCC EPV 
77 .5 [521] ( .331) 2+ 

3 1.5 [521] u .064, 0+ 
15 3.5 [633 J co. ) 2~ 

!.650 4 1.5 [512) ( 2. 711) 000 
33 3. 5 [ 514 J ( .982, 2+ 
59 .s [ 5101 ( .697) Z+ 

1.690 83 l. 5 [ 5321 (1.875) 
2 • 5 [530 1 (2.9771 2+ 
8 .s [5 301 (1.9631 2+ 
2 .5 [510 1 ( .697 I 2+ 

1.691 2 .5 (5211 ( .1641 
7 2. 5 (5231 ( .656) 2+ 

90 .5 [5211 ( .331) 0+ 

t.7ll 5 .5 [510] (2 .420) 000 
14 2.5 [5121 ( .2681 2+ 

2 2.5 {512) (1.496) 2+ 
75 l. 5 [5l2] (1.054) 2+ 

2 .5 [510 1 ( .697) 0+ 

1.766 0 3. 5 (514 1 (1.275) 
1 1.5 (5121 (1.054) 2+ 

98 3. 5 (6.33 1 (0. ) o-

1. 81.6 0 z. 5 (512] .4801 
98 z. 5 [512] .268) 0+ 

1. 823 0 2.5 [642] .697) 
99 .s (521] .331) 2-
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1.845 0 4.5 (505) (3.443) 
too 2.5 (523 1 ( .656) 2+ 

&.865 0 1 .• 5 (651 J (1.237) 
4 3. 5 (633] (0. ) 2+ 

95 .5 [5 211 ( .331) 2-

1.927 J.6 3.5 [514] n .21s J DOD 
82 1..5 [ 512] (1.054, 2+ 

le938 0 2.5 [642) .697) 
60 2.5 [642 1 .727) 0+ 
39 2.5 (512 1 .268) o-

!.952 0 3.5 [633 1 ( .038) --
99 l. 5 (6511 u .191) 2+ 

1.963 37 .s [530 1 (2.52.6) 
30 l. 5 [532] (1.690) 2+ 
l.l 1.5 [521 J (1.064) 2+ 

2 z. 5 (5231 ( .656 J 2+ 
10 .5 [510] ( .697) 0+ 

8 2. 5 (6421 ( • 727 J 2-
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Table 41. 

ERl69. 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-1 •• .955, 1.070, 2.051' 1.658 
ODD NEUTRON EIGENSTATE$. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASIBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON fMEVJ 

-~-~----~-------~-------------------~-~~----~~------~------

o. 89 .s (5 21 ] c .0471 CCC 
2 2· 5 [ 5231 c .812) 2+ 
4 .s (521] co. ) 0+ 

.023 91 z. 5 (512 1 c .139) DOD 
l .s {5.10 1 C2.233) 2+ 
2 .5 (51 0) (1.602) 2+ 
2. .5 {510 J ( .737) 2+ 
l 2.5 {512 1 c .0231 0+ 

.090 97 3. 5 [ 633] c .119) 
l 3.5 [6331 ( .090) 0+ 

.600 90 3. 5 [514 J l .765) DOD 
2 l.e5 [5121 (2.307) 2+ 
7 1.5 (512] c .998) 2+ 

.737 20 .5 {51()] (1,.852) DOD 
7'-~ 2. 5 [512) ( .023} 2+ 

4 1.5 (512) c .998) 2+ 

.8}2 64 2. 5 1523) ( .917) CCC 
34 .5 (5211 (0. ) 2+ 

.947 0 4.5 (505 1 (2.8551 
100 z. 5 [5.12) c .o23 1 2+ 

.997 2 1.5 [ 651 1 0..666) 
93 3. 5 (633 J ( .090) 2+ 
5 .5 [521 1 co. ) 2-

.996 31 1.5-[5121 ( 2 el36) 000 
52 3.5 [ 514] c .600 I 2+ 

2 .5 t5i0) (2.233) 2+ 
3 .5 (5101 u .602) 2+ 

10 .s (5101 ( .737) 2+ 

1.033 33 1.5 {521 J lle388) CCC 
62 .s [521) (0. ) 2+ 

3 3.5 (633 1 ( .090) 2-

1.043 0 5.5 {6151 c 3.216) 
100 3. 5 [633) ( .090} 2+ 

1.097 3 .s (521) c .047) 
94 .s [521 J co. ) 0+ 

leli3 60 4.5 (6241 Cl • .227) 
2 4.5 [624 1 U.ll3 J 0+ 

17 2.5 [512) c .0231 2-
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lol35 97 2. 5 [6421 (1.116. 

1.295 33 2.5 (5 23] ( .917 J CCC 
62 .5 [521] co. ) 2+ 

2 2.5 (523) ( .81.2) 0+ 

1.296 l. 3. 5 [633] .. 119) 
99 3. 5 (633) .090) 0+ 

1.378 l 2. 5 [5121 .139) --
98 z. 5 (5121 .023) 0+ 

1.426 0 5.5 [505] ( 2. 73 7) 
100 3.5 (5!4] ,( .600) 2+ 

1.543 4l 1. 5 (5211 (1.388) CCC 
34 .5 [ 5211 co. ) 2+ 
22 3. 5 (6331 ( .090) 2-

lo602 30 c:: [ 510] (1.852) DOD .,. 
H 2.5 (5 }.2] ( .023) 2+ 

2 l. 5 [5121 (.2.307) 2+ 
39 1.5 [5121 ( .998) 2+ 
!0 .5 (510] ( .731) 0+ 

J. 696 2 2.5 (5121 .1.39) ODD 
97 .5 [510) • 737) 2+ 

1.726 0 .s (5211 ( .047. CCC 
2 1.5 (521) {1.543) 2+ 

21 1.5 [521 1 {1.033) 2+ 
74 2. 5 [ 523 1 ( .. 812) 2+ 

2 .5 ( 5 211 co. ) 0+ 

1.756 0 1.5 (5121 (2.136) ODD 
15 3. 5 [514 1 ( .600) 2+ 
84 .5 (510 J ( • 731) 2+ 

1.835 22 1.5 ( 5 21 1 (1.388) 
2 .5 [521 1 co. ) 2+ 
5 1.5 [521 1 (1.033) 0+ 

70 3. 5 [633) ( .090) 2-

2.233 37 .s [510] (1.852) 
2 2.5 [523) (1.295) 2+ 
4 2. 5 (512) ( .023) 2+ 
4 1. 5 [5121 (2.307) 2+ 

50 1.5 (512] ( o998) 2+ 
l l. 5 (5121 ( 2 "721) 2+ 
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Table 42. 

VB~ 73., 
PHONON ENERGIES (2+,0+,0-,2-loo lo339t lol63t 2.079, 1.766 
ODD NEUTRON EIGENSTATES. 

ENERGY PER CENT QUASlBOGOLON OR PHONON 
SPECTRON tMEVl ______________________________________________________ ... ____ . __ 

o. 92 2. 5 [5121 ( .037} DOD 
L .s [ 51U l n.l9U 2+ 
3 z.s [512 1 (0 .. } 0+ 
1 4.5 [624) ( .763) 2-

.122 . 95 .s [521 1 ( .21.7) CCC 
l 2.5 [5231 llul20) 2+ 
l .. 5 [521) { .122) 0+ 

.282 96 3.5 {5141 ( .344) ODD 
2 1.5 [512] (1 .1091 2.+ 
J. 3. 5 [514) ( .282) 0+ 

.403 98 3.5 [633) .. 420) 

• 763 96 4.5 [6241 .756} 
3 4.5 [624] • 763) 0+ 

1 .l 09 51 1.5 (512 1 (1.6311 DOD 
43 3.5 (514) ( .282) 2+ 

5 .5 [5101 llel9J.) 2+ 

1.120 55 z. 5 (523) (1.,382) CCC 
45 .s [52}.] ( .122) 2+ 

lol91 74 .5 [5101 n .354) DOD 
17 2.5 [ 512 1 (0. t 2+ 

5 1.5 [5121 (1.109) 2+ 
2 l. 'i [5121 (2.000) 2+ 

1.254 3 2.5 (512 1 ( .. 031) 
97 2.5 [5.il.2l to. ) 0+ 

1.348 23 1..5 [521 J (1,.870) CCC 
76 .5 (521] ( .122) 2+ 

1.397 15 .s (510 l (1.354) DOD 
80 2.5 [ 512] (0. ) 2+ 

3 1.5 (512 1 (1 .. 109) 2+ 
1 .s [510) (1.191) 0+ 

1.469 1 .5 [521 ) ( .2171 
98 .5 [521 1 ( .122, 0+ 

l. 5'.1.5 0 4.5 [505] (2.338) ODD EPV 
100 z. 5 [ 512) (0. ) 2+ 

1.529 l 3.5 [514] ( .344) 
99 3.5 (514 1 ( .2821 0+ 

1 e577 93 2. 5 [ 642 1 n.59(p 
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1 . 2. 5 (512 1 to. , o-
I) .s [521) ( .122) 2-

1.680 8 1. 5 [651 ) (2.153) 
70 3. 5 (o33 1 ( .403) 2+ 
21 .5 ( 521.) ( .122) 2-

1.711 1. 4.5 [624 1 .756) 
27 4.5 (624) ( .763 t 0+ 
n 2.5 (5121 (0. ) 2-

l. 7: 8 44 2.5 (5231 (1.382) CCC 
-~ ='·· .5 [52l 1 ( .122) 2+ 
l 2.5 ( 52.3 ) u .120) 0+ 

l. 7~ 9 () 3. 5 (6 33) ( .420) 
100 3.5 (633] ( .403) 0+ 

1.738 0 s. 5 ( 615) ( 2.696) 
'i.OO 3.5 (633) ( .403) 2+ 

1.845 95 .5 (651 1 (1.842) 
l .s [521] ( .122) o-

1.672 9 1.5 ( 651 ) (2.153) 
29 3.5 (633] ( .403) 2+ 
62 .:5 [521) ( .122) 2-

1.899 4 2.5 (642 1 n .590J ,,. 4. 5 (6241 ( .763) 2+ 

" 2.5 [ 512] (0. J o-
90 .5 (521) ( .122) 2-

1.949 94 3. 5 [5031 (2.054) 
4 :t. 5 [5011 (2.3l7J 2+ 
1 5. 5 {6151 (2.670) 2-

1.967 59 1.5 [521 1 (1.870) CCC 
22 .5 (521 1 ( .122) 2+ 
19 3. 5 (633 1 ( .403 J 2-

1.990 38 .5 [6401 ( 2.125) 
' .s ( 521 1 ( .122) o-... 

57 2. 5 (512] (0. ) 2-

z.ooo 39 l. 5 (512 1 ( 1. .631, DOD 
53 3. 5 [5141 ' .262) 2+ 

3 .s [510] (1.191) 2+ 
3 1.5 (512) u .109) 0+ 
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